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COLLEGE CALENDAR
1939
April 26 Wednesday, Founders’ Day.
April 28 Friday, Scholarship Day for High School Seniors.
May 6 Saturday, May Day. Parents’ and Visitors’ Day.
May 22 Monday, Last Registration Day for present students.
May 30 Tuesday, Memorial Day. A Holiday.
June 4 Sunday, 3:00 P. M. Exhibit, Department of Fine
Arts.
June 4 Sunday,7:30 P. M. Joint Anniversary of the
Christian Associations.
June 5 to 10 Monday to Saturday. Final Examinations.
June 9 Friday, 1:30 P. M. Meeting of Board of Trustees.
June 9 Friday, 5:00 P. M. Phi Sigma Iota Dinner.
June 9 Friday, 8:00 P. M. Reception by President and
Mrs. Clippinger to Senior Class, Cochran Hall.
June 10 Saturday, Alumni Day.
June 10 Saturday, 7:00 A. M. W. A. A. Breakfast.
June 10 Saturday, 7:00 A. M. Varsity “0” Breakfast.
June 10 Saturday, 8:00 A. M. Quiz and Quill Breakfast.
June 10 Saturday, 8:00 A. M. Chaucer Club Breakfast
June 10 Saturday, 8:00 A. M. Theta Alpha Phi Breakfast.
June 10 Saturday, 9:00 A. M. Meeting of Board of Trustees.
June 10 Saturday, 12:00 M. Class Reunions.
June 10 Saturday, 2:00 P. M. Senior Class Day Program.
June 10 Saturday, 3:00 P. M. Cleiorhetean Tea.
June 10 Saturday, 3:00 P. M. Philalethean Tea.
June 10 Saturday, 3:00 P. M. Meeting of Alumni Council.
June 10 Saturday, 5:00 P. M. Alumni Dinner.
June 10 Saturday, 8:00 P. M. Senior Class Play.
June 11 Sunday, 10:45 A. M. Baccalaureate Service.
June 11 Sunday, 8:30 P. M. Concert by School of Music.
June 12 Monday, 8:00 A. M. Pi Kappa Delta Initiation and
Breakfast.
June 12 Monday, 10:00 A. M. Eighty-Third Annual Com
mencement.

Sept. 9

Saturday, 2:30 P. M. to Tuesday, Sept. 12, 4:00
P. M., Freshman Period Program. Attendance
of all freshmen required.
5

Sept. 12 Tuesday, 8:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M., Registration.
Sept. 13 Wednpday. First Semester Begins. 7:30 A. M..
Classes begin. 11:30 A. M., Opening Exercises.
Nov. 4 Saturday, Fall Homecoming.
Nov. 9 Thursday, Mid-Semester.
Nov. 29 Wednesday, 12:00 M. Thanksgiving Recess begins.
Dec, 4 Monday, 7:30 A. M. Thanksgiving Recess ends.
Dec. 16 Saturday, 12:00 M. Christmas Recess begins.
1940
Jan. 3 Wednesday 7:30 A. M. Christmas Recess ends.
Jan. 22 I ^7 «■
for Second Semester,
Jan. 22 to 27. Monday to Saturday. Final E.xaminations
Jan. 27
Jan. 30
Feb. 22 SatulT SZsTer
^
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
April 8
April 26 Friday!^’ Fountr“ Day"^^"""
May 4
^ay.
May 20 Monday. Last'Sg^tratifn^T^f
May 30 Thursday. Memorial Day i HoMav"*
June 3
Vonday”,*^ 10:00^A“Examinations.
June 10
Commencement.

Eighty-Fourth Annual

CORPORATION
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Chairman—E. F. Crites_______________________ Barberton
Vice-Chairman—E. B. Bearish, B.A., D.D------ Johnstown, Pa.
Secretary—E. L. Weinland, Ph.B., LL.B., LL.D------Columbus
Allegheny Conference

Rev. E. B. Bearish, B.A., D.D., Johnstown, Pa----- Sept., 1939
Rev. E. C. Weaver, B.A., D.D., Somerset, Pa------- Sept., 1940
Avra Pershing, Jr., B.S., BB.B., Greensburg, Pa.__Sept., 1941
East Ohio Conference

Rev. P. M. Redd, B.A., Canton_________________ Sept., 1939
E. F. Crites, Barberton_______________________ Sept., 1940
I. R. Renner, Akron___________________________ Sept., 1941
Erie Conference

Rev. U. B. Brubaker, B.A., Clarence Center, N.Y._Sept., 1939
Rev. C. M. McIntyre, Bradford, Pa-------------------- Sept., 1940
Rev. B. H. Morton, B.A., Rixford, Pa----------------- Sept., 1941
Florida Conference

Rev. William 0. Bearss, Tampa, Florida
Miami Conference

Rev. J. P. Hendrix, B.A., Dayton_______________ Aug., 1939
Rev. E. H. Nichols, B.A., Miamisburg___________Aug., 1940
Rev. E. R. Turner, B.A., Middletown------------------ Aug., 1941
Michigan Conference

Beroy Howard, Schoolcraft, Michigan----------------- Sept., 1939
Rev. I. E. Runk, B.S., D.D., Grand Rapids, Mich
igan _____ 1__ 1________________________ Sept., 1940
Rev. J. F. Hatton, B.A., Detroit, Michigan---------- Sept., 1941
Sandusky Conference

Rev. C. 0. Callender, B.A., D.D., Toledo________ Sept., 1939
Edwin Gearhart, B.A., Bucyrus------------------------- Sept., 1940
Rev. 0. E. Knepp, Galion_____________________ Sept., 1941
Southeast Ohio Conference

Rev. T. C. Harper, B.A., D.D., Circleville----------- Sept., 1939
Rev. A. B. Cox, Newark______________________ Sept., 1940
Rev. E. E. Harris, B.A., D.D., Dayton---------------- Sept., 1941
Tennessee Conference

Rev. Dewey Whitwell, D.D., Nashville, Tenn--------Sept., 1940
Rev. V. C. Adcock, Greenville, Tennessee----------- Sept., 1941
7

West Virginia Conference

Rev. Ray N. Shaffer, B.A., Buckhannon, W. Va__Sept., 1939
Rev. F. H. Capehart, D.D., Clarksburg, W. Va___ Sept., 1940
Judge James A. Meredith, B.A., LL.B., Fairmont,
W. Va. _________________________________ Sept., 1941
Trustees-at-Large

Frank D. Wilsey, B.S., LL.D., New York City____ June,
Bishop A. R. Clippinger, B.D., D.D., LL.D., Dayton_June,
Mrs. Emma B. Thomas, Westerville____________ June,
Andrew Timberman, M.D., Columbus___________ June,
Frederick H. Rike, B.A., Dayton________________ June,
Jacob S. Gruver, M.A., Washington, D. C________ June,
Homer B. Kline, B.A., Wilkinsburg, Pa__________ June,
Rev. F. S. McEntire, B.A., B.D., Buffalo, N.Y____ June,
Mrs. Frank J. Ressler, Ph.B., Columbus_________ June,
E. N. Funkhouser, B.A., Hagerstown, Md________ June,

1939
1939
1940
1940
1941
1941
1942
1942
1943
1943

Alumni Trustees

Philip Carver, B.A., Strasburg_________________June,
F. M. Pottenger, M.D., Monrovia, Calif__________ June,
Earl Hoover, B.A., LL.B., Cleveland____________ June,
Rev. A. T. Howard, B.A., D.D., Dayton__________ June,
P. H. Kilbourne, M.D., Dayton_________________ June,
F. 0. Clements, M.A., Sc.D., Detroit, Michigan___ June,
Vance E. Cribbs, B.S., Middletown_______________June,
Mabel Gardner, M.D., Middletown_______________June,
E. L. Weinland, Ph.B., LL.B., LL.D., Columbus__ June,
Homer Lambert, B.A., Anderson, Indiana________June,
Executive Committee
Chairman

Walter G. Clippinger,
E. F. Crites
F. 0. Clements
W. F. Hutchinson
Andrew Timberman
E. L. Weinland
J. H. Weaver
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E.
P.
F.
E.
T.
C.

B. Learish
H. Kilbourne
H. Capehart
R. Turner
C. Harper
V. Roop

1939
1939
1940
1940
1941
1941
1942
1942
1943
1943

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
WALTER GILLAN CLIPPINGER, B.D., D.D., LL.D.
President

DENNIS DeWITT BRANE, Ph.D.
Dean of the College
(Mrs.) NORA WILLS PORTER, B.A.
Dean of Women

FLOYD JOHNSON VANCE, M.A.
Registrar and Director of Admissions

WESLEY ONOVAN CLARK
Treasurer of the College

FRED ARTHUR HANAWALT, M.S.
Secretary of the Faculty

FINA CAROL OTT, M.A.
Librarian

RUSSELL RAY EHRHART, B.A.
Field Secretary

LUCIUS LEE SHACKSON, M.A.
(Mrs.) ELIZABETH MARTZ SHACKSON
Managers of King Hall
(Mrs.) daisy WEST FERGUSON
Matron of Saum Hall

ETHEL LENORE LAWYER, R.N.
Resident Nurse

MARTHA LOUISE BOWSER, B.A.
Secretary to the President

ARTHUR LESLIE ORLIDGE
Clerk in the Treasurer's Office

JACOB STUART INNERST, B.D., M.A.
College Pastor
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FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION
In the list below, with the exception of the President, the
names are arranged in order of seniority of service in Otterbein College. The date indicated marks the year of appoint
ment.
WALTER GILLAN CLIPPIbTGER, B.D., D.D., LL.D.
President

1909TIRZA LYDIA BARNES, B.S.
Librarian Emeritus

1890-1934
THOMAS JEFFERSON SANDERS, Ph.D., LL.D.
Hulitt Professor Emeritus of Philosophy

1891-1931
CHARLES SNAVELY, Ph.D., LL.D.,
Professor of History

1900SARAH M. SHERRICK, Ph. D.
Professor Emeritus of English Literature

1902-1932
LULA MAY BAKER, B.A., B.Mus.
Instructor in Piano and History of Music

1903GLENN GRANT GRABILL, B.Mus., A.A.G.O.
Director of the Conservatory of Music

1905ALZO PIERRE ROSSELOT, Ph.D.
Professor of Modern Languages

1905EDWARD WALDO EMERSON SCHEAR, Ph.D.
Professor of Biology and Geology

1912JAMES HARVEY McCLOY, M.S.
Merchant Professor of Physics and Astronomy

191310

Faculty

of

Instruction

ROYAL FREDERICK MARTIN, B.P.E., M.Ed.
Professor of Physical Education

1913-17; 1919ARTHUR RAY SPESSARD, B.I.
Professor of Voice

1913CARY OSCAR ALTMAN, M.A.
Professor of English Language and Literature

1915BENJAMIN CURTIS GLOVER, M.A.
Dresbach Professor of Mathematics

1919FRED ARTHUR HANAWALT, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Biology

1920GILBERT EMORY MILLS, M.A.
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages

1920EDWIN MAY HURSH, M.A.
Professor of Sociology

1922(On leave of Absence 1938-1939)

BYRON WARREN VALENTINE, B.D., M.A., LL.D.
Professor Emeritus of Education

1922-1936
JESSE SAMUEL ENGLE, M.A., B.D.
Myers Professor of Bible

1923(Mrs.) MABEL DUNN HOPKINS
Instructor in Violin

1923HORACE WILLIAM TROOP, M.A., LL.B.
Professor of Economics and Business Administration

1924ROBERT KARL EDLER, B.A., M.D.
Assistant Coach

1925-27; 1929-

11
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FRANCES HARRIS, B.A., B.Mus.
Instructor in Piano

1926PAUL EUGENE PENDELTON, M.A.
Assistant Professor of English Language and Literature

1926(Mrs.) NELLIE SNAVELY MUMMA, Litt.B.
Assistant in Library

1927JOHN FRANKLIN SMITH, M.A.
Professor of Public Speaking

1927-

ALBERT JAMES ESSELSTYN, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

1928RAYMOND ELI MENDENHALL, Ph.D.
Director of Teacher Training

1928HARRY ALBERT HIRT
Instructor in Wind Instruments and Band

1929-

FINA CAROL OTT, M.A.
Librarian

1934HARRY WALTER EWING, LL.B.
Coach and Assistant Professor of Physical Education

1934GEORGE McCRACKEN, Ph.D., F.A.A.R.
Flickinger Professor of Classic Languages and Literature

1935(Mrs.) MARY WEINLAND CRUMRINE, B. S. in Lib. Sci.
Assistant Librarian

1935WILLARD WILLIAM BARTLETT, Ph.D.
Professor of Education

1936JOHN EVERETT WENRICK, Ph.D.
Hulitt Professor of Philosophy and Psychology

•

1936-

Faculty

of

Instruction

RACHEL ELIZABETH BRYANT, M.A.
Director of Physical Education for Women

1936LUCIUS LEE SHACKSON, M.A.
Instructor in Voice and Public School Music

1936PAUL BUNYAN ANDERSON, Ph.D.
Professor of English Language and Literature

1937DENNIS DeWITT BRANE, Ph.D.
Dean of the College and Professor of Political Science

1937LYLE JORDAN MICHAEL, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

1937(Mrs.)

NORA WILLS PORTER, B.A.
Dean of Women

1938(Mrs.) ELSBETH WALTHER SCHLAG, M.A.
Professor of Fine Arts

1938ESTHER GRACE WHITESEL, M.A.
Professor of Home Economics

1938ERNEST LEON SNODGRASS, Ph.D.
Acting Professor of Sociology

1938-1939
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OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES
of the

FACULTY OF OTTERBEIN COLLEGE
1938-39
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Walter Gillan Clippinger, President
Dennis De Witt Brane, Dean
Mrs. Nora Wills Porter, Dean of Women
Fred Arthur Hanawalt, Secretary of the Faculty
Wesley Onovan Clark, Treasurer
Floyd Johnson Vance, Registrar
FACULTY COMMITTEES
Dean’s Council

Dean Brane, Dean Porter, Professor Altman (Senior Coun
selor), Professor Troop (Junior Counselor), Professor
Engle (Sophomore Counselor), Professor Esselstyn
(Freshman Counselor).
Curriculum

Dean Brane, Mr. Vance, Professors Rosselot, Whitesel, Engle,
McCloy, Martin, Anderson, Bartlett, Grabill and Schear.
Freshman Period

Professors Glover, Mills, Shackson, Wenrick and Martin,
Dean Brane, Dean Porter and Mr. Vance. (Special ad
visers to be assigned for Freshman and Sophomores by
the Registrar).
Freshman Advisers Committee

Professors Esselstyn, McCloy and Mr. Vance.
Campus Council
Faculty Representatives: Professors Rosselot, McCloy, Alt

man and Dean Porter.
Mr. Paul Cooley, Mr. Donald
Courtright, Miss Carolyn Krehbiel and Miss Grace
Burdge.

Student Representatives:

Extra-Curricular Point System

Mr. Vance and Professor Mills.
Housing Committee

Dean Brane, Mr. Vance, Dean Porter, Professors Shackson
and Mills.
Bulletins

and

Publicity

President Clippinger, Mr. Ehrhart and Professor Altman.
Library

Miss Ott, Professors Anderson, Wenrick and Hanawalt.

Faculty

Instruction

of
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Schedule

Mr. Vance, Dean Brane, Professors Martin, Grabill and Mills.
Committee

on

Admissions

Professor Mills, Dean Brane, President Clippinger and Mr.
Vance.
Ohio Athletic Conference Representatives

Professors Troop and Martin.
Intercollegiate Athletics Policy Committee

Professors Troop, Rosselot, Esselstyn, Snavely and Menden
hall.
Chapel Tellers

Professors Mills, Altman, Pendleton, Shackson and Anderson.
Honorary Degrees

President Clippinger, Professors Engle, Snavely, Altman and
Rosselot.
Alumni Records

and

Placement

Mr. Vance, Professors Mills, Mendenhall, Bartlett and Mr.
Ehrhart.
Faculty Club

Professors Michael, McCracken, Hanawalt, Schlag, Whitesel,
Snodgrass and Mrs. Crumrine.
Music

and

Art

Professors Grabill, Schlag, Spessard, Baker, Harris and
Shackson.
Lectures

and

Public Occasions

President Clippinger, Dean Brane and Professor Smith.
Public Speaking

and

Dramatics

Professors Smith, Pendleton, and Bryant.
Conference Relationships

Professors Engle, Smith, Altman and Mr. Ehrhart.
Advisory Members: The President, the Dean, the Bishop of
the Ohio District, and the Superintendents of Cooperating
Conferences.
Comprehensive Examinations and Improvement
of Teaching

Dean Brane, Professors Bartlett, Schear, Snavely, Menden
hall, Altman, McCloy and McCracken.
Health Committee

Professors Martin, Schear, Edler, Bryant and Miss Lawyer.
Spiritual Life

Mr. Innerst, Professors Troop, McCracken, Engle and Baker.

GENERAL INFORMATION
HISTORICAL STATEMENT
Otterbein College was founded and fostered under
the auspices of the church of the United Brethren in
Christ. This Protestant group had its beginning in
the latter part of the Colonial period under the lead
ership of Philip William Otterbein, a missionary
from Germany. Independence of thought, combined
with simple sincerity and a zeal for personal religious
living, caused this unusual man to depart from tra
ditions which he felt had become mere formalities,
and he established a congregation and built a church
of his own at Baltimore, Maryland. Those of similar
purpose gathered in other communities, and the new
denomination was organized in 1800, though there
was no startlingly new creed which differentiated it
from similar groups. The church of the United
Brethren in Christ did not and does not insist upon
any particular symbol of religious conviction—bap
tism, for instance, may be administered in different
ways, according to the choice of the individual. The
emphasis is upon fundamental virtues in day-by-day
activities.
With the founding of Otterbein College the work
of higher education in the United Brethren Church
began. The founder of the College, the Reverend Mr.
Lewis Davis, D.D., was the father of higher educa
tion in the denomination. The General Conference of
1845 authorized and recommended the founding of
an institution; the Board of Trustees met for its
first session in Westerville on April 26, 1847, and the
16
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work of the College began on September 1, 1847. It
was named for the founder of the Church.
The College began its career in the same spirit of
independent pioneering which characterized the es
tablishment of the Church. The ideal of a more
nearly equal opportunity for all humanity was em
bodied in the policy of opening the doors of the insti
tution to both sexes and to the members of all races
and creeds. Some historians have asserted that Otterbein College was the first institution of higher
learning in the world to be founded upon the unquali
fied principle of co-education, though one other had
previously admitted women as well as men. In the
decade just prior to the Civil War the college stu
dents and faculty were active in the cause of the lib
eration of negroes; it was while Benjamin R. Hanby
was a student in Otterbein that he wrote “Darling
Nellie Gray,” which has been called the “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin” of song. The influence of this religious ideal
ism has continued to the present, and the College
seeks continually to inspire an appropriate reverence
for virtue in all its students as both leaders and fol
lowers in religious activity. The first State Young
Women’s Christian Association secretary in Ameri
ca was a graduate of Otterbein. Its Young Men’s
Christian Association and its Young Women’s Chris
tian Association were the first college Associations
in the State of Ohio and its building for Association
purposes was the first of the kind in the country.
Though the institution has made an effort to re
tain many of its original traditions, it has grown in
material resources and in the scope of its educational

18
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objectives. The land and buildings were originally
valued at thirteen hundred dollars and there was no
endowment; today the total valuation, including en
dowment, is over two million dollars. The original
faculty consisted of one professor and three instruc
tors; today the total number on the instructional and
administrative staff is over forty.
The College has sought to develop an educational
program which will take into account the individual
needs of each student. Its objective has been to cul
tivate the whole personality of each person who
seeks its degree, and foster broad-minded attitudes
in its men and women. It is assumed that such atti
tudes are necessary for success in any enterprise.
However, the College also makes an effort to train
its graduates in many of the more specialized activi
ties of a vocational nature, such as business and civil
service. The professional training for teachers has
been emphasized, and many of the graduates have
achieved success in the field of education. The cuiTiculum offers complete work to the students who wish
to prepare for subsequent study in engineering, the
ology, medicine, and dentistry.
The intellectual program of the College has been
such as to merit its admission to membership in
some of the best agencies which have been estab
lished to maintain standards of scholarship and spon
sor academic comradeship. Otterbein is a member
of the Ohio College Association, the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and
the American Association of University Women.
This admits any woman graduate to full membership

General Information
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in any local A.A.U.W. chapter. Otterbein has been a
member of the Association of American Colleges
since its establishment and is, also, on the approved
list of the Association of American Universities,
which indicates that the most impoitant institutions
of learning in the United States have given assent
to its educational achievements relative in particular
to the training of the intellect for advanced think
ing and research.
LOCATION
Otterbein College is located at Westerville, Ohio,
twelve miles north of Columbus, on the Cleveland,
Akron and Columbus branch of the Pennsylvania
Railway and the three C highway. There is conven
ient transportation by Greyhound bus leaving termi
nal station at frequent intervals.
Westerville has a population of three thousand
and has all modern improvements. These material
conditions, coupled with the high moral tone of the
village, make Westerville an ideal place for a college
town.
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
Otterbein’s buildings and grounds occupy about
forty acres on the west side of Westerville. About
twelve acres of this ground are in the main campus,
the remainder in various contiguous locations separ
ated only by streets from the main campus, portions
of which are used for athletic fields.
The college group consists of twelve commodious
structures.
1. The Administration Building — A large

20
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four-story structure of brick in Gothic style of archi
tecture. Erected in 1870.
2. Saum Hall—Erected in 1855, a dormitory for
ladies.
3. The Association Building—This building is
devoted to the interests of the Young Men’s and
Young Women’s Christian Associations. It was con
structed in the year 1892. It is also the headquarters
of the Women’s Department of Physical Education
and IS fully equipped for this purpose.
4. Cochran Hall—Constructed through the gift
of Mrs. Sarah B. Cochran, of Dawson, Pa., in the
year 1905. It contains rooms to accommodate near
ly one hundred women.
5. The Carnegie Library—It is the gift of An
drew Carnegie. Erected in 1908.
6. The Lambert Fine Arts Building__This
structure is the gift of Mr. G. A. Lambert, of Ander
son, Indiana, as a memorial. It is the home of the
Conseivatory of Music, the Home Economics Depart
ment, and the Art Department of the College. Erect
ed in 1909.
7. The Heating Plant—Installed and con
structed in 1906.
8. The President’s House —The President’s
House is a comfortable, eight-room structure, located
on the north side of the college campus.
9. The McFadden Science Halu—Funds for
this building were appropriated from the money se
cured during 1918. Erected in 1919.
10. King Hall—A building for men constructed
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and donated in part by Dr. and Mrs. John R. King,
class of 1894, in 1926.
11. The Alumni Gymnasium—It contains a
floor sufficiently large for two parallel basketball
courts and an auxiliary floor of ample size. There is
seating capacity for 1,400 spectators, numerous
lockers, showers, dressing rooms, offices and in adcfition five rooms for recitation purposes. Erected in
1929.
12. The First United Brethren Church —
Though not a part of the college plant, the church is
a modern, commodious structure located in the col
lege group and serves all the purposes of a regular
college church.
The Library
The college library, including the libraries of the
Philomathean and Philophronean Literary Societies,
contains approximately 28,000 volumes, several
thousand pamphlets and government documents, 120
magazines, and five of the best local and national
newspapers. The book collection provides, as far as
possible, the best reference books in history, litera
ture, philosophy, religion, science, social science,
music and art, and the most important new books for
recreational reading. Freshmen are given instruction
in the use of the library. The librarian offers a Book
Seminar through the English Department for recrea
tional reading guidance and for acquaintance with the
best literature in various subject fields. The staff of
three professional librarians, with six student assist
ants, aids students in reference problems and in
leisure reading interests. Students who are interest-
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ed in library work as a profession may receive train
ing and practical experience in the college library.
HOUSING AND SUPERVISION
Otterbein College believes that the physical and
social interests of the students can be sei-ved best by
providing well for their home life while at college.
As far as it is possible, a home-like atmosphere and
attitude is fostered by the College in its residence
halls.
To secure a room, a retaining fee of five dollars is
required of each student. No room will be regarded
as assigned until said fee has been deposited with
the Treasurer. The fee is retained to the end of the
year, or to the time of graduation, when the value of
any breakage of furniture or damage to the room is
deducted. This fee for new students making early
application is refundable up to September first, pro
vided previous notice is given of the student’s in
ability to enter college.
Board and room rent for both men and women
are payable strictly one month in advance. Any stu
dent neglecting to settle in this manner, unless by
special arrangement with the Treasurer, will be
charged with a delinquency fee of one dollar per day
until settlement is made.
All Freshman and Sophomore men are required to
room and board in King Hall. Others desiring to
room there may have the privilege until the Hall is
filled. Rooms in King Hall range from $2.25 to $2.50.
An additional charge of $1.00 is made for room if
only one person occupies a room. The rule applies
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to rooms for three and occupied by two. Board,
$180.00 per year.
The men may furnish their own bedding except
mattress and pillows. If furnished by the Hall an
extra charge of $5.00 per year will be made.
The housing of all non-resident men of the college
will be under the direct supervision of a special com
mittee known as the Housing Committee.
The Phillip G. Cochran Memorial Hall and Saum
Hall are the residence halls for women. The price of
the rooms in Cochran Hall ranges from $1.75 to
$2.50 per week. The price of the rooms in Saum
Hall is $2.00 per week. Cochran Hall has accommo
dations for eighty-five residents as well as the din
ing hall for women students. The price of board in
the dining hall is $180.00 for the year.
Students supply their own curtains, dresser and
table covers, towels and bedding except mattresses
and pillows. The rugs are provided in each room.
No woman will be permitted to room or board out
side the residence halls except with the approval of
the Housing Committee.
There is an opportunity for a limited number of
women students to do their own cooking in Saum
Hall. These students pay $2.00 per week for their
room and then supply their own food. The china, sil
verware and cooking utensils are furnished. Theie
is a charge of $6.50 per semester for the use of gas
and refrigeration in the kitchen. This opportunity
is given to needy students who have been approved
by the Housing Committee.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
A small fee is paid by each student which provides
for free attention of the college nurse. Students who
are residents of the dormitories have access to the
infirmary rooms. This applies only in the case of
minor ailments of not over two or three days' dura
tion. In cases of serious or prolonged illness the stu
dent is expected to report to one of the city hospitals
near by. Through the college nurse advice is given
concerning medical aid, but the College does not
have a resident physician. All medical fees are paid
direct to the physician by the student.
Physical education is required of all college stu
dents in the freshman and sophomore years. The
Department of Physical Education offers a minor to
both men and women which meets the approval of
the State Department of Education. A college major
is offered in this department.
Each student is given a physical examination on
entering. Athletics include varsity teams in football,
basketball, tennis, baseball and track. The college
participates in intercollegiate contests with other
colleges in Ohio. Intramural activities are arranged
in the various sports for both men and women.
Uniform gymnasium clothing is required for those
who are members of the gymnasium classes. It is
advised that the purchase of equipment be deferred
until arrival.
The Varsity ‘‘0" Association is composed of honor
men who by virtue of certain proficiency in the var
ious athletic sports are admitted to membership.
The Women's Athletic Association, affiliated with
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the Athletic Conference of American College Wo
men, fosters athletics for the women of the College.
Membership is on a point basis. The object of the
Association is to promote high ideals, encourage par
ticipation and to afford training for those who may
be desirous of becoming teachers of physical educa
tion.
RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Religious Services and Organizations

A chapel assembly is held every morning, except
Saturday and Sunday, at eleven-thirty. All students
are required to be present at the regular chapel ser
vice.
A unified service of public worship and church
school is conducted at ten o’clock every Sunday
morning in the college church. All students are ex
pected to be present, except those who arrange to
worship elsewhere.
The Young Men’s Christian Association and the
Young Women’s Christian Association meet weekly
in halls of their own in the Association Building. A
Christian Endeavor Society meets regularly every
Sunday evening. The Young People’s Department of
the Sunday School has its own organization. The
Life Work Recruit organization offers encourage
ment to those interested in Christian work and train
ing.
Musical Organizations

The Otterbein College Men’s and Women’s Glee
Clubs, the two church choirs, the Banjo-Mandolin
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Club, the College Orchestra, and the College Band
are all made up of students of the College.
A Music Club composed of members of the faculty
and students of the Music Department meets at reg
ular intervals.
Debate, Oratory and Dramatics
In addition to the regular courses in speech, ample
opportunity is offered for varied forensic expression.
Otterbein is a member of the Ohio Inter-collegiate
Debating Association, and the Ohio Inter-collegiate
Oratory Association for both men and women, and
each year is represented in these contests.
Otterbein maintains an active Cap and Dagger
Club for those interested in dramatics. The Otter
bein Chapter of Theta Alpha Phi, national honorary
dramatic fraternity, honors with membership those
students who have fulfilled certain requirements.
There is a chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, an honorary
forensic fraternity. Only those students who have
represented the college in inter-collegiate debate or
oratory are eligible for membership.
Literary and Scientific Organizations
There are two clubs on the campus for those in
terested in literary activities: the Quiz and Quill
Club and the Chaucer Club. The former emphasizes
creative writing and the latter is primarily to de
velop intelligent criticism.
The International Relations Club provides a means
of discussing world affairs and of broadening the
students’ view of contemporary politics.
Phi Sigma Iota is a national honor society, whose
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purposes are to recognize outstanding ability and at
tainments in Romance Languages and Literatures,
and to stimulate advanced work and individual re
search in these fields.
Sigma Zeta is a national scientific society which
embodies a two-fold purpose: first, to encourage and
foster the attainment of knowledge in the various
fields of science, and second, to provide a more or
less tangible means for the recognition of scholar
ship. Regular meetings are held once a month.
In recent years the desirability of coordinating
the work of the various campus clubs gave rise to
the organization of an Interdepartmental Club,
which meets in formal parliamentary session for the
rendition of programs in which each of the various
cooperating clubs is represented. This insures a
breadth of view in extra-cuiTicular activities such
as the College seeks to maintain in the curricular
requirements.
Publications
The Tan and Cardinal is the official college paper.
Every phase of college life is given its share of
notice.
The Sibyl is a student publication issued annually
by the Junior Class.
The Quiz and Quill is a magazine composed of the
best English productions of the college students dur
ing the year.
The Association Handbook, published yearly by a
joint committee of the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.
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members, is a neat pocket manual containing valu
able information for new students.
The Otterbein College Bulletin, the official publi
cation, is issued five times a year, in October, Jan
uary, April, July and August.
The Alumni Register, containing a complete list of
the officers, trustees, and alumni of the institution
from its founding, is issued at irregular intervals.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT AND GENERAL
REGULATIONS
The College seeks to cultivate an attitude of indi
vidual responsibility in its students for the social
well-being of the campus community. The Student
Council, which consists of representatives of each of
the four college classes, is an organization intended
to facilitate the understanding of these responsibil
ities by the whole student body and to constitute a
means of making vocal student opinion on any cam
pus problem. The Campus Council consists of the
members of the Student Council and representatives
of the Faculty, and thus constitutes a means of com
munication and decision in matters which involve
mutual relationship between those who teach and
those who are taught.
Otterbein has few specific regulations governing
student conduct. It depends rather upon the fair
minded student to observe cheerfully the social pro
prieties without check or restraint. There are, how
ever, well recognized restrictions concerning certain
practices.
The use of intoxicating liquors in any form and
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the use of tobacco on the campus or streets facing
the campus, are considered a detriment to a stu
dent’s education and are, therefore, prohibited.
No secret society is permitted and no other selfperpetuating society or organization may be formed
without permission from the Faculty.
A student who is a member of any college organi
zation representing Otterbein in intercollegiate or
special extracurricular relations shall not partici
pate in such activities unless a satisfactory standard
in scholarship is maintained and the student com
plies with all other college regulations. A student in
an individual capacity representing the college shall
conform to the same standard.
Five unexcused absences from daily chapel shall
be the maximum for a semester. Any student who
has more than five unexcused absences shall be sus
pended by the Dean for a period of three days.
The College has made an effort to place the re
sponsibility upon the students for attendance at
classes as well as for general social behavior. All
students who have secured a rating above the aver
age in their scholastic work are free to come and go
from the classes without any obligation to account
to anyone for whatever absences may be on the rec
ord. A student who is inclined to abuse this privi
lege may be required to relinquish it, however. The
students whose work is not above the average are
subject to the penalty of a lowered grade in any
course of study in which their unexcused absences
have been excessive or unreasonable. In determin
ing what is excessive or unreasonable absence, the
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general attitude of the student as evidenced in his
complete previous record is considered, rather than
a definite numerical specification.
EXPENSES
The College seeks to provide for its students a
complete campus experience without permitting the
cost to become excessive. It is hoped that the official
fees are fixed so as not to exclude any person because
of his economic circumstances; the College wishes
to maintain democratic opportunities and attitudes.
With reference to extra-curricular expense also, the
College makes an effort to remind the students that
tendencies to assess high fees or to include too many
luxurious items in the social program will interfere
with the traditions of the institution.
Entrance and Tuition Fees
A registration fee of one dollar is charged all stu
dents.

An incidental fee of fourteen dollars is collected
from each student. This is payable at the time of
matriculation and covers all necessary personal ex
penses for all athletics and physical education, in
cluding a free ticket to all home games, and health
service from the resident nurse.
Two dollars of this amount is appropriated to the
Tan and Cardinal, the bi-weekly student publication,
which covers the student's subscription to this paper.
Tuition for regular college instruction is at the
rate of one hundred dollars for each semester, which
permits the student to take from twelve to seven
teen hours of work. Students taking less than twelve
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hours of work will be charged at the rate of nine
dollars per hour. Students taking more than seven
teen hours of work will be charged at the rate of five
dollars per hour for each additional hour.
Arrangements for personal instruction are pos
sible in some departments for those individuals who
wish to enroll as special students and who are unable
to attend regularly scheduled sessions of the classes.
Such instruction is under faculty supervision and re
quires special application by the student and the con
sent of the instructor.
Regularly registered students are entitled to audit
courses with the consent of the instructor. A stu
dent not registered in other courses is required to
pay the registration fee and a nominal tuition fee.
Special arrangements are made for those taking
work in the Department of Fine Arts. The courses
in the history and appreciation of art may be taken
as ordinary academic subjects in the College, but
the fees for courses in applied art are according to
a separate schedule, as follows: For one hour of in
struction $8.00; for two hours, $15.00; for three or
more hours, $7.00 per hour. Tuition for academic
courses in the College for those who major in Fine
Alts is at the rate of $6.25 for each credit hour.
The list of tuition fees for musical instruction will
be found among the general announcements of the
School of Music. A number of the musical courses
are open to college students without extra charge,
these will be found listed under the offerings of the
Department of Music of the College.
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Laboratory Fees and Deposits

The laboratory fees and deposits for the respective
courses are as follows:
Deposit
for year
Art, 111, 112, 211, 212, 311, 312, 121, 122,
125, 126, 131, 132, 133, 134, 141, 142
241, 242, 151, 152, 251, 252, 165, 166
191, 192_____________________
Biology, 101, 102, 103, 104, 201, 202, 207
208, 305, 321, 322 _________
$ 5.00
107, 210____________ ______
5.00
108________________ _________
*232, 349 ____________________ ■_
“
♦391________________________ "■ ““
Chemistry, 101, 102, 201, 202, 205, 206,
209, 210, 303, 304 ____________ _
5.00
301, 302 (5 hours credit)___________
5.00
203, 204 _______________________ I_
10.00
♦307, 308 __________________________
♦207, 208, 211,305, 306, 310________ I
Geology, 207, 208 _____________________
Home Economics, 101, 102, 301_______
106, 215_________________________I"
211, 212, 311__________________
♦350 ________________________
_ ~
♦206, 316, 320 ________________
Natural Science, 101, 102_____________
5.00
Physics, 101, 102, 211, 212____________I_
201, 202, 203, 204 (3 hours credit)___
Psychology, 101, 102, 202, 204, 305, 306__
Student Teaching, 331-332 (4 hours
credit) _______________________

Fee per
semester

$

1.00
5.00
1.50
1.50

7.50
7.50
7.50
1.50
2.50
1.00
7.50
5.00 *

2.00
2.00
1.00
15.00

All laboratory fees and deposits are payable strict
ly one semester in advance.
Graduation Fees
Five dollars, payable to the Treasurer four weeks
before graduation, is required of every candidate for
* Fees to be arranged.
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a Bachelor's degree. A fee of one dollar is required
of every candidate for a diploma in Music.
Summary of Expenses

The following is an estimate of the total cost of
one year of the types of work taken ordinarily by a
student at the College:
Low

Registration and Incidental Fee_______ $ 15.00
Tuition, 12 to 17 hours_______________
200.00
Laboratory Fees____________________
Board______________________________
180.00
*Room—Women’s Dormitories_________
64.75
*Room—Men’s Dormitory--------------------83.25
Total Women____________________
Total Men_______________________

^459.75
478.25

High

$ 15.00
200.00
25.00
180.00
92.50
92.50
$512.50
512.50

The foregoing estimates include only necessary
college expense. No allowance is made for books,
clothing, travel and personal expenditures.
Conditions of Payment and Delinquency

All students not entering for the first time, who
fail to register by the first day of each semester will
be required to pay a penalty of one dollar for each
day of delay. The same penalty will be imposed for
failure to meet payment on tuition, laboratory fees,
board, and room at the time set for such purpose.
Each freshman who fails to register at the time
scheduled in the Freshman Period will be charged a
fee of one dollar. The same charge will be made for
each of the examinations of the Freshman Period
taken out of scheduled time.
* One dollar per week extra, if rooming alone.
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A fee of fifty cents is charged for change of sche
dule.
A fee of one dollar is charged for giving any final
examination or one hour examination at any time
other than that for which it is scheduled regardless
of the cause of absence of the student.
Students are required to pay bills covering tuition
and laboratory fees on or before the second day of the
first semester and on or before the first day of the
second semester. Board and room payments are due
on the fifteenth of each month during the first se
mester and on the first of each month during the
second semester.
Owing to the emergency arising out of the present
^onomic conditions and rising prices, Otterbein Colege announces that all tuition, laboratory fees, room
board rates are subject to increase, and regulalons concerning housing are subject to change with
out notice at any time.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL AID
The College makes an effort to furnish financial
aid of all sorts to young men and women of good
character and who offer evidence of ability and in
terest in their high school or college work. Several
scholarships covering full tuition are awarded to
high school students of special ability and are given
only after competitive examinations. Various schol
arship and loan funds have been donated to the Col
lege to be administered for the aid of students under
various circumstances and conditions. A full list of
these is given below. There is also a series of awards
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in the nature of prizes for merit in various academic
activities. These are likewise listed on the following
pages. Furthermore, the College is eager at all times
to aid in securing employment or professional place
ment for any student or graduate. An office for this
purpose is maintained by the institution under the
direction of the Registrar, to whom applications for
information should be sent.
SCHOLARSHIPS
In order to aid the needy and worthy students in
securing an education, the College has the disposal
of the annual income of the following funds:
1. The George E. Welshans Memorial Scholarship,
$1,000.
2. The Allegheny Branch Christian Endeavor
Scholarship, $1,000, available to students from
Allegheny Conference.
3. The Southeast Ohio Branch Christian Endeavor
Scholarship, $1,000, available to students from
Southeast Ohio Conference.
4. Class of 1914 Scholarship, $1,500, available to
students who have spent at least one year in
Otterbein and who are members of one of the
college classes.
5. The East Ohio Branch Christian Endeavor
Scholarship, $2,000, available to students from
East Ohio Conference.
6. Rev. and Mrs. S. ¥. Daugherty Scholarship
Fund, $1,500.
7. The Sandusky Christian Endeavor Scholarship
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$878, available to students from Sandusky Con
ference.
The Overholser-Deets Scholarship, $1,000, avail
able to students from the foreign fields, or those
who are planning for foreign seiwice.
The Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Kendall Scholarship,
$1,000, available to students from East Ohio
Conference.
The Erem John Healy Memorial Scholarship,
$1,700, available to ministerial or missionary
students.
The Mr. and Mrs. S. Hohenshil Memorial Schol
arship, $1,500.
The Wagner Scholarship, $620, available to stu
dents from Southeast Ohio Conference prepar
ing for religious work.
The Harry R. Clippinger Memorial Scholarship,
$850.
The Charles W. Kurtz Memorial Scholarship,
$1,400, available to students from Miami Con
ference.
The Miami Conference Christian Endeavor
Scholarship, $1,000, available to students from
Miami Conference.
The Rev. E. E. Harris Scholarship, $627.50.
Class of 1918 Memorial Scholarship Fund,
$2,500.
The Richard A. Hitt Scholarship Fund
$2,107.50, available to students from Southeast
Ohio Conference.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Goodrich Memorial Schol-
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arship Fund, $500, available to ministerial or
missionary students.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Philip Knost Scholarship, $200.
Van Gundy, Beck, and Van Gundy Scholarship,
$2,000.
Willey Memorial Church (Cincinnati) Scholar
ship, $1,000.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Rudisill Scholarship, $1,000.
Altoona First Church C. E. Scholarship Fund,
$5,000, available to ministerial or missionaiy
students from this church.
The Arthur A. Moore Memorial Scholarship
Fund, $2,000, available to students from East
Ohio Conference.
Johnstown Park Avenue U. B. Church Scholar
ship Fund, $3,954.50, available to students who
are members of that church.
Lake Odessa, Michigan, C. E. and S. S. Union
Scholarship, $200, available to students from
Michigan Conference.
Mrs. Martha Soule Scholarship, $1,000.
William Henry Otterbein Hubert Memorial
Scholarship, $500, gift of his mother, Mrs. Car
oline Hubert, of the Johnstown, Pa., Park Ave
nue Church. Available first to students from
that church.
The Resler Foundation, $10,500, established by
Mrs. Lillian Resler Harford and Professor Ed
win D. Resler as a memorial to their parents,
Jacob Bruner Resler and Emily Shupe Resler.
The Solomon Zartman Memorial Scholarship,
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$1,000, established by his father, Lewis Zaii:man.
32. The Mr. and Mrs. George A. Weaver Scholar
ship Fund, $1,000. Available to children of mis^
sionaries or students preparing for the mission
field.
33. The James H. Fennessey Memorial Scholarship
Fund, $5,500. Available to students from the
Otterbein Home.
34. The Ephraim D. Hartman Scholarship, $1,000.
Available to members of own family or to stu
dents from the Otterbein Home.
35. Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Hollar Memorial Scholar
ship, $1,000. Available to students preferably
from the Virginia Conference.
36. The Alavesta S. Myers Scholarships. Two schol
arships of $2,500 each, the income to be award
ed to students from Ashland County.
37. Joseph Hannibal Caulker Memorial Scholarship
Fund, $10,000. Gift of the Reverend Mr. Samuel
R. Seese, class of 1900 and his wife, Anna Owen
Seese, “the income to be used in aiding worthy
students preparing for religious work, prefer
ably missionary work in Africa.^'
38. Bishop John Dickson and Mary Jane Dickson
Scholarship Fund, $4,000.
39. Cleiorhetean-Philalethean Piano Practice Schol
arship. Available to music students for use of
practice piano. Established through gift of
grand pianos given to the College by the Cleiorhetean and Philalethean Literary Societies.
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LOAN FUNDS
The Eberly Fund: By will of Rev. Daniel
Eberly, D.D., of Hanover, Pennsylvania, a fund of
over five thousand dollars has been left, the income
from which will be loaned without interest to worthy
students.
The Clements Fund : A fund of $10,000, to be
known as the Luella Fonts Clements Memorial Fund,
has been established by Mr. F. O. Clements, ’96. The
income from this fund is available to worthy and
needy students in the form of scholarships or loans.
The Albert J. Demorest Memorial Fund: In
memory of their father, a loan fund, to be known as
the Albert J. Demorest Memorial Fund, has been
established by Professor and Mrs. Merrick A. De
morest, ’21, ’20. This fund is available to a worthy,
high-grade student.
PRIZE SCHOLARSHIP
Pierre Frederic and Louise Marguerite Rosselot
Scholarship, $1,000. For a senior who shall have at
tained high rank in the departments of American
and European History, Political Science, and French
Language, and who shall have made a special study
of some phase of international relations.
PRIZES
Russell Prize, Declamation Contest— Three
prizes of twenty-five, fifteen and ten dollars each, are
offered to students who win the first three places in
the annual declamation contest for underclassmen.
Russell Prize, Oratorical Contest— Three
prizes, twenty-five, fifteen and ten dollars each, are
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offered to students who win the first, second and
third places in the annual oratorical contest for up
perclassmen.
Rev. Howard H. Russell, D.D., founder and asso
ciate superintendent of the Anti-Saloon League of
America, has established this series of prizes for
those who win distinction in public speaking and ora
tory at Otterbein.
Barnes Short Story Prizes—Mr. J. A. Barnes,
of Wellesley, Mass., class of ’94, established a short
story prize scholarship amounting to $2,000, the in
come from which is to be used for prizes of $40,
$20, and $10 each for the best stories on Good Citi
zenship. The sum of $50 is to be used for the pur
chase of books for the library bearing upon the sub
ject. This scholarship is established in memory of
Mr. Barnes’ brother, Walter Barnes, of the class of
^98.
Weaver Mathematics Prize—A prize of $10 is
awarded annually by Mr. and Mrs. James H. Weaver
of Columbus, Ohio, to the student who distinguishes
himself most in the Department of Mathematics.
The Lawrence Keister Classical Greek Prize
Foundation—Rev. Lawrence Keister, D.D., Scottdale, Pennsylvania, gave $1,000 as a permanent
foundation for annual prizes in classical Greek to be
distributed to first, second and third year students
on the basis of ability.

Such variations in all the prizes may be made as
changed conditions and discretion suggest.
The Lawrence Keister New Testament Greek
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Prize Foundation—The foundation for these prizes
consists of $500. In the fourth year course the ma
jor study will be New Testament Greek. To pupils
in this course prizes of fifteen, ten and five dollars
shall be made in order of class rank. These awards
shall be made in chapel about June 1 of each year.
The winners shall also be announced on Commence
ment Day.
The Cox Prize Foundation for Debate—A prize
of $25 is awarded by Mr. J. 0. Cox of Valparaiso,
Ind., to the winning team in the Freshman-Sopho
more debate.
Quiz and Quill Foundation, $1,200—This fund
was established by members of the Club to promote
the Quiz and Quill magazine, to provide prizes for the
annual contest promoted by the Club, and to further
the interests of creative writing on the campus.
Prizes of $10, $5 and $3 are awarded by the Quiz
and Quill Club for the best English essay or poem
written by either a freshman or a sophomore.
The Roy Burkhart Prize in Creative Writing
—Mr. Roy Burkhart, class of 1927, has been offering
each year $35 in prizes for various types of creative
writing. Last year the prizes were given for the
best essays on “A Modern Youth's Philosophy of
Life."

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION AND
ADVANCED STANDING
Graduates of first-grade high schools who rank in
the upper two-thirds of their classes are admitted to
freshman standing upon presentation of a certificate
of graduation. Only a limited number of students
be admitt^. Such applications must be in the hands of
the Committee on Admissions by August 20. If

SlLnfnf'' f

o-

and twentv f
^ minimum of twelve hours
draw at tvf'
the first semester or with<lraw at the end of the semester.
,

bnits of work are required for admission
ne College. Four one-hour recitations a week, or
live recitations of forty-five minutes a week through
out the school year of thirty-six weeks, constitute a
Unit of work for requirements ofadmission.
The units presented forentrance should include
the following:
^
,
_______ 3 units
English --------------------^ units
Foreign Language----------------------------------- --- units
History and Civics--------------- 2^8
Mathematics (including one unit of algebra) 2 um^^

If the credits presented from the high school con
tain the total required number of units, but are de
ficient in any of these five departments, the candL
42
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date may be allowed entrance to the Freshman class
but will be required to make up the deficiency on the
basis of one college unit for two high school units.
This must be made up by the close of the sophomore
year.
Also, less than four units of foreign language may
be presented for admission, but in such case the stu
dent will be required to include in his college course
more foreign language work than that specified as a
minimum foreign language requirement for gradua
tion. If a student is admitted with four units of
foreign language, only one year will be required in
the College. If a student is admitted with three
units, one and a half years of one foreign language
will be required in the College. If a student is admit
ted with two units or less, two years of one foreign
language will be required in the College. For the
purpose of this requirement, a year’s work is consid
ered to be at least six semester hours.
Students will not be enrolled unless their entrance
certificates or certificates of transfer from other insti
tutions with letters of honorable dismissal, are in
the hands of the Registrar. These should be sent
early in the summer. An unmounted photograph
must also be submitted with every application.
Students are required to register in person with
the Registrar and make all necessary arrangements
for studies not later than the first day of each se
mester. Those entering as freshmen are required to
be present during the Freshman Period prior to the
beginning of the regular college activities.
As part of their registration, students are re-
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quired to choose an adviser, or they are assigned an
adviser. This is to be made a matter of record by
the Registrar and any change of adviser must like
wise be recorded.
Registration as a student of Otterbein is under
stood to imply a willingness to comply with the so
cial ideals and traditions of the College.
Students shall have their studies for the following
semester entered by their professors on cards for
that purpose, and deposited in the college office at
least twenty days before the close of the semester
then in session.
The College reserves the right to exclude candi
dates coming from other colleges or universities who
have not maintained a standard of excellence in their
work comparable to that demanded by Otterbein Col
lege of its students.
The requirements for advanced standing are as
follows:
At the beginning of the first semester a student
must have completed, in addition to any entrance
conditions, the following numbers of credit hours
and quality points for the respective classifications:
For Sophomore standing------- 24 hours and 48 points
For Junior standing_________56 hours and 112 points
For Senior standing------------- 90 hours and 180 points

At the beginning of the second semester the re
quirements are as follows:
For Sophomore standing------- 40 hours and 80 points
For Junior standing------------72 hours and 144 points
For Senior standing_______ 106 hours and 212 points

An explanation of the nature of the credit hours
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and quality points referred to above, is included in
the statement of requirements for graduation.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
The degrees of Bachelor of Arts (B.A.), Bachelor
of Science (B.S.), and Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.
A.), are those which the College of Arts and Sciences
confers upon its graduates. The degrees of Bachelor
of Music (B.Mus.) and Bachelor of Music Education
(B.Mus.Ed.) are conferred by the School of Music—
according to the specifications stated in that portion
of the catalog. The School of Music also confers a
diploma upon those persons who complete a course
of study in some major field of applied music, with
out extensive theoretical and academic requirements.
Credit Hours and Quality Points

The requirements for the degrees are on the basis
of semester credit hours and quality points. A se
mester consists of eighteen weeks, or one-half of
the college year. A semester credit hour is one class
hour a week continued through the semester. For
illustration, a subject in which a student recites two
hours a week for a semester would count two se
mester credit hours. One in which he recites three
hours a week would count three semester credit
hours.
The normal load for a student is fifteen to seven
teen hours. The Dean’s permission is required for
taking any number of hours in excess of seventeen.
A student who makes less than a two point average
in the work of the preceding semester may be asked
to reduce his work below the normal load. In either
case the number of hours carried must receive the
sanction of the Dean.
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Quality points are awarded to the student accord
ing to the degree of excellence with which the work
in each course of study is accomplished. The sym
bols A, B, C, D, F, X, and W are used in ranking stu
dents. The letter A stands for extraordinary attain
ment in the course. B represents work that is above
average; C represents average work; D below aver
age; F failure, and X conditioned. The X grade is
used to denote any unfulfilled requirement for the
course, regardless of the reason for the existence of
the condition. The removal of conditions must be
accomplished during the semester in which the stu
dent is next in attendance, or arrangements must be
made with the Registrar for further postponement.
In case this removal or arrangement is not made, the
grade of X will automatically become an F. W is
used to mark a course regularly discontinued by per
mission of the instructor and Registrar. When a
student leaves college within a semester W is used
to mark the courses in which he was enrolled if his
work was satisfactory at the time of withdrawal.
C, as an average grade, means that, over a period
of years, it will be given to about 50% of the stu
dents. About 20% of the students will receive B
grades and about 5% A grades. On the same basis,
20% will receive D grades, and 5% F grades.
The following is the schedule for the award of
quality points:
For each semester hour of
For each semester hour of
For each semester hour of
For each semester hour of
For each semester hour of

A-----------------------------------4 points
B---------------=.------------------ 3 points
C-------------------------------------------- 2points
D-----------------------------------1 point
F, X, & W----------------------------- Nopoints
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For the award of any one of the Bachelors' de
grees, the student must have completed satisfactor
ily one hundred and twenty-four semester credit
hours of work, and have earned at least two hun
dred and forty-eight quality points.
Distribution Requirements

The College requires that these credit hours shall
be earned in specified types of courses in order to
guarantee that the student become acquainted with
a variety of subject matter and different scientific
methods. The minimum requirements which the
College specifies for the degrees of Bachelor of Arts
and Bachelor of Science are set forth in the follow
ing table, with the qualifications noted below it :
English Literature or Speech__________
English Composition__________________
Bible________________________________
History or Social Science________ _____
Modern Foreign Language_____________
Greek, Latin, or Mathematics__________
Science _____________________________
Philosophy, Psychology or Education----Physical Education___________________
Orientation and Hygiene______________
Electives ____________________________

6 semester hours
6 semester hours
6 semester hours
6 semester hours
6 semester hours
6 semester hours
6 semester hours
6 semester hours
4 semester hours
2 semester hours
70 semester hours

Total ___________________________ 124 semester hours

If the student is admitted with fewer than four
units of foreign language from high school, he will
be required to offer more than the six semester
hours listed above. The amount of work required in
such cases has been set forth in the statement of re
quirements for admission.
The student is not permitted to offer Greek or
Latin in review as a fulfillment of the requirement
in either of those languages.

Otterbein College

The survey course
ma/or in the naturquired of all students plannjt^^
al sciences unless th y
diiferent social scitotalling twelve hours
t
sciences will
ences. The survey
to major in the
be required of all
f , ^t least two courses
social sciences unless they
different natural
totalling twelve hours m two diftere
sciences.

"iXS

OrCnaH., .hes.
in the liret two J'",' f,,
,he following tabulaSTS w"!;“ »allf tegnited in the
Freshman year has been made.
First Semester
Hours
English Composition--------- 3
Greek, Latin, or Mathe
matics --------------------Physical Education----------- ^
Orientation -------------------Two of the following:
Science, Modern Language or History—6 o^

Second Semester
Hours
English Composition------- 3
Greek, Latin, or Mathe
matics --------------------- 3 or 4
Physical Education-----------j
Hygiene ----------------------------^
Two of the following:
Science, Modern Lan
guage or History__6 or 8

The College also makes an effort to develop fully
the intellectual capacity of the student by requiring
more intense and advanced study in at least two sub
jects. Therefore the system of major and minor
fields of study has been established. A major consists
of not less than twenty-four semester hours in one
subject or department. A minor consists of fifteen
semester hours in a subject or department other than
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that in which the major is taken. One major and
one minor must be completed for graduation. A stu
dent may complete two majors in different depart
ments under the direction of the heads of these de
partments and may designate who of the two profes
sors shall be the adviser. A student may take a
major in the general field of the Social Sciences by
combining certain courses in History, Economics,
Political Science, and Sociology, with the consent of
the chairman of each department concerned.
The fulfillment of the above requirements in the
distribution of studies, with a major field of study
chosen from any of the College departments, will en
title the student to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
Those whose major field of study is in the Depart
ment of Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, or Phy
sics, may receive the degree of Bachelor of Science.
Applicants for the Bachelor of Science Degree must
include 6 hours of Mathematics in their course.
The degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts will be con
ferred upon those who fulfill the following require
ments in the distribution of their studies:
Requirements

in

Fine Arts

Art History___________________________ 12 hours
Advanced Problems and Bibliography------- 6 hours
Design _______________________________ 6 hours
Drawing______________________________
6 hours
Life Drawing_________________________ 6 hours
Painting _______________________________16 hours
Sculpture_____________________________ 3 hours
Elective ________________________________13 hours
68 hours
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Academic Requirements

English ______________________________ 12 hours
Foreign Language__________ II_I______ 6 hours
Orientation and Hygiene__ II___ I_____ 2 hours
Philosophy and/or Education___________ 6 hours
Physical Education___________________
4 hours
Religion________________________ ____ ~ 6 hours
Science____________________ ~______“___ 6 hours
Social Science________________
6 hours
Elective _______________ ~
8 hours
56 hours
Grand total------------------------------------------------124 hours

An exhibit of original work may also be required
for graduation.
The language requirement may be omitted in the
case of those who present its equivalent among the
units earned in preparatory school, at the time of
entrance into the College.
It is suggested that the student include Aesthetics
as a philosophy offering, and the Principles of Eco
nomics as an offering in social science.
Residence Requirements

The College specifies that no student may graduate
without spending at least one year in residence at
Otterbein, which should be the senior year. How
ever, provision is made whereby a student who has
made an average grade of B in his studies may trans
fer at the end of his third year at Otterbein (106
semester hours) to a professional school of any in
stitution whose offerings are acceptable to the Asso
ciation of American Universities. At the close of
his first year at the professional school, if he has
made a satisfactory record, he may receive the A.B.
or B.S. degree from Otterbein.
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The residence period for freshmen begins at the
opening of the Freshman Period. This is not an
optional introduction to the College work; it is an
integral part of it. However, those entering the Col
lege with advanced standing will not be required to
enroll for the Freshman Period.
Scholastic Honors

A point average of 3.3 for both semesters of any
one year entitles a student to be listed as an honor
student. The list will be published each year in the
college catalog. The degrees are granted with three
grades of distinction: with honors, with high honors,
with highest honors. Those who have attained a
quality point average of 3.3 for the entire course of
study are graduated with honors: cum laude. Those
who have attained a quality point average of 3.6 for
the entire course of study are graduated with high
honors: magna cum laude. The degree with highest
honors, summa cum laude, is awarded only upon
special vote of the faculty.
A student may be eligible for honors at graduation
on the basis of two years of work at Otterbein, pro
vided he submits evidence of excellent grades in work
transferred from other standard institutions.
PRE-PROFESSIONAL COURSES
The College offers complete and thorough prepara
tion to those who wish to pursue their studies fur
ther, after graduation, in the universities which
train for law, medicine, dentistry, engineering, busi
ness, theology, social service, or public administra
tion. The College is on the approved list of the Asso
ciation of American Universities, which indicates
that its program of such training is acceptable to the
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best institutions in the United States. For the con
venience of students who wish to arrange their
courses of study intelligently for such preparation,
the following suggestions and outlines are offered.
Requirements vary in different professional schools,
hence these are merely suggestive and quite flexible.
Course of Study in Preparation for
MEDICINE OR DENTISTRY
The puipose of collegiate training for students
who desire to enter the field of medicine, is first to
provide a strong background of general culture, and
second to give the student training in subjects that
are fundamental to those of the medical school. The
courses suggested in the following outline are so
organized as to provide the student with such train
ing that he will be able to carry the work in the medi
al school with better understanding and technique.
It IS not desirable to include in the collegiate curri
culum courses that are merely abbreviated forms of
those to be found in the medical curriculum
While the requirements for admission to different
medical schools are similar, there are some minor
differences. In order to give the student the best
preparation for the particular school he wishes to
enter, variations in the curriculum here suggested
may be made under the direction of the adviser
First Semester
General Zoology_
General Chemistry
English_________
Mathematics _____
Physical Education
Orientation ______
Total

Freshman Year

Hours

___

4

3
3
1
1
16

Second Semester

General Zoology
General Chemistry^
English________
Mathematics___ I
Physical Education
Hygiene _________
Total

Hours

__
__
__
__

__
__

4
4
3
3
1
1
16
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First Semester

Sophomore Year
Hours Second Semester

General Embryology----Chemistry (Quantitative
Analysis) ___________
Foreign Language_____
Social Science_________
Physical Education____

4
4
4
3
1

Total_______________ 16
First Semester

3
5
3
3
3

Total

4
3
4
3
3
17

3
5
o
3
o

Total-----------17

Senior Year
Hours
Second Semester

General Bacteriology___
English_______________
Physics_______________
Philosophy____________
Social Science_________

4
4
3
1

Hours

Human Physiology--------Chemistry, Organic-----Foreign Language--------Religion ---------------------Comparative Anatomy —

Total_________________17
First Semester

3

Total-------------------------16

Junior Year
Hours Second Semester

Human Physiology_____
Chemistry, Organic____
Foreign Language_____
Religion ______________
Cellular Biology_______

Hours

Histology----------Chemistry (Quantitative
Analysis) -----------------Foreign Language---------Social Science __------------Physical Education--------

Hours

Genetics
-----------------English-----------------------Physics
-----------------GeneralPsychology-------Elective
-----------------Total

3
3
%

3
3

16

Course of Study in Preparation for
THEOLOGY
Theological seminaries of standard rank generally
require their students admitted to be graduates of a
recognized college. The particular fields in which
they prefer undergraduate work to be done differ,
but basic courses in history, sociology, psychology,
philosophy and English literature, and a year of
natural science are usually recommended. In addi
tion to these, many schools list as desirable Greek
and German.
Otterbein College provides courses that will meet
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the recommended college work suggested by any
standard theological seminary. Students should con
fer with the members of the Department of Religion

special l„tere..s ol the "“1^
possible to
woA r2*Jr„,h
“ “
jects, or to meet the recommen^aH^^®^™^-’®’^
nary.
endations of any semirr

. rf

friLf’!!!!!:.,
Orientation______
Physical Education
History, Ancient
Oerman________ ~

Freshman Year

«ours
~

?
i
i
^

fch'i

Hours

Soc^o^dSemestcr
Hygiene ~
Physical Education"::

^
i

----- 3

wh * scien'cr:;:::::: I

Total-------------------—

2
Total

^cond Semester

History, American
Sociology

17

Sophomore Year

^irst Semester
~

ffn

3
Sociology

aSS SHE i SSf.wr:;;;:;::; I
Total

'

3
16

Semester

Total

16

Junior Year

pK‘.;::------------ “"’I
Pogic__ _:~3-----------

»«.„
Bible____ ~ _

^

Philosophy 3

sof Political
s4ft Appreciation'!”:::! 1
Total

16

Hnglish Literature____

3

Economics or Political

Ar^t'App^reda'tlon
Total

3
1
16

General

Senior Year
First Semester

Hours

Greek ________________
Music Appreciation------Elective ______________
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3
2
9

Total_______________ 14

Second Semester

Hours

Greek --------Music Appreciation------Elective ----------------------

^
2
^

Total------------------------- 14=

Course of Study in Preparation for
CIVIL SERVICE
The increasing complexities of government de
mand more and more the services of trained men and
women. The course of study for those who are in
terested in public service would vary according to
the students interest, but for all candidates the civil
service authorities would recommend a course which
gives firmness and precision to his mental processes,
and which shows him in general how the govern
mental agencies operate. Mathematics and natural
science are recommended for the mental discipline,
social sciences for the acquaintance with govern
mental affairs.
Freshman Year
First Semester

Hours

English Composition
Mathematics or Classics.
Modern Lan^age-------European History-------Natural Science----------Physical Education-----Orientation ___________
Total_________________17

Second Semester

Hours

English Composition _—
Mathematics or Classics.
Modern Lan^age-------European History-------Natural Science----------Physical Education------Hygiene ----------------------

3
3
3
3
3
1
1

Total--------------------------17

Sophomore Year
First Semester

Hours

Religion _______________
Modern Language-------Political Science_______
Economics ------------------Laboratory Science------Physical Education____

3
3
3
3
3
1

Total_________________16

Second Semester

Hours

Religion ----------------------- 3
Modern Language--------- 3
Political Science------------ 3
Econornics
3
Laboratory Science------------ 3
Physical Education--------^
Total--------------------------16
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First Semester

Psychology---------

Accounting" --------Business Law-----English Literature
Sociology -------------

Junior
Fours
3
3

15

Total----------------

3

___

Total----------------

First Semester

3
3

Year
Second Semester
Psychology---------Accounting --------Business Law----English Literature
Sociology -------------

Senior Year
Second Semester
Hours

Constitutional Law------- 3
International Law --------- 3
Advanced Problems in
Political Science--------- ^
Money and Banking------- 3
Philosophy--------------------- ^
Total_________________

Hours
---- 3

---------—

3
3
3
3

— 15

Hours

Law------Principles of Law----------Advanced Problems in
Political Science--------Money and Banking-------

3
3

Philosophy---------------------

3

Constitutional

3
3

Total_________________ 15

Course of Study in Preparation for
LAW
The schools of law do not usually prescribe any
particular requirements for entrance as do those
which prepare for medicine or dentistry. It is well,
however, for a student to be able to handle easily the
Latin terminology which has developed in the law,
and that subject is highly recommended. A knowl
edge of English history is almost indispensible to an
understanding of the development of the law of En
gland, which was transported to America. Also, at
least one advanced course in a legal subject of some
sort in college is advisable in order to acquaint the
student with the type of work which he will confront
subsequently.
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First Semester

Freshman Year
Hours Second Semester

English Composition___
Mathematics or Latin___
Modern Language_____
European History_____
Natural Science_______
Physical Education____
Orientation ___________

3
3
3
3
3
1
1

Total_____ ___________17

First Semester

3
3
3
3
3

Total_________________15

First Semester

3
3
3
3
3

Total_________________15

Hours

Philosophy------------------Psychology -----------------Political Science----------Economics ____________
English Literature____

3
3
3
3
3

Total________________ 15

Senior Year
Hours Second Semester

Business Law_________
Constitutional Law____
International Law_____
Advanced Problems in
Political Science_____
History or Economics___

Hours

Religion ______________ 3
Latin or Modern Language 3
Political Science____ 3
English History____ 3
Lab^oratory Science----3
Physical Education----1

Junior Year
Hours Second Semester

Philosophy____________
Psychology ___________
Political Science_______
Economics ____________
English Literature____

3
3
3
1
1

Total_____________ 16

Total_____________ 16

First Semester

3

Total________________ 17

Sophomore Year
Second Semester
Hours

Religion ______________ 3
Latin or Modern Language 3
Political Science_____ 3
English History_____ 3
Laboratory Science__ 3
Physical Education___
1

Hours

English Composition ___
Mathematics or Latin._3
Modern Lan^age _____
European History _____
Natural Science_______
Physical Education ____
Hygiene ______________

Hours

Business Law_________
Constitutional Law____
Principles of Law______
Advanced Problems in
Political Science_____
History or Economics___

3
3
3
3
3

Total________________ 15
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Course of Study in Preparation for
ENGINEERING
of

students may desire to take one or two years
er ein, then transfer to an engineering school.
.
complete a Liberal Arts course
Thfi
taking the engineering course.
rY^^A ^
suggested curriculum should accom-

Freshman Year
Fivst Semester

Hours

Second Semester

Hours

English ------------------------ 3 English _______________ 3
Mathematics____________ 5 Mathematics ----------------- 5
Chemistry ______________ 5 Chemistry --------------------- 5
Orientation _____________ 1 Hygiene ---------]
Physical Education____ 1 Physical Education--------- l
Mechanical Drawing___ 3 Mechanical Drawing
___
Total_________________ 16

First Semester

Total------------------------

Sophomore Year
Hours Second Semester

Chemistry or Modern
Language ____________
English _______________
Mathematics ___________
Physics________________
Physical Education____

4
3
6
4

1

Total_________________ 17

Hours

Chemistry or Modern
Language -----------------English ----------------------Mathematics---------------Physics----------Physical Education-------

’
^
^
’
1

Total_________________ 17

Junior Year
First Semester

Hours

Religion _______________
Chemistry _____________
Mathematics___________
History________________
Physics________________
Total

3
5
3
3
3
17

Second Semester

Hours

Religion ----------------------Chemistry -------------------Mathematics----------------History------------------------Physics------------------------Total

3
^
^
g
^
17
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First Semester

Senior Year
Second Semester
Hours

Hours

Chemistry ____________ 8
Economics ____________ 3
Mathematics________ 3
Physics_____________ 3
Philosophy or Education. 3
Public Speaking_____ 2

Chemistry ------------------- 3
Economics ------------------- 3
Mathematics------------ 3
Physics-------------------- 3
Philosophy or Education. 3
Public Speaking-------- 2

Total_____________ 17

Total_____________ 17

Course of Study in Preparation for
SOCIAL SERVICE
The field of social service and social administra
tion offers increased opportunities with greater di
versity in types of service each year. Therefore,
there is a growing demand for professionally trained
social workers. The following course is suggested
for students interested in pre-professional training
in this field.
First Semester

English_________
Speech _________
Modern Language
Science_________
European History
Orientation-------Physical Education

Freshman Year
Hours Second Semester

___
___

3 English--------------2 Speech -------------3 Modern Language
4 Science--------------8 European History
1 Hygiene ------------1 Physical Education

___
___

Total_______________ 17
First Semester

Total

__

2
3
4
3

__
__
__

__
__

1

1

Total------------------------- 17

Sophomore Year
Hours Second Semester

English Literature_____
Modern Language-------Introduction to the Study
of Society-----------------English History----------Political Science----------Physical Education-------

Hours
3

—

3
3
3
3
3
1
16

Hours

English Literature-------- 3
Modern Language-------- 3
Social Institution and the
Community --------------- 3
English History_______ 3
Political Science----------- 3
Physical Education------- 1
Total

16

€0

Otterbein

First Semester

Junior Year
Hours
Second Semester

American History (to
1865) ___________
g
Principles of Economics____ 3
K^e and Population
Problems _____________ 3
Child Development______ 3
Religion ____________
3
Total-------------IP-

^ o

—
Senk

^rHSemester

Hours

of's^cToTogr" I
Rural-Urban Sociology H 3
The'’&
,

Education

3

World

College

Hours

American History (1865
to 1900) ____
Psychology

_____________

—

3

3

Re^Sion^ and the Family

Total_____________

15

Year

Second Semester

Hours

Criminology_______
Social Problems and
Social Planning___
Advanced Problems in

3
3

Sociology _____________

3

Philosophy or EducationIhe Contemporary World

3

Community_______
Introduction to Social
Service____________

Total_ _ _ _ _

3

Principles of Economics__3

Total

i
3

16

Course of Study in Preparation for
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Business administration has now become an accurate science for which intensive training' is necessary.
It has been called the newest of the professions. The
College is prepared to offer such training, either for
those who wish to go directly into business or those
who wish to enter a school for graduate study of
that sort.
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First Semester

Freshman Year
Hours Second Semester

English Composition___
Mathematics or Classics.
Modern Language_____
European History_____
Natural Science_______
Physical Education____
Orientation ___________

3
3
3
3
3
1
1

Total_________________17

First Semester

Total_____________ 16

First Semester

Total_____________ 15

First Semester

Total_____________ 15

3
3
3
3
3
1

Total________________ 16

Hours

Philosophy or Education.
English Literature-------Accounting ----------------Political Science----------Business Law--------------

3
3
3
3
3

Total________________ 15

Senior Year
Second Semester
Hours

Constitutional Law____ 3
Business Organization_3
Financial Organization_3
Corporation Finance___ 3
History or Political
Science__________ 3

Hours

Religion______________
Modern Language-------Principles of Economics—
Laboratory Science------American History-------Physical Education-------

Junior Year
Second Semester
Hours

Philosophy or Education. 3
English Literature___ 3
Accounting ___________ 3
Political Science_____ 3
Business Law_______ 3

3
3
3
3
3
1
1

Total________________ 17

Sophomore Year
Second Semester
Hours

Religion____________ 3
Modern Language___ 3
Principles of Economics— 3
Laboratory Science__ 3
American History___ 3
Physical Education__ 1

Hours

English Composition----Mathematics or Classics.
Modern Language-------European History-------Natural Science----------Physical Education------Hygiene ----------------------

Hours

Constitutional Law------Business Organization —
Financial Organization —
Corporation Finance----History or Political
Science --------------------

3
3
3
3
3

Total________________ 15

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
In the nunibering of the courses, first semester
courses have odd numbers and second semester
courses even numbers.
In case the same course is offered either semester
or both semesters, the word
separates the numbers.
.
1
mitter
In case , subj^t
n tt of a course is ottered
continuous^
mdtoted ^with a dash between
pven numbers are inaicaLtJu,
t j. j ^
,
teem. The number of credit hours listed for such
courses is the number secured at the end of a full
yearns work. However, in such courses the person in
charge of instruction in the department concerned
may permit entrance at mid-years and may pemit
credit to be secured for either semester of the year’s
work separately.
The courses in the ‘100’’ group are elementaiy
and ordinarily are for those in the lower college
classes; the courses in the “200” group are intermediate and ordinarily are designed for those who
have had previous work in that subject; the courses
in the **300” group are advanced in the treatment of
the subject and are designed usually for those who
are doing major or minor work in that subject. Each
department, however, has its own requirements con
cerning entrance into any course of study.
Days of the week are abbreviated thus: Monday,
M.; Tuesday, T.; Wednesday, W.; Thursday, Th.;
Friday, F.; Saturday, S.
62
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ASTRONOMY
Pkofessor McCloy

102. Descriptive Astronomy. This course is in
troductory and non-mathematical.
9:30,M.,W,yF,

3 hours

103-104. Observational Astronomy. Prereq
uisite : Trigonometry. Two to four hours a week de
voted to the taking of measurements and their re
duction.
Hours to be arranged.

hours

BIOLOGY
Professor Sc hear, Chairman

The combination of courses which may be offered
as a major in biology depends upon the line of pro
fessional work for which a student is preparing and
must be chosen in conference with the head of the
department. Geology is offered as a part of a thirtytwo hour major, but will not be accepted as a part
of a twenty-four hour major in biology.
101-102. General Botany. A general survey of
the plant kingdom, emphasizing the economic as
pects of the subject. Two lectures, three laboratory
hours, and an average of one to two hours of library
or field work each week. Mr. Hanawalt.
10:30, M., W.; Laboratory T., 1-i
Field work F. afternoons.

^ hours

103-104. General Zoology. This course begins
with the history of zoology and some of the prob
lems associated with life. The animals are studied in
an ascending order to man, concentrating upon a few
of the most important forms and upon the essential
principles of the subject. Two recitations and four
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hours of laboratory work each week. Mr. Hanawalt.
9:30, M., W., or T., Th., Laboratory, T., Th., 1-3

8 hours

107. Entomology. A general study of insect
life, the insect being studied in its natural environ
ment as much as possible. Instruction is given in
the collection and preservation of insects, insecticides
and their application, life histories, natural enemies,
winter condition of insects and its significance. One
lecture, one quiz and two to three laboratory hours
a week. Laboratory fee $1.50. Mr. Hanawalt.
Not offered in 1939-19/^.0.
8:30,T.,Th.,S.

3 hours

108. Ornithology. Study of birds and bird life.
Thirty or more lectures, recitations and frequent re
ports on assigned topics. Nest building and home
life will be investigated in the field. Two lectures;
four to six hours in library, laboratory and field.
No deposit. Laboratory fee $1.50. Mr. Hanawalt.
Not offered in 1939-19.^0.
8:30, T., Th., S.

3 hours

201. Cellular Biology. A study of the intimate
structure and the activities of the cell, divergent
types of cell specialization, cell division and growth.
Prerequisite: one year of biology. Mr. Hanawalt.
7:30, Th.; Laboratory /f-6 hrs. a vjeek.

s hours

202. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy. A
detailed study of the comparative anatomy of verte
brates. Throughout the course the interrelationship
of structure and function is emphasized. One lec
ture and four laboratory hours each week. Prere
quisite: Biology 103-104. Mr. Hanawalt.
7:30, Th., Laboratory, 1:30 to 3:30, T., Th.

3 hours

207. General Embryology. Includes karyokinesis and the early development of amphibians, rep
tiles and birds; the germ cells and the processes of

Courses
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differentiation, heredity, and sex determination. The
subject matter is approached from the standpoint of
general biological relations. Two lectures and four
laboratory hours each week. Prerequisite: Biology
103-104. Mr. Hanawalt.
7:30^ T., Th.; Laboratoryy M., W., 1-3

U hours

208. Histology and Organology. The course
includes a study of histological technique, histogen
esis and microscopic structure of the tissues and or
gans of the vertebrate body. Emphasis is laid on
the relation of structure to function. One lecture, or
quiz, and four laboratory hours each week. Students
wishing only the histological technique will register
for only two hours. Prerequisite: Biology 103-104.
Mr. Hanawalt.
7:30, T.; Laboratory, M., W. afternoons.

3 hours

216. Genetics. A study of the general prin
ciples of heredity. Types are chosen from both plant
and animal material. Hereditary characters found
in man are given much consideration. Prerequisite:
one year of biology. Laboratory fee $1.50. Mr.
Schear.
8:30y M., W., F., Laboratory, Sat. A. M.

3 or

hours

232. Terminology. This course embodies primar
ily a study of the scientific vocabulary of the various
biological sciences with special reference to the ori
gin and root meanings of technical words encount
ered. Prerequisite: one year of biology. Mr. Hana
walt.
9:30 F.

1 hour

305. General Bacteriology. A general course
giving instruction in the preparation of culture me
dia, principles of sterilization and disinfection.

Otterbein College

methods of cultivating, steining^and^stu_^yi
Chemical activities o
, j*elations
S»?Xtho.e
'''“'“t
of bacteria and other
Two lectures and four to s
week. Prerequisite: one yea

laboratory hours each
Mr. Schear.
^ hours

8:30, T., Th.; Laboratory, 1-A, T., Th,

306. Advanced ®^9'^™‘lg°^foods, and^soil. Speamination is made of air, wa ,
Uj-oducts. Isocial attention to niilk
their natural
lation of bacteria in Pn^e cultu
o
habitat. Specific study of a few
the^^
mon pathogenic
,
gach week. Preand four to six laboratory hours eac
requisite: Biology 305. Mr. Sc ear.
^ hours
8:30, T., Th.; Laboratory, 1-A, T., Th.

321-322. Human Physiology.
gons\X
to the general principles of Phy^iolo^ nnd a co
eration of their application to the huma
^
Sufficient attention is given to anatomy
.
ogy to lay a foundation for the study of ^he P P
ties and hygiene of tissues and organs.
vanced problems receive special attention,
tures and three laboratory hours each weeK. rrerequisite: one year of biology. Mr. Schear.
10 :S0, T., Th., Laboratory,

^ hours

349. Special Methods. The teaching
biological sciences in secondary schools is studied y
means of lectures, library references and laborato^
work. Special attention is given to the place of la^
oratory instruction in secondary education, the
organization of courses and equipment. Mr. Schear.
8:30, F.,S.

2 hours

Courses
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Advanced Problems and Bibli

ography.

Hours to be arranged.

Credit to he arranged

Laboratory Fees and Deposits. All students
who register for laboratory courses requiring the
use of dissecting instruments, magnifiers, etc., are
required to make a deposit of $5.00 in addition to
the regular laboratory fee which covers only cost
of materials consumed. The cost of apparatus in
jured or destroyed is charged against the deposit
and the balance refunded.

CHEMISTRY
Professor Michael, Chairman

A student choosing chemistry as a major will be
required to complete courses in general chemistry,
analytical chemistry, and organic chemistry; and
other courses in chemistry together with courses in
mathematics, physics or biology may be required
as the needs of the student indicate.
101-102. General Chemistry. A thorough
course in the fundamentals of chemistry laying the
foundation for the future work of those students
who intend to follow chemistry as a profession and
those who will use it in medicine, home economics,
engineering, etc. Elementary qualitative analysis is
included in this course. Two or three recitations and
two afternoons in laboratory each week. Mr. Michael
and Mr. Esselstyn.
Three Sections: 10:30, M., W., F., for those students present
ing high school chemistry for entrance and requiring 10
hours of chemistry.
10:30, T., Th., for students presenting high school chemistry
for entrance and requiring 8 hours of chemistry.
9:30, T,, Th., for students presenting no high school chemistry
for entrance.
8 or 10 hours

68
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201-202. Quantitative Analysis. The best
known gravimetric and volumetric methods for the
examination of substances are used in this course.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 101-102. Nine to twelve
hours in laboratory and one lecture a week. Mr.
Michael.
8:30, M.

8 hours

203-204. Organic Chemistry. A course in the
structure, preparation, chemical behavior and in
dustrial applications of the chief classes of organic
compounds. The laboratory practice stresses the
technique and methods used in the preparation of
the compounds of carbon. Three lectures and two
laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: Chemistry
101-102. Mr. Esselstyn.
7:30, M.,W.,F,

lohours

205. Organic Chemistry for Home Economics
Students. A short course in the fundamentals of
organic chemistry. Three lectures and one labora
tory period. Prerequisite: Chemistry 101-102. Mr.
Esselstyn.
7:30,T.,Th.,S.

206.
nomics

Ahours

Physiological Chemistry for Home Eco
Students. A brief course in fundamentals.

Two lectures, and two laboratory periods. Mr. Es
selstyn.
7 ‘30, T., TIi^

^hours

207-208. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. An
advanced course with emphasis on typical classes of
inorganic compounds. Prerequisite: Chemistry 101102. Mr. Michael.
9:30,T.,Th.

hours

209-210. Inorganic Preparations.
Methods
employed in the preparation of pure inorganic com-
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pounds. The course consists of the laboratory pre
paration of a number of examples of the chief classes
of such compounds sufficient to develop reasonable
technique in applying the methods and to illustrate
the classes. Prerequisite: Chemistry 101-102. Mr.
Esselstyn.
Hours to be arranged.

U hours

211. Chemical Calculations. A course in the
mathematics of chemistry. Carefully selected prob
lems will be used to emphasize the exactness of the
science and to give the student practice in the use of
mathematics as a tool. Mr. Michael.
Hours to be arranged.

2 hours

301-302. Physical Chemistry. An introductory
course in physical chemistry. The physical proper
ties of gases, liquids, and solids and the relation of
these properties to molecular constitution, conduc
tivity, radioactivity, etc. Students not presenting a
major in chemistry may register for the lecture
work only. Prerequisite: Chemistry 201-202 and
203-204 or 203-204 may be taken collaterally. Mr.
Michael.
9:30, M., W., F.

hours

303. Organic Qualitative Analysis. The sep
aration and identification of organic compounds.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 203-204. (May be elected
only with the permission of the instructor.) Mr.
Esselstyn.
Hours to be arranged.

^ hours

304. Organic Quantitative Analysis. Stan
dard methods for the estimation of carbon, hydro
gen, nitrogen, sulfur and the halogens in organic
compounds. Prerequisites: Chemistry 201-202 and
203-204. Mr. Esselstyn.
Hours to be arranged.

^ hours
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305. Methods in Teaching Chemistry. This
course is designed to supplement the work of the De
partment of Education by presenting problems pe
culiar to the teaching of chemistry. Mr. Michael
Hours to he arranged.

2 hours

306. Colloids. A lecture course on the funda
mental concepts and problems involved in the chem
istry of the colloidal state. Designed primarily for
students who expect to teach high school chemistry
and for those whose subsequent work will include
physiological chemistry. Prerequisites: Chemi«=;tT*Ar
201-202 and 203-204.
Hours to be arranged.

^ hour

307-308. Minor Problems in Chemical Re
SEARCH. A course designed to familiarize the ad'
vanced student with the tools and technique of chem
ical research. (May be elected only with permission
of the instructor.) Fees to be arranged. Mr M*
chael and Mr. Esselstyn.
*
*
Conference, library and laboratory work.

391 or 392.

OGRAPHY.

9

ADVANCED PROBLEMS

Hcurs to be arranged.

^
or more hours
AND Biptt

JJiuni-

Credit to be arranged

Laboratory Fees. To cover the cost of materiaU
a fee of $7.50 will be charged every student taW
a laboratory course. Each student taking a labora®
tory course is also required to deposit $5.00 against
which the cost of apparatus injured or destroyed IS
i
charged and the balance refunded.
CLASSICS
Professor McCracken

A major consists of twenty-four hours and a mi
nor of fifteen hours, and either may be completed
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by courses entirely in Greek, or entirely in Latin,
or by a combination of both. Prospective teachers
of high school Latin should take at least eighteen
hours in Latin alone. New Testament Greek shall
count on either a major or minor in the Department
of Religion.
GREEK

101-102. Elementary
tax and selected readings.

Greek.

8:30, M., W., F.

Grammar, syn
6 hours

201. Homer. Selected books of the Iliad and
Odyssey with careful attention to metre.
10:30,M„ W.,F.

202. Tragedy.
10:30, M., W., F.

3hours

Selected plays.
3 hours

301. Plato. The Apology of Socrates and other
selections from Plato with a discussion of Platonism.
Hours to be arranged.

3hours

302. New Testament. The readings will be
based on the needs of the class.
Hours to be arranged.

3hours

310. Ancient Literary Tradition. A study of
the subject with particular attention to the criticism
of forms and ideas in their relation to modern liter
ature. No knowledge of the Greek or Latin lan
guages required. This course does not satisfy the
freshman requirement of Greek, Latin, or mathe
matics.
Hours to be arranged,

3htmrs

LATIN
101-102.

Elementary

Latin.

Grammar, syn

tax and selected reading.
10:30, T., Th., S,

6 hours
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r, T 4TIN
Cicero’S Ora201-202.
: Course 101tions and Vergil s
?V school Latin.
102 or two years of higli scnui.
6 hours

Not offered in 1939-19/^0.
Hours to be arranged.

-p .
OF Plautus and Ter301-302. SELECTED
f ^02 or three years of
ence. Prerequisite: Latin 201-202 or mree ^
high school Latin.
6 hours
8:30,T.,Th.,S.
tVip various Writers of the
ge^e vimTs^uled,- in particular Horace and
Juvenal.

3 hours

9:30, M., W., F.

304.

Tacitus.

"1o"’"atik

Selections.

methods

The

ials for teaching Latin and »
ture, for those who intend to teach.

®
^

Hours to he arranged.

ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
administration
Professor Troop

A major of twenty-four to thirty-two hours may
be takeTL this department. A minor consists of
fifteen hours.
A major in Social Science may be taken by com
bining certain courses in History Economics Po
litical Science, and Sociology, with the consent of
the chairman of each department concerned.
The course in Principles of Economics is prerequi
site to all other courses in the department.
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101-102. The Principles of Economics. A gen
eral course in economics: economic ideas; change
and progress; the language of economics; land, la
bor, and capital; and their rewards—rent, wages,
interest, and profits; business organizations; value
and price; competition and monopoly; money and
credit; transportation; foreign trade; public utili
ties; government and our money; goal of economic
progress.
10:30,T.,T}i.,S.

6 hours

103. Economic Geography. A broad course
designed to acquaint the student with the natural
setting of our present economic system and to relate
it to the development and operation of business en
terprises.
7:30,T.,Th.,S.

3 hours

106. Marketing. Analysis; functions; farm
products; other raw materials; manufacturers; re
tail ; cooperation; question of middleman; transpor
tation ; finance; risks; news; standardization; prices
and competition; price maintenance; state regula
tion; efficiency; cost; criticism of modern market
ing ; simplified practice; education of the buyer. The
viewpoint of both seller and buyer are given consid
eration.
Not offered in 1939-19j^0.
7:30, T., Th., S.

3 hours

201. Labor Problems. An introduction to the
problem of handling labor including rates of pay,
working conditions, and hours of labor, together
with an examination of the types of labor organiza
tions and their relation to management as well as
the legislation covering and affecting all of these
problems.
3 hours
7:30, M,, W,, F.

Ottebbein College

industrial,^com203. accounting TI. TVip
The legal,
g
^
mercial,
„t?ons of a business aifect the
mining how t^e operations
liabilities,
value of its assets and t^^ through accounting
profits, and
the balance sheet and the
^^ofifLdTorafcount, and thence to the law of
knotle’Serf bookkeeping is not a prerequisite,
'on.

ACCOUNTING

II. A further development of

Ac?ot„«tr;
?o"t ttTpon »»“»S <■' “r
Zo jLLtary,. :00 and :00, M., W.

“•,.

S hours

qoi 302

BUSINESS law. A course for the fuwoman as well as for the
ture busines
__kinds of law; legal remedies;
future acLve citizC nk ^^-ij^ents; negotiable inrurnts;tartnefships;^
301-00^.

personal property; suretyship, bankr p y.
Not offered in 1939-19^0.
8:30,T.yTh.yS.
303 304 The Financial
ciety
A study of man’s

^ hours

Organization of So
dependence upon the
money and credit system as well as upon the bank
ing institutions, including the principles of sound
money and banking, the various financial organiza
tions designed to furnish capital for economic enter
prise, and the corporate, investment, and speculative structure.
8:S0,T.,Th.,S.

6 hours

306. Business Organization. A general course
in business economics; organization, including selec-

Courses
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tion, training, handling, and pay of workers; office
management; accounting; credit; finance; purchas
ing ; simplified practice; advertising and selling
(wholesale and retail) ; risks, policies; forecasting of
business conditions; executive control and leader
ship.
8:30f M., W., F.

3 hours

308. The History of Economic Thought. An
examination of the important contributions to the
development and change in economic philosophies.
Open only to juniors and seniors.
Hours to be arranged.

391 or 392.

3 hours

Advanced Problems and Bibli

ography.

Hours to be arranged.

Credit to he arranged

EDUCATION
Professor Bartlett, Chairman

Students are admitted to the Department of Edu
cation as candidates for State Provisional Teacher
Certificates only on election by the department at
the close of the sophomore year. Those students are
elected whose grades in the Ohio State Psychological
test meet the minimum standard set by the Ohio Col
lege Association, and whose general college work
and personality are such as to indicate that they will
be successful as teachers. Students from other de
partments who wish to elect individual courses may
be admitted to any one course, except Student Teach
ing, by permission of the department. A college
major—distinct from a teaching major—consists of
twenty-four hours; a college minor of fifteen hours.
Not to exceed three hours of General Psychology
may be counted toward a college major or minor in
education.
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ce»».

‘irstri" i"S,"

KrhorXT.'n»«».ote vear.

t.h"e‘„ teM"—
Student Teaching.
Following is the course laid out to meet the reauSments of the State Law of Ohio for the fourJear provisional High School Certificate:
PREREQUISITE
(Sophomore

S hours
3 hours

required

School Administration, 202 (J^r
Educational
or 222 (Junior year)
&^ittranllart?ci;’a“ n. 223 or 224 (Junior

3 hours
3 hours
3 hours

SpecLTgethods, i" department of student's choice

2 hours
2 hours
4. hours

Student Teaching, 331-332 (benior y

;

elective

History of Education, 301 (Junior or S

2 or 3 hours

Princ^les of Education, 303 (Junior or Senior
EducattoLl Sociology, 305 (Junior or Senior

2 or 3 hours

Meas^u?ement in Education, 308 (Junior or Senior
year)

^

In addition the student is required to present a
teaching major (18 semester hours) m one academ
ic field Ld a teaching minor (15 seinester hours) m
each other field in which he expects to teach. At
least one major and two minors are required, but
the placing of a student in a teaching position after
graduation will be greatly facilitated if he prepares
himself to teach in more than three academic fields.
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101 or 102. Introduction to Education. This
is a survey course, the aim of which is to orient pro
spective teachers to life and to education in its wider
aspects. Mr. Bartlett.
First Semester. 8:30, T., Th., S.
Second Semester. 9:30, T., Th., S.

3 hours
3 hours

202. School Administration. Young teachers
are sometimes handicapped by the idea that their
success depends entirely upon their work as instruc
tors, and that all other duties and responsibilities
may be ignored. The object of this course is to as
sist prospective teachers in understanding those re
lationships and responsibilities which lie over and
above their classroom duties and which have much
to do with success or failure. Prerequisite: General
Psychology. Mr. Bartlett.
Two Sections:

8:30,1:00, M., W., F.

3 hours

203. Educational Psychology. It is the pur
pose of this course to assist the student, who has had
a basic training in general psychology, in making
application of psychological principles to problems
of human welfare and happiness through the me
dium of contemporary education Prerequisite:
General Psychology. Course fee one dollar. Mr.
Bartlett.
Two Sections:

8:30,1:00, M., W., F.

3 hours

221 or 222. PRINCIPLES AND Technique of
Classroom Teaching.
(General Methods.) This
course is intended to aid the student in developing
within himself those personal traits which make for
teaching success and to make practical application
of general educational principles to classroom situ
ations. Special methods and procedures are studied

Otterbein College
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and evaluated.

Prerequisite: General

Psychology,

Mr. Mendenhall.

3 Koutk

7:30, M., W., F.

223 or 224 OBSERVATION AND P^TICIPATION. ^
prSra«Sn hr student teaching. The student at.
tends two recitations weekly
makes two directed
observations of teaching in public schools. Enroll,
ment during the fir.st semester is limited to thirty.
five. Mr. Mendenhall.
2

7:30, T„ Th.

hoUTf

301. History of Education. A course intended
to give an understanding of present educational va.
lues and practices through an historical considera.
tion of their origin and development. An attempt
\a made to correlate education wit the social and
IS maae
j
times. Mr. Bartlett.

ecdtvomic conditions
; ,M.,Wv,1' .

2 00

^

vpycKTlOtl.

^

(Pliilosophy of

nature and aims of
E^tion.) A "^ML%togical, and sociological
Sucation;biolog^^^^^^ theories; the curriculum
foundations; ed
Bartlett.
and its function. Aii.
zorS hours
Not offered tni939-i9i0
In this course a
305.
in society and of the re
study is made /=du <
^jgty and its institutions,
lations of the school to socieuj.
Mr. Mendenhall.
2 or s hours
8:30,M.,W.,F.
Tt/rT.ACTTT?TrMFNT IN EDUCATION.
(Mathema•
^
r A course studying the need, the
tics of
methods of measurement in
means, and
^ achievement tests to mental
education; relati
, .•
including correlation,
tests; elementary statistics,
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Prerequisites: two courses in Education. Mr. Bart
lett.

2:00, M., W., F.

3 hours

331-332. Student Teaching. The prospective
teacher is given actual experience in teaching in a
public high school, under the supervision of critic
teachers and the director of training. All student
teachers are required to attend the weekly general
conference. There is a fee of fifteen dollars for this
course. Prerequisites: course 204, 221 or 222, 223
or 224, and one course in public speaking. Two
hours each semester. Mr. Mendenhall.
Conference, Sat., 7:30

391 or 392.

U hours

Advanced Problems and Bibli

ography.

Hours to he arranged.

Credit to be arranged

Courses in special methods are offered in the fol
lowing departments: Biology, Chemistry, Latin,
English, Modern Language, History and the Social
Sciences, Home Economics, Mathematics, and Phy
sical Education.
ENGLISH
Professor Anderson, Chairman

A major in English consists of twenty-six hours—
twenty chosen from Language and Composition
(exclusive of English 101-102) and English and
American literature; and may include six but not to
exceed seven hours from speech. English history is
strongly recommended.
A minor in English consists of sixteen hours —
twelve or more chosen from Language and Compo
sition (exclusive of English 101-102) and English
and American literature; and four from speech.

80
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Students deficient in their use of English are re
ferred to the English laboratory in order to remove
their deficiencies. All such students (except those
excused by the Dean of the College as Chairman of
the Committee on Student-English) are required to
meet a fair standard of English proficiency by the
close of the junior year.
LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION

101-102. Freshman Composition. Four or five
sections are offered with the work adapted to the
needs of each group as indicated by the placement
test in English. Any student excused from English
101-102 must include one of the more advanced
courses in Language and Composition in his college
program. With the permission of the department,
freshmen ranking in the highest group in the place
ment test may elect any of the courses of the ‘‘200^’
class in the English department. Mr. Anderson, Mr.
Altman, Mr. Pendleton.
7:30, M., W., F., or 7:30, T., Th., S.

6 hours

201. Modern Essays and Essay Writing. A
course in critical reading and creative writing.
Questions of technique and style will be emphasized.
This and the following course should prove a liberal
foundation for journalistic work. Open to students
receiving B or better in English 101-102 or by spe
cial permission. Mr. Altman.
9:30, T., Th., S.

^ hours

202. Descriptive and Narrative Writing. A
course in critical reading, creative and journalistic
writing. Open to students receiving B or better in
English 101-102. Mr. Altman.
9:30, T., Th., S.

203.

S hours

Every-day English. Problems of usage in

Courses
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speaking and writing; review of rhetorical funda
mentals and grammar; reading of selected essays;
history of the English language. Emphasis is de
termined by the needs of the class. Prerequisite:
English 101-102. Mr. Pendleton.
9:30, M., W.y F.

S hours

204. Business English. Study of business let
ters and letter writing. Mr. Pendleton.
9:30j W., F.

2 hours

205-206. Journalism. Study of news values,
function of the newspaper in modern society; writ
ing of news stories, feature articles, editorials. Con
ducted in cooperation with the Tan and Cardinal.
Mr. Pendleton.
Hours to be arranged.

301-302. Creative Writing.
instructor. Mr. Altman.

2 hours

By permission of

Hours to be arranged.

2 hours

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LITERATURE

211-212. English Literature. A basic intro
ductory course to the whole field of English litera
ture, required of English majors and recommended
to students from other departments who wish to
learn to enjoy literature. Representative master
pieces of poetry, prose, and drama are read to help
the student share in the content of human conscious
ness in previous centuries and live in the present
with a many-sided awareness. Either semester may
be taken as an elective. Mr. Anderson.
8:30, T.y Th.yS.

b hours

213-214. American Literature. First semes
ter, from colonial times to Lincoln and Motley with
special attention to major writers and major liter-

82
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^^vements; second semester, from WV.-4and Melville to the present time with
tention to modern noeb^
Particular

taken »

lean, from Ibsen

junior^. Mr. Aitoam

216. Nineteenth

at-

bn

English and Amer

^eniorsTnd

Century English

Prose°“I

geneial survey of the great English prose writers
oi the nineteenth century. Open to all college stu
dents* Mr* Altman*
10 iSOy M., W*) F*

5

hours

311-312. Shakespeare. First semester, an in
troduction to the history and theory^ of the drama,
followed by a study of Shakespeare s achievement
to 1600, chiefly in the comedies and chronicle history
plays. Second semester, the development of Shakespeare^s art and experience from 1600-1616 in the
tragedies and romances. Mr. Anderson.
8:30, M., W., F.

6 hours

313. Romantic Poetry. With special reference
to Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and
Keats. Mr. Anderson.
Not offered in 1938-1939.

9:30, M., W., F.

3 hours

314. Victorian Poetry. Readings in the Victorian poets, Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, the Ros
settis, Swinburne, Meredith, and Hardy, and an in
troduction to contemporary poetry. Mr. Anderson.
Not offered in 1939-1940.
9 :30, M., W., F.

S hours

Courses

of
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315. Chaucer. A literary study of selections
from the Canterbury Tales. As a story-teller Chauc
er is studied in relation to the life and thought of
fourteenth century England. Open to all college
students. Recommended especially for English ma
jors. Mr. Pendleton.
1:00, M., W., F.

3 hours

317. The Novel. From Richardson to Hardy.
Open to seniors, juniors, and sophomores by permis
sion. Mr. Pendleton.
9:30, T.y Th., S.

318. The Novel.
Mr. Pendleton.
9:30, T., Th., S.

^

From Hardy to the present.
^

319. The Seventeenth Century. Poetry and
prose from Donne to Dryden, with emphasis on Milton in his epic period. Prerequisite: English 101102. Mr. Anderson.
9:30,M., W.,F.

3hours

320. The Restoration and the Eighteenth
Century. A study of the English literature of the
neo-classical period, 1660-1800, with special empha
sis upon the great prose writers from Hobbes to
Burke. Mr. Anderson.
9:30,M.,W.,F.

3hours

330. The Teaching of English. A course in
methods for those preparing to teach English. Mr.
Pendleton.
1:00, M., W,
^
340. Book Seminar. A course in recreational
reading open to majors in all departments, designed
to stimulate wide reading interests and to acquaint
students with the best in standard and current
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books, with the best writers
interests, and
and with significant trends in though ,
jyjjgg
accomplishment in the contempor y
Ott.
2:00-U:00, T.

-Rtpi

391 or 392.

t
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Credit to be arranged

Hours to he arranged.

FINE ARTS
Mrs. Walther Schlag

The Department of Fine Arts offers
courses for all students in the college desi &
broaden their cultural education. Courses ar
offered to those students desiring technical P
'
dure in the graphic arts as an aid or suppleni^^ o
their other courses.
«
A major in fine arts, leading to the degree oi
Bachelor of Arts, requires not less than twenty-tour
semester hours and not more than thirty-two semes
ter hours. A minor shall consist of fifteen semester
hours.
A teaching minor in art includes seventeen semes
ter hours which requires the following: Freehand
Drawing, 6 hours; Painting, 3 hours; Design, 3
hours; Art Appreciation, 2 hours; Methods, 3 hours.
The degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts will be con
ferred upon those who complete satisfactorily the
work outlined in the curriculum below.
THE THEORY OF FINE ARTS

101-102. Art Appreciation. A survey of paint
ing, sculpture, architecture and allied arts to foster
a cultural understanding of the fine arts. One hour
lecture each week.
3:00, M.
2 hours

Courses
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201-202. Art History. A study of architecture,
sculpture and painting from the beginning of civili
zation through contemporary movements, with spe
cial studies in some of the various periods of art his
tory. Three lecture hours each week.
3:00y r., W,, Th.
3 hours
APPLIED FINE ARTS
Drawing I. Elementary

111 or 112.
freehand
drawing. Two laboratory periods of two hours each
duiing each week. Laboratory fee $1.00.
1:00 to 3:00, M.y W., or T., Th.
2 hours,
211 or 212. Drawing II. Advanced freehand
drawing. Two laboratory periods of two hours each
during each week. Laboratory fee $1.00.
1:00 to 3:00, M., W., or T., Th.
^ hours
311-312. Drawing III. Portrait and figure
drawing. Two laboratory periods of two hours each
during each week. Laboratory fee $1.00.
1:00 to 3:00, T., Th.
^ hours
121 or 122. Design. Elementary design. Theory
of color. Home economics requirement is one twohour laboratory period each week for one credit
hour. For art students the requirement is two lab
oratory periods of two hours each during each week.
Laboratory fee $1.00.
1:00 to 3:00 or 1:00 to 5:00, W.
1 or 2 hours
125-126. Commercial Design. A choice of study
in the fields of lettering, layout, illustration and
fashion design. Two laboratory periods of two
hours each during each week. Laboratory fee $1.00.
1:00 to 3:00, T., Th.
^ hours
131. Costume Design and Costume History.
Home economics requirement. One lecture hour and

SG
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a two-hour laboratory period each week. Labora
tory fee ?1.00.
X :00 to U :00, M.

132 INTERIOR Decoration. Home economics r^
quirement. One hour of lecture and a two-hour lab
oratory period each week. Laboratory fee $1.00.
,:00toi:00,M.

^

133 or 134. STAGE DESIGN. A study of costume
and stage design for students interested in drama
tics One lecture hour and a two-hour laboratory
period each week. Laboratory fee $1.00.
1 ;00 to i :00, Th.

2 hours

141-142. Watercolor Painting I. One threehour laboratory period for each credit hour each
week. Laboratory fee ?1.00.
1:00 to U :00, M., T., W., Th.

Credit to be arranged

241-242. Watercolor Painting II. One threehour laboratory period for each credit hour each
week. Laboratory fee $1.00.
i :00 to 4:00, M., T., W., Th.

Credit to be arranged

151-152. Oil Painting I. One three-hour labor
atory period for each credit hour each week. Lab
oratory fee $1.00.
1:00 to 4:00, M., T., W., Th.

Credit to be arranged

251-252. Oil Painting II. One three-hour lab
oratory period for each credit hour each week. Lab
oratory fee $1.00.
1:00 to 4:00, M., T., W., Th.

Credit to be arranged

161 or 162. Theory of Art Instruction, a
methods course for those who are preparing for stu
dent teaching in fine arts. One three-hour labora
tory period each week.
1:00 to 4 ‘00, T.

3 hours
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165 or 166. HANDICRAFTS. A course in handi
crafts for students desiring summer camp and play
ground projects. One-hour of lecture and a twohour laboratory each week. Laboratory fee $1.00.
1:00 to 4:00, W.

^

191-192. Sculpture. The modelling of sculp
ture in relief and sculpture in the round from casts
and from the life model. A study of the process of
plaster casting. Laboratory fee $1.00.
1:00 to 3:00, T., Th.

391 or 392.

^ hours

Advanced Problems and Bibli

ography.
Hours to be arranged.

Credit to he arranged

Outline of course in Liberal Arts with a major in
Fine Arts.
Freshman Year
First Semester

Hours

Second Semester

Hours

English Composition___ 3
Orientation ___________ 1
Physical Education____ 1
Greek, Latin or Math. 3 or 4
Science_______________ 4
Art __________________ 4

English Composition----- 3
Hygiene--------1
Physical Education------- 1
Greek, Latin or Math. 3 or 4
Science----------------------- 4
Art __________________ 4

16 or 17

16 or 17

Sophomore Year
First Semester

Religion ------------Modern Language
Physical Education
English Literature
Art ____________

Hours

3
4

Second Semester

Religion ------------Modern Language
1 Physical Education
3 English Literature
_I_4 Art ----------------------

Hours

__
__

__
__
__

3
4
1
3
4
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Junior Year

First Semester

Social Science_____
Public Speaking*__
Electives
~
Art

Hours

~

q
o
^
4J

Second Semester

Hours

Social Science___________
Public Speaking________
Electives

Art

15
Philosophy or Educatio^'’"”

fti

Electives --------------------

sfePs

Art

,3

10

4

4?
15

Senior Year

First Semester

o
o
^

®-^“<=ation_

Art

3
10

4

17

17

geology
907

Pr.

General Geology

Chairman

science,
covering
iu ™^/*' subdivisions.
uV- .
of +.u
ials of the
earth^tho
The r»f
operating unonstructural features th ^^^erand two laboratwrhoCs
Three^e5u^®
excursions are
1 “f®
week. Sevo>.^i ^®s
Chemistry. LaboraW®f' ^f'®»’®quisite:
earth and itGeology.
^
^ ^ours
the present LaK
from tb ^ history of fu
sils and type ^^r^tory
earliest tim.
biology and
Prerc^
chiefly
^
Mr. Sarwr'”®
SKfc 0««"S/'S;

391 or 392

OGRAPHY.

*

^^VANCED

Pr^^,

Hours to be arranged.

n

/,
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HISTORY
Professor Snavely, Chairman

A major in history consists of twenty-four hours.
A minor in history consists of fifteen hours.
A major in Social Science may be taken by com
bining certain courses in History, Economics, Polit
ical Science and Sociology with the consent of the
chairman of each department concerned.
It is advised that students who are working out a
teaching major for high school teaching in history
take courses 101-102, 103-104, 208, 211-212 to meet
the requirement in world history, and that course
201 be taken in satisfaction of the requirement in
modern trends.
101-102. European History. A brief survey
will be made of the most important institutions and
influences which came down from the Roman Em
pire and greatly influenced early modern Europe.
The main part of the course will begin with the
period of 1500 A. D. and continue to the present.
Mr. Snavely.
10:30,M.,W.,F.

6 hours

103-104. American History to 1900.
This
course will examine the European background of
American History noting the religious, political,
economic and social conditions in the countries from
which the early settlers came, and will follow the
trends of American development. Mr. Snavely.
7:30,T.,Th.,S.

^

111-112. A Survey of Civilization. This is a
course intended for students who are majoring in
the physical sciences. We believe it will make a
greater contribution to the cultural background of

0TTERBE1^5

... stadent o.

COlilEGE

Pl-y^ “Sr»“ r/nS

prehensive view ot ^
institutions than to
social, e‘=o*»o“'®.^nfd^study of a single branch of
make a more detailed stuay
students majorthe social sciences. Keau rea
ing in Pi}y^,fjrwZe hoTrs in'^two different socrscteVc:^"^ec\Trfor others. Mr. Kosseloh^^^
M.,

201 American History from 1900. This course
ZUi. ^
pvnansion and colonial problems
deal
our^^xpa^«i®n^^^
following the P
^ig^g incident to our rapid
economic and social p
industrial development. Mr. Snavelv.
Suavely.
Z:SO, M., W; F.

002 A COURSE IN American Biography. Open
to a limited number of students. The purpose is to
develop an interest in reading and study of bio
graphy. Mr. Suavely.
7:S0,M.,W.,F.

90^ 204 ENGLISH History. A course designed
to cover the most important points in English develSment from Roman occupation to the present
time. Mr. Snavely.
^ -no. M.. W., F.

205. Oriental History. This course will deal
with points of greatest interest in the modern de
velopments of China, Japan, India, and Siberian
Russia since 1917. Mr. Snavely.
8:30, T., Th.y S.
207. History of

3 hours

Organized Labor. This course
will deal with the problem of organization of labor
in England and the United States, noting English
law and court decisions, also Federal and important
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State laws and court decisions affecting labor. Mr.
Snavely.
Not offered in 1939-19^0.
8:30,T.,Th.,S.

3hours

208. Mediaeval History. This course covers
the period from about 476 A. D. to 1500 A. D.
Special attention will be given to the organization
and power of the church in Western Europe, and the
mediaeval development of modern European States.
Mr. Snavely.
8:30, T., Th., S.

Shours

211-212. Ancient History. A survey of the
civilizations of the ancient world with particular
emphasis upon those of Greece and Rome. Mr.
McCracken.
Not offered in 1939-1940.
9:30, T., Th., S.

6hours

301. The Renaissance and Reformation.
Studies in the history and culture of western Europe
from the fourteenth to the seventeenth centuries,
dealing particularly with the Italian and northern
Renaissance, and the Protestant Revolt and the
Catholic Reformation.
Not offered in 1939-1940.
9:30,T.,Th.yS.

3 hours

302. France from 1589 to 1815. A study of
French history and civilization of the period when
France was the dominant power and cultural center
of modern Europe. Much attention will be given to
the ideas developed and propagated during the per
iod from 1688 to 1789. A short survey also of the
corresponding period in Italy and Spain.
Not offered in 1939-1940.
9:30,T.,Th.,S.

3 hours

303. Latin Europe from 1815 to 1935. France's
struggle to become a democracy and her reestablish-

02
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ment as a world power
and
Italy’s effort to
democracy. ParSpam’s effort to
to the romantic and
ticular attention
interpreted in France, and
scientific
of L^tin culture to Latin Amerto the transplanting o
ica. Mr. Rosselot.
3hours
9.so, T., T/t.,S.
outline history of the
304. Latin Amekic .
America as a whole
culture and
to the culture of Mexico
with pai ticular .attentio
.
^ South America,
and of the most important nations m
Mr. Rosselot.
^
9:30,T.,TIi.,S.

a07 or
*
A study
tures; a

308. A History of African Civilization.
of the origin of African peoples and culof th
g
j^j-^tion and exploitation
survey
.^he expio
j^i^eteenthand

'StwStS intury; and tha place
yfricf'SXll in «»«■ conWi™

Hursh.

' hours

7:S0, W., F.

RIO Methods in History. A course desired
to meet the needs of those
oftouiw?
history or the social sciences. A study ot souicos,
materials and techniques. Mr. Menden a .
.
10:30, T., Th.

391 or 392.

Advanced Problems and Bibli

Hours to he arranged.

Credit to be arranged

HOME ECONOMICS
Professor Whitesel

Major:

For a state major in home economics
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forty hours including 4 hours of student teaching
are required. For a major at Otterbein College
twenty-four hours and all prerequisite courses are
required.
Minor: For a state minor eighteen hours are re
quired including: Foods 6, Clothing 6, Home-making
3, Methods 2. For a minor at Otterbein fifteen hours
and all prerequisite courses are required.
101. Textiles. This course includes a study of
fibers, yarns, construction and finishes of fabrics in
relation to the purchase and use of textiles.
10:30, T., Th.; Laboratory, 1 to 3 Th.

3 hours

102. Clothing. Clothing construction with spe
cial emphasis on the selection, cost, and care of
clothing. Prerequisite or concurrent: Textiles 101
and Elementary Design 121.
10:30, T., Th.; Laboratory, 1 to ^ Th.

3 hours

106. Home Hygiene and Care of the Sick.
Discussion and practical demonstrations of phases of
home nursing. Consideration of good health rules.
Hours to be arranged.

Given by College Nurse.

2 hours

211. Foods and Nutrition. A study of foods in
relation to health including selection of foods and
meal planning. Principles of cooking applied to pre
paration of foods for breakfasts, luncheons or sup
pers. Prerequisite or concurrent: Chemistry 205.
9:30, T., Th.; Laboratory, 1 to ^ T.

3 hours

212. Foods and Nutrition. A study of foods in
relation to health including selection of foods and
meal planning. Principles of cooking applied to pre
paration of foods for dinners, special occasions, food
for sick. Prerequisite: Foods 211 and Chemistry
205.
9:30, T., Th.; Laboratory, 1 to 4 T.

3 hours

Otterbein College
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206.

CHILD DMIDPMJNT

The “toj toetoj

p/ycSor>01 or 102. Mucationel Peychology 204, Foods 211-212.
8 :SO, M., W., F.
215. Home Furnishing. A study of the selec
tion and arrangement of home furnishings and
equipment in accordance with principles of art, econLics, and efficiency in the home. Prerequisite - In
terior Decoration 132 and Elementary Design 121.
9:30, M., W.; Laboratory, 1 to 3, M.

3 hours

301. Advanced Clothing. An advanced study
in the construction, selection,
cloth
ing. Prerequisites: Textiles 101, Clothing 102, and
Costume Design 131.
10:30, M., W.; Laboratory, 1 to U,

3 hours

311. Nutrition. A study of the essentials of an
adequate diet, with practical application of the prin
ciples of nutrition to the planning of dietaries for
individuals and groups under varying economic and
physiological conditions. Prerequisites: Foods 211212 and Physiology 321-322.
Hours to be arranged.

3 hours

316. Home Management. A study of the eco
nomic, social, and physical phases of management
to produce satisfaction and happiness in the home
life. Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Furnishing
215 and Economics 101-102.
10:30,M., W.,F,

3 hours

320. Methods in Home Economics. For those
preparing to teach home economics in the secondary
schools. Consideration of laboratory equipment,
course planning and teaching problems.
9:30,M.,W.,F.

3 hours

Courses
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131. Costume Design. See page 85 in Depart
ment of Fine Arts.
1:00 to 4- :00, M.
2 hours
132. Interior Decoration. See page 86 in De
partment of Fine Arts.
1:00 to 4:00, M.
2 hours
204. The Family. See page 120 in Department
of Sociology.
9:30, M., W., F,

391

S hours

or 392.

ADVANCED

PROBLEMS

AND

BIBLI

OGRAPHY.

Hours to be arranged.

Credit to be arranged

MATHEMATICS
Professor Glover, Chairman

A major in mathematics consists of twenty-eight
hours of such quality as to rate a total of not less
than seventy points. A minor consists of fifteen
hours.
Courses 101-102, 113-114, and 201-202 are founda
tion courses in algebra, trigonometry, analytical
geometry and calculus.
pre-engineering students who must transfer to
some other institution at the end of one year should
register for course 121-122 instead of for 101-102.
101-102. Mathematical Analysis, A. Prerequi
sites: elementary algebra, 1 unit; plane geometry, 1
unit. Not open to seniors. Topics: graphs; differ
entiation and integration of rational functions; tri
gonometric functions, their applications, and their
differentiation and integration; introduction to con
ic sections; solution of equations. Mr. Glover.
6 hours
8:30, M., W.,F., or T., Th.,S.

Otterbein
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111-112 MATHEMATICS AN0 CIVILIZAWON. Pre
requisites: elementary algebra, 1 unit; plane geom
etry, 1 unit. Not open to seniors. A non-technical
study of the character and significance of math^
matics and of its relation to the sciences arts phil
osophy and to knowledge in general. Mr. Glover
10:S0,T..Th.,S.

113-114 Mathematical Analysis, B. Pre
requisite:'course 101-102. Topics: polar coordinates; trigonometric analysis; definite integrals;
progressions and series; probability; complex numbers; technique of integration. Mr. Glover.
9:30, T., Th., S.

121-122.

^ hours
Algebra, Trigonometry, and Analy

Prerequisites: elementary algebra,
1 unit; plane geometry, 1 unit; solid geometry, 1/2
unit. Mr. McCloy.
tic

Geometry

8:30, M., T., W., Th., F.

^0 hours

131.
Business
Mathematics.
Prerequisite:
course 101-102. Topics: interest; annuities, amor
tization and sinking funds; bonds; depreciation;
building and loan funds; insurance. Mr. Glover.
10:30, M., W., F.

^ hours

132. Elementary Statistics.
Prerequisite:
course 101-102. Topics: frequency distributions; cen
tral tendency; dispersion; skewness; trends; corre
lation. Mr. Glover.
10:30,T.,Th.,S.

3 hours

141-142. Surveying. Prerequisite: trigonomet
ry. Training in the adjustment, use and care of the
different instruments, field practice, keeping of
notes, plotting, and computation. One recitation a
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week. One period of two hours field work. Mr. McCloy.
1:00 to U :00, F.

4 hours

151-152. Mechanical Drawing. Orthographic
projection is stressed but does not exclude isometric
and oblique projection. Development of surfaces is
studied. One class hour and four to eight drawing
hours a week. Mr. McCloy.
1:00 to 4:00, M., other hours to be arranged.

4 to 8 hours

161. Descriptive Geometry. Prerequisite: Me
chanical Drawing. This involves traces of planes
and other geometric figures, their intersections and
developments. One class hour and four drawing
hours a week. Mr. McCloy.
1:00, T., other hours to be arranged.

1~3 hours

162. Descriptive Geometry. The drawing work
may be continued into the second semester. Mr.
McCloy.
1:00, T., other hours to be arranged.

^-3 hours

201-202. Mathematical Analysis, C. Prereq
uisites: course 113-114 and solid geometry, 1/2 unit.
Topics: double and triple integration; series; hyper
bolic functions; mean values; differential equations;
methods of analytic geometry; conics; curvature and
motion; curves and surfaces. Mr. Glover.
Not offered in 1939-1940.
10:30t M.yW.,F.

6 hours

211-212. Elementary Calculus, Differential
AND Integral. Prerequisite: course 121-122. Mr.

Glover.
7:30, M., T.f W., Th., F.

lo hours

221-222. Algebra. Course 113-114 must either
precede or be taken simultaneously with this course.
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Topics : algebraic solution of equations; number sys^
arithmetic solution of equations; determL
nants;, series.
Mr. iGlover.
it;a. ivir.
u6 ivu
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Analytic Geometry, Plane and Sol,
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MODERN LANGUAGES
Professor Rosselot, Chairman

A major in modern languages may be taken in
any one language or any combination and consists
of twenty-four hours, which, however, must include
at least twelve hours of courses in the “300” group
in each language included in the major. The first
semester of the first year of a language will not
count toward a major. A minor consisting of fifteen
hours must be taken entirely in one language.
Courses in European history and at least an ele
mentary knowledge of Latin are strongly recom
mended to all those who major in the modern lan
guages.
FRENCH

101-102. Elementary French. This course
aims to give the student a thorough working basis.
The fundamental principles of French grammar,
supplemented with continual practice in dictation
and conversation, form the major part of the work.
Mr. Mills.
9:30y U.y

F., Laboratory period, 3:00, M., W.

8 hours

201-202. Intermediate French. The purpose
of this course is to enable the student to read French
with comparative ease and to prepare him by means
of grammar reviews and oral practice to continue
his study of the language with pleasure and profit.
It also aims to introduce the student to the very rich
field of French Literature. Open to those who have
had course 101-102 or its equivalent. Mr. Mills.
10:30, T.J Th., S.

6 to 8 hours

301-302. Advanced French. This course is in
tended to perfect pronunciation, increase the stu
dent’s ability to express himself in French, give him

Ottebbein College
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j nermit him

i <.«»• <”
201-202. Mr. Kosselot.

^ hours

8;S0,T.,Th..S.

303-304.

.

Mastkks of_ FRENCH^ LITERAJU^^^^

general course deah g
France: Kacine,
lent. Mr. Bosselot.

Kousseau, Hugo
’+„j.es and reports. Open
e,«iva.
^

8 :SO, M., W.y F.

S05 306 FRENCH Literature and CuLTimE to
1789 Reading, lectures and reports on this important^neriod of French culture and life beginning with
thfearly years and extending to the French Revolu
tion
Special emphasis on Renaissance and eight
eenth century thought. Mr. Rosselot.
'Sot offered in 1939-19^0.
8:30, M., W.,F.

807 308

6 hours

French Literature and Culture

FROM 1789 TO 1930. A study of the great movements
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in the
fields of literature, art, and ideas, covering the ro
mantic, realistic and modern periods. Mr. Rosselot.
8:S0.M..W..F.

309-310. Scientific French. A course for those
majoring in the natural sciences. Ample opportun
ity is offered, by the reading of science texts and
magazines, to acquire a vocabulary of science words.
Mr. Mills.
8 :30, M., W.y or as arranged.

U hours

312. Modern French Syntax. A careful study
of French grammar and syntax, with composition
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to illustrate. Offered in alternate years. Mr. Mills.
Not offered in 19^0-19^1.
8:30, T., Th.y or as arranged,

2 hours

GERMAN

101-102. Elementary German. The aim of
this course is to give the student a knowledge of
grammatical forms and a training in reading and
oral work. Mr. Mills.
g :30, T.y Th., S.; Laboratory period 2:00, M., W,

8 hours

201-202. Intermediate German. A continua
tion of the work of the first year with more advanced
material. Mr. Mills.
10:30,M.,W.,F.

6 to 8 hours

301-302. The Classic Drama. Plays selected
from the works of Lessing, Goethe and Schiller, in
cluding the first part of Fausty will be read and dis
cussed. Mr. Rosselot.
7:30yM.,W.,F.

6hours

305-306. Scientific German. This course is de
signed to enable students to read intelligently Ger
man scientific literature. Open to students who have
a good reading knowledge of German. Mr. Esselstyn.
Hours to be arranged.

^hours

307-308. German Composition and Conversa
The purpose of this course is to give the stu
dent practice in writing and speaking German. Pre
requisite : three years of college German. Mr. Mills.
7:30,M.,W.yF.
6hours
ITALIAN
101-102. Elementary Italian. A rapid but
thorough study of the grammar accompanied by the
reading of Italian literature which is not too diffition.

Ottebbein Coixegb
102

6hours

„
Cracken.
Hours to be arranged.

90^ 204

ITALIAN

reading of
Litekatube.

^

^rdi. Car-

jVlcCracken.

4^hours

Hours to be arranged.

SPANISH

the grammar a d h

^

etrSS'. “S

rrSudent i taught to read and write as soon as
possible. Mr. Rosselot.

^

^

g-SOM W.,F.; Laboratory, 2 to i.M.

' 901 202 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH. The reading
of ^several representative novels and dramas with a
^ ®!w of Grammar and composition. Open to those
""^Lo have had first year Spanish in college or two
virs of Spanish in high school. Mr. Rosselot.
years uj.
10:S0,T.,Th.,S.

301-302. Advanced Spanish. This course is in
tended to perfect pronunciation increase the stu
dent’s ability to express himself in Spanish, give
him further work in grammatical forms, and per
mit him to do more advanced reading than is done in.
course 201-202. Mr. Rosselot.
303. Literature of the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries. Representative dramas of

Calderon, Lope de Vega and Tirso de Molina and
Gil Bias and Bon Quijote, will receive most of the
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attention of the class. Other readings as time per
mits. Mr. Rosselot.
.

Hours to be arranged.

304.

Literature of
Twentieth Centuries.

the

3 hours

Nineteenth

and

A study of the works of
the poets, novelists and dramatists of the period
from 1830 to 1930. Mr. Rosselot.
Hours to be arranged.

3 hours

GENERAL

315. The Teaching of Language. A study of
the methods now in use for the teaching of the mod
ern languages. Text book study and criticism. For
those who are to teach any of the modern lan
guages. Credit as special methods in education.
Offered in alternate years. Mr. Mills.
Not offered in 19J^0-19U1.
8:30, T., Th.

2 hours

391 or 392. Advanced Problems and Biblio
graphy.
Hours to be arranged.
^ hours
MUSIC
Professor Grabill, Chairman

The Department of Music offers elective courses
for all students in the College to enrich their culture
and appreciation. The department also offers a
major and a minor in music for those students
working for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Con
cerning the work leading to the musical degrees,
see the announcements of the School of Music.
A major in music shall consist of twenty-four
hours including eight hours of Theoretical Music
and sixteen hours of Applied Music.
Not more than thirty-two nor less than twenty-

104
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four semester hours shall be Permitted in music for
a maior. Any music over the minimum of twen y
four hours shall be divided equally between Applied
and Theoretical Music.
A minor shall consist of fifteen hours including
five hours of Theoretical Music and ten hours of
Applied Music.
All music credited as major or minor toward the
A.B. degree shall be of the freshman grade or above,
as outlined elsewhere in the catalog.
Particularly recommended for students in the Col
lege are the following courses, which may be taken
at no cost other than the usual tuition for college
instruction:
101-102. History and Appreciation I.
201-202. History and Appreciation II.
121-122. Voice Class.
111-112. Harmony I.
211-212. Harmony II.
224.
Keyboard Harmony.
113-114. Solfeggio I.
213-214. Solfeggio II.
203.
Conducting.
301-302. Counterpoint I.
351-352. Counterpoint II.
312.
Instrumentation I.
361.
Instrumentation H.
104.
Church Music.
327.
Music Education I.
371-372. Music Education II.
380.
Music Education HI.
For description of these courses see pages 129-131.
Vocal Ensemble and Instrumental Ensemble are
open to all students at a nominal fee.
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NATURAL SCIENCE
Professor Schear

101-102. Fundamentals of Natural Science.
A systematic study of the earth, its structural feat
ures, and the forces operating upon them. Time is
given to a study of the astronomical relations of the
earth and other celestial bodies to enable the student
to place our planet in proper perspective with the
great physical universe of which it is a part. At
tention is given to the development of life and the
processes, both physical and chemical, which are
taking place in the inorganic as well as the organic
^orld. The meaning of science and the scientific
method of study is emphasized throughout the course
^nd the fundamental laws underlying all branches
of natural science are given due consideration. Re
quired for those majoring in the social sciences un
less they take at least two courses totalling twelve
hours in two different natural sciences.
9:30 or 10:30, M.,W., Laboratory, M. or F., 1 to 4.

6 hours

ORIENTATION
President Clippinger, Chairman

101. Orientation. A course for freshmen based
on text book and numerous library references de
signed to adjust the student to his physical, intel
lectual and social life on the campus. Four sections.
Men: 7:30, W. or Th.

Women: 7:30, M. or T.

i hour

102. Hygiene. The work of the second semester
deals with the fundamental laws of personal hygiene.
Men: 7:30,W. or Th.

Women: 7:30, M. or T.

1 hour

PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
Professor Wenrick

A major in the department shall consist of twenty-

lOG
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four hours; a minor of fifteen hours. If a major is
declared in this area, sixteen hours of philosophy
will be required. If a minor is declared in this area,
nine hours of philosophy will be required.
PHILOSOPHY

101. Introduction to Philosophy. A system
atic survey of the problems of philosophy and their
relation to science and religion.
10:30y M.yW.y F.

ShouTs

103. Ethics. An elementary study of morality
and ethical theory in the light of historical develop
ment. Contemporary and practical ethical problems.
Offered in alternate years.
Not offered in 1939-19^0.
2:00y M.y W.y F.

g hours

201. Logic. The fundamentals of classical and
modern logic. The basic principles of reasoning.
9:30y M.y W.y F.

s hours

202. Advanced Logic. A continuation of Logic
201. Further emphasis on Inductive Logic and an
introduction to Symbolic Logic.
Hours to be arranged,

3 hours

204. Aesthetics. A study of the nature of
beauty and the origin and nature of the art impulse.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 101 or nine hours in fine
arts or music.
Hours to be arranged.

3 hours

301. History of Philosophy. Ancient and Me
dieval. A survey of philosophical theory from the
Greeks to the time of Descartes. Offered in alter
nate years.
2:00, M.y W.y F.

302.

History of Philosophy.

S hours

Modern. Philo-
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sophical theory from Descartes to the nineteenth
century. Offered in alternate years.
2:00, M., W., F.

3 hours

304. Philosophy of Religion. After a survey
of the great religions of the world, an attempt will
be made to treat the material critically and con
structively in the light of modern psychology and
philosophy. Prerequisite: Philosophy 101, or by per
mission of the instructor. Offered in alternate years.
Not offered in 1939-19UO.
2:00, M.y W.y F.

391 or 392.

3 hours

Advanced Problems and Bibli

ography.

Hours to be arranged.

Credit to be arranged

PSYCHOLOGY

101 or 102. General Psychology. An introduc
tory course. Basic facts and principles of adult
normal psychology. For sophomores. Laboratory
fee $1.00.
First Semester.
Second Semester,

Sec. I, 7:30, M., W., F.
Sec. II, 8:30, M., W., F.
8:30, M., W., F.

3 hours
3 hours

202. Advanced General Psychology. An in
tensive study of special problems within the field.
Measurement and development of personality. Prob
lems of adjustment. Prerequisite: Psychology 101
or 102. Laboratory fee $1.00.
9:30, M., W., F.

^ hours

204. Psychology of Adolescence. A survey
of the problems arising during the period of adol
escence. Special attention will be given to experi
mental and observational studies. Prerequisite:
Psychology 101 or 102. Offered in alternate years.
10:30, M., W., F.

3 hours

otterbein
O
tterbein college

302. abnormal psychology^.
of deviations from jorma

^Iterna e

Psychology 101 or lo
years.
s hours
««■
^
^
an.
303 or 304.
-PSYCHOLO
group
.,5?of .h.paycW»^“^'LTavlor «li be atud.ed
life. Individual and g
.P
tendencies and their
from the point of
matrix. Prerequisite: one
development m a socia
year of psychology*
^ hours
SOCIAL

Jjj

giMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY An in305 or 306. ®
e .y techniques in psychological
troductiontolabora y
laboratory
research. One [ectur'^^^^^^isite: Psychology 101 or
5oird1o2:Taboratory fee 11.00.

Hours to

'^“""'ai.vanoed p«oblkms .»b b®.OGRAPHY.

Credit to be arranged

Hours to be arranged.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Professor Martin,

Chairman

A
• ^
TYViv<;ical education shall consist of
twtnty-Tur hours. A minor shall consist of sixteen
^*^Phvsical education is required of all freshmen and
sophomores and consists of thi^e hours a week of
work in the gymnasium or athletic field for whic
one hour’s credit a semester is given.
The following courses shall be taken to satisfy
the requirements of the State Minor:
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of

Instruction
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Men—301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 311
and 312.
Women—301, 302, 303, 304, 309, 310, 311 and 312.
101-102. Freshmen. This work consists of soc
cer, speed ball, cross country running, marching,
calisthenics, gymnastics, games, recreation ball, ten
nis, track and field athletics for men. Mr. Martin.
Hockey, soccer, volleyball, basketball, baseball,
tennis, recreational games, tumbling, stunts and
rhythmic activities form the program for women.
Miss Bryant.
]\^en: 9:30, M., W., F.; T., Th., S.
\yowen: 9:30, M., W., F.; T., Th., S,

2 hours

201-202. Sophomores. The work is a continua
tion of that given in the freshman year with the ad
dition of apparatus and other advanced work. Miss
Bryant and Mr. Martin.
Men: 10:30, M., W., F.; T., Th., S.
Women: 10:30, M., W., F.; T., Th., S.

2 hours

301. Principles of Physical Education. This
course will deal with the basic principles underly
ing various types of physical activity. Mr. Martin.
1:00, M., W., F.

302. Organization
Physical Education.

3 hours
and

Administration

of

The various systems and
methods of organizing and administering physical
education activities will be studied in this course.
Mr. Martin.
1:00, M., W., F.

3 hours

303. Personal Hygiene. Principles governing
the health of the individual. Mr. Martin.
Not offered in 1939-19^0.
8:30, T., Th., S.

3 hours
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Hygiene. School attitudes, regu^**1^ activities as they affect the health of the
^dividual. Mr. Martin.
^ot Offered in 1939-19A0
^•^0,T.,Th.,S.

3 hours

Coaching. Mr. Ewing.

306.
1:00, T.

i hour

Baseball Coaching.

Mr. Martin.
1 hour

Coaching. Mr. Ewing.
1 hour

«'tSds';f 1“ To
^Il--312
Education Activities

Or

ography.
^ours to

i or 6 hours
Physical

2QO A

^ hours

arranged.

^
Credit to be arranged

Advanced Problems and Bibli-

PHYSICS
A ijj .
.
Professor McCloy
houis In th?STV'^""

1

Students who
ho hdoTnot expect to obtainastronomy.
a major in
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natural science are referred to Natural Science 101102.
101-102. General Physics. Three recitations
a week and two hours laboratory work.* Covers
the usual field of college physics.
10:30y M., W., F.; Lab., T, or W., 1 to 3.

8 hours

201. Electricity. Electrical measurements form
the basis of this course. Two recitations and two
laboratory hours per week. Prerequisite: General
Physics. At least one year of mathematics should
precede this course. Usually offered in alternate
years.
7':30, T.,Th., Lab., W., 1 to 3.

g hours

202. Light. This course is intended for students
v^rho wish to obtain a comprehensive knowledge of
geometrical and physical optics. Two recitations
and two laboratory hours per week. Prerequisite:
General Physics. Usually offered in alternate years.
7:30, T.,Th., Lab., W., 1 to 3.

^ hours

203. Theoretical Mechanics. An advanced
course which is intended to supplement the mechan
ics as offered in general physics. Prerequisites: Gen
eral physics and at least one year of mathematics.
Two recitations and two laboratory hours a week.
Usually offered in alternate years.
7:30, T.,Th., Lab., W., 1 to 3.

3 hours

204. Advanced Heat. A course intended to sup
plement the work offered in general physics. Pre
requisites : General Physics and at least one year of
mathematics. Two recitations and two laboratory
hours per week. Usually offered in alternate years.
7:30, T.,Th., Lab., W., 1 to 3.

*

3 hours

* In order to satisfy pre-medical requirements the laboratory work may be
increased to four hours a week, making a total of ten hours credit.
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211-212. A.VANC® !*«>»«»■>’'
requisite: General Physics.
hours
_ each of these laboratory
Hours to be arranged.
Laboratory FEES
^ semester.
courses a fee oi
391 or 392. ADVANCED PROBLEMS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Hours to be arranged.

Credit to be arranged

political science
professor brake,

A
•
A major i
four semester
mester hours.
A maior in

Chairman

r^olitical science consists of twentyP
. j^inor consists of fifteen sehours, a
,
u
Social Science may be taken by com-

ch‘rl®rS"rhSS?tm»t concerned.
101 102 the State as a Social Institution.
This course is an effort to discover how man has
been and is governed in various parts of the world.
The study is a comparative one, with emphasis upon
the governments of the Great Powers today: The
United States, Great Britain, France Germany,
Italy, Russia, China, and Japan. Except under unusual circumstances this course will be a preiequisite for other courses in political science. Freshmen
ordinarily will not be admitted. Mr. Brane.
10:30,M., W.,F.

6 hours
201-202. The Principles of Political Action.
This course deals with the dynamics of government;
the formation of groups for political action, such as
political parties; the modes of waging political bat
tles, such as election campaigns and the dissemina-
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tion of propaganda; and the motive forces that im
pel men to act in politics. Mr. Brane.
Not offered in 1939-19^0.
10:30, T., Th., S.

6 hours

203. The Principles of Administration. A
study of the ways in which the decisions of legisla
tures and executive officers are actually carried out
in all phases of public service, such as postal trans
portation, police protection, or conservation of nat
ural resources. The modes of appointment, promo
tion, and direction of the civil service constitute the
major portion of the subject matter. Mr. Troop.
T :30f M., W., F.

3 hours

204. Regional Units: The Government of
Local Areas. A study of the evolution and prin
ciples of the government of relatively small areas
in the United States and Europe. Mr. Troop.
7:30, M., W., F.
g hours
205. Regional Units:
Federal Organiza
tion AND Autonomy.
A study of the methods of
distributing governmental authority among rela
tively large regions within states. Mr. Brane.
Not offered in 1939-19^0.
10:30, T., Th., S.

206.

Regional Units:

3 hours

International Organ

This course presents the evolution of hu
man society among the states of the world, and a
study of the forces which have brought them to
gether into organized units, such as the Universal
Postal Union, the League of Nations, and the Per
manent Court of International Justice. Mr. Brane.
ization.

10:30, T., Th., S.

3 hours

305-306. The American Constitution.
A
study of the original document in its setting and
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the changes in constitutional powers and concepts
due to custom, legislation, and court decisions. Mr.
Not offered iul939-lH0.

« hours

T T aW The law governing
309. international Law^^
in such
the relations between th
ndent existence and
xnatters as their
^“^^aries, their diploma7:S0,M;W;

■

tenance of peace. Mr. Brane.

g hours

10:30, T., Th., S.

^10

The Law in Human Relations.

faw and";^

An in-

.h. life o, ».n. Me. B™.

Hours to be arranged.

ooo

POT ttical Thought and Political

Thinkers. This course
concerning the
ideas which have ejo ved
^ of the backIrluTdTflhfseTdekrm the "environment^ and p^rfonal history of those who conceived them. Mr.
Brane.
Not offered in 1939-19UO.
Hours to be arranged.

j-n 1.0 rt/rrrnvt nt>/l

341 or 342. FUNDAMENTAL Concepts in the
Science of Government. This is an effort to ap
ply various scientific methods to the subject matter
of government; to discern fundamental ideas for
the creation of a science of government; and to ar
range these ideas into a systematic pattern.
r.
Brane.
Hours to be arranged.

Credit to be arranged

Courses

391 or 392.

of
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Advanced Problems and Bibli

ography.
Hours to be arranged.

Credit to be ai'ranged

RELIGION
Professor Engle, Chairman

A major or minor in this department may be tak
en with emphasis on either Bible or Religious Edu
cation. Courses are planned to be helpful to all in
terested in this field, as well as foundation work for
vocational religious workers. Students choosing a
jnajor in this department should confer with the
chairman of the department for selection of courses.
jTi'om twenty-four to thirty hours are required.
101. Old Testament History and Literature.
An introductory study of the development of reli
gious and ethical ideals and practices of the Hebrew
people as these are found in the Old Testament writ
ings. Attention is given to the religions of the peo
ples with whom the Hebrews were in close contact.
Mr. Engle.
8:S0,T.,Th.,S.

3 hours

102. The Life of Jesus. The study of the life
of Jesus follows a brief survey of the intertestament
period of Jewish history. Mr. Engle.
8:30,T.,Th.,S.

3 hours

103-104. Religion in Human Experience. This
course aims to acquaint the student with the more
important ideas and activities which have emerged
- in the religious life of man. Its scope is general,
but its objective is to treat the origins and trace the
development of religious thought and activity, ra
ther than to compare the various religious move
ments of today. The first semester will deal with

Otterbein College
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li.

religious
era. The second

fn the Christian
the distincXb^ew and Christian re3ider

discovered i»

literature. Mr.
9 ’SOf

Engle.

the

Elblicl
e

hours

^'

106 New Testament History and Literature.
A stuX of the conditions giving rise to the writings
t, the New Testament and a survey of the contents
of Ihese vvritings as the expression of early ChristLXi». end practice. Mr. E„.Ie.
,
201 The Life of Paul. A study of the life and
letters of Paul, with special attention to the nonJewish environment of the early Christian church.
Alternates with Course 203. Mr. Engle.
8 :30, M.y W.yF.

7:30,T.,Th.,S.

3 hours

202. The Hebrew Prophets. An introduction
to the prophetic literature, with study of selected
writings of the prophets. Alternates with course
204. Mr. Engle.
Not offered in 1939-19^0.
7:30, T., Th.,S.

3 hours

203. The Teaching of Jesus. An attempt to
discover the distinctive ethical and religious content
of Jesus' teaching. (May be taken in place of
course 102 by permission of instructor.) Alternates
with course 201. Mr. Engle.
Not offered in 1939-1940.
7:30, r., Th., S.

3 hours

204.

Old Testament Poetry and Wisdom Lit
A study of selected Psalms, Job, and
other Wisdom literature of the Old Testament. Al
ternates with course 202. Mr. Engle.
erature.

7 :30,

T.y

Th., S.

3 hours
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205. The History of the Bible. A study of
the origin and transmission of the English Bible.
Mr. Engle.
1:00, M., W., F.

3 hours

207. Principles of Religious Education. This
course provides a comprehensive survey of the field
of religious education, dealing with the history, the
underlying philosophy, the objectives, the curricu
lum and technique. It acquaints the student with the
agencies of the movement, its expanding program,
its present trends, and problems, and is intended as
an introduction and background for further work in
religious education. Mr. Engle.
^0:S0f M., W.,F.

3 hours

208. The Teaching Work of the Church.
A study of the organization of the church for Reli
gious Education, and its correlation with other reli
gious and educational agencies. Alternates with
course 304. Mr. Engle.
Not offered in 1939-19J^O.
%:30;M. W.,F.

3 hours

209. History of the Christian Church.
This course is intended to help students to a better
understanding of the place of the Christian Church
today. It will be adapted in content and method to
meet the needs and interests of those electing it.
Isiot offered as a substitute for work in a theological
seminary. Mr. Engle.
8:30yM.,W.,F.

3 hours

302. The Use of the Bible. A study is made
of how the Bible has been used, from the Jewish use
of the Old Testament, to present day use of the Bible.
Intended especially for those students majoring in
Bible or Religious Education, but open to all who

Otterbein College

11*
have had at l»«*
courses. Mr. Engle.
1 :00, M.,

f Ttihle in content
s hours

^

The course considers
concepts

together with a study
of available
construction in Religious
^ith course 208. Mr. Engle.
^ hours
evaluation

of basic

materials
Education.

10:30, M., \y-,

CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT IN THE MODERN
this course a survey of the spread of
World. Jn
modern world will include a reChristiamty ^ of the church from the beginning
^05

the

to^the end of the eighteenth century; a study of the
modern missionary movement; recent trends m
noiXof view and techniques of missionary adminis
tration- and a survey of non-Christian areas, geo
graphical and cultural. Mr. Hursh.
10:30, T., Th.y S.
306. The Religions of the World Today. This
course will survey the historical background of the
prevailing religions of the world; their adjustment
to the modern world of science; make a comparative
study of Christian and non-Christian ethical con
cepts and observe the status of Christianity among
the other religions of the world today. Mr. Hursh.
10:30, T., Th., S.
3 hours
391 or 392.

Advanced Problems and Bibliog

raphy.

Hours to be arranged.

Credit to he arranged
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SOCIOLOGY
Professor Hursh (On leave of absence 1938-1939)
Professor Snodgrass (Acting Professor 1938-1939)

A major in sociology shall consist of the courses in
sociology, certain courses in economics or political
science, or history totaling twenty-four to thirtytwo hours.
A minor in sociology shall consist of at least fif
teen hours in this department.
A major in Social Science may be taken by com
bining certain courses in History, Economics, Polit
ical Science and Sociology, with the consent of the
chairman of each department concerned.
101. Introduction to the Study of Society.
This course is open to all students, preferably fresh
men and sophomores. It is a study of the elemental
social facts and forms of control in human rela
tions; the development of culture and institutions;
and the direction of social change through guidance
and planning.
9:30,T.,Th.,S.

.3 hours

102. Social Institutions and the Commun
ity. This course is open to all students, preferably
freshmen and sophomores. It is a study of the de
velopment of the community and its institutions;
the physical and social forces that determine distri
bution of population, community organization and
institutional life.
9:30, T., Th., S.

3 hours

Otterbein College
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103 or 104.

ThK CoN-M^oS"olS

munity. a study of
life of the
and religious movements
doing additional
local and world
an extra hours’
reading upperclassmen may earn a
credit in a semester.
1 or 2 hours
8 :30 W,

TsodSi^l theory: principles underlying social
^ac^and forces; and recent social trends. Prerequisite: Courses 101 and 102.
„» TTT T7I

10:30, M., W.,t •

^ hours

202 Social Problems and Social Planning.
A study of modern social problems witt a critical
analysis of proposed solutions. Among the problems
to be studied will be: population, social disorganiza
tion, disease — physical and mental, crime, unem
ployment, poverty, etc. Students entering this course
should have at least the equivalent of course 201.
Offered in alternate years.
iVof offered in 1939-194^0.
10:30,

M., W., F.

3 hours

203. Rural-Urban Sociology. A study of the
historical backgrounds of rural America; the de
velopment of the modern city; rural-urban America
today; rural-urban attitudes, interrelations, and in
terdependencies. Prerequisites: Courses 101 and
102, or their Equivalent. Offered in alternate years.
9:30,U.,W.,F.

S hours

204. Marriage and the Family. A study of
the historical development of the family ; its func
tions, inter-relations and organization; with special
emphasis on marriage and the changing functions of
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the modern family. Prerequisites: courses 101 and
102 or courses 201 and 202.
9:30,M., W.,F.

Shours

301. Race and Population Problems. A study
in race relations and problems of population: migra
tion, immigration, racial conflicts, race psychology,
the bases of racial comity and cooperation. Pre
requisites : Courses 201 and 202. Offered in alter
nate years.
Not offered in 1939-19^0.
9:30y M.y W., F.

3hours

302. Crime and ItsSocialTreatment. A
study of crime and the criminal; a history of punish
ment; modern penal institutions; crime prevention
and the social treatment of the criminal. Prerequis
ites: Courses 201 and 202. Offered in alternate years.
10:30t M., W.,F.

3hours

303-304. Introduction toSocial Work. A
study of social work as a profession; theory and prac
tice in social work, social agencies—public and pri
vate, established for the promotion of public welfare.
Institutions will be visited and, where possible, field
work will be arranged. Prerequisites: Courses 301
and 302.
7:30, T., Th.

Credit to be arranged

391 or 392.

Advanced Problems and Bibli

ography.

Hours to be arranged.

Credit to be arranged

SPEECH
Professor Smith, Chairman

A major in speech consists of eighteen hours in
this department and six hours in English literature;
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courses 215 and either 311 or 312. A minor in speech
consists of twelve hours in this department in addi
tion to three hours in English literature; courses 215,
311, or 312.
A major in dramatics shall consist of sixteen hours
of speech chosen under the direction of this depart
ment and four hours each of English literature and
of fine arts. Courses in Costume Design 131 and
Stage Design 133 or 134 are especially recommended.
A minor in dramatics shall consist of twelve hours of
selected speech subjects and three hours of either
literature or fine arts.
Course 101-102, prerequisite to all other courses,
should be taken first.
101-102. Elements of Public Speaking. The
fundamentals of eifective speech will be studied from
the standpoint of platform behavior, voice and ges
ture. Mr. Smith.
S :30, T., Th.; 9:30, T., Th.; 10:30, T., Th.

u hours

103. Argumentation. The principles of argu
mentation and debate. Leading questions of the day
are studied and debated in class. Open to students
interested in an introductory course in debate. Mr.
Anderson.

1:00y M.y W.

2 hours

104. Freshman-Sophomore Debate Seminar.
Open to the debaters preparing for the freshmansophomore debate. Mr. Anderson.
1:00, W.

1 hour

201. Interpretative Reading. Intended for
those who wish to know and practice the rules of
effective oral reading. Selections will be analyzed

Courses
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and delivered before the class. Recommended for
prospective teachers or those who expect to engage
in platform work. Mr. Smith.
10:30,M., W.,F.

3 hours

202. Advanced Speech. A study of the voice
from the neurological standpoint. Remedial instruc
tion and drill in the art of correcting lisping, stut
tering, cluttering and personality defects. Mr.
Smith.
10:30 M.,W.,F.

3 hours

206. Phonetics. The study of speech sounds
and their corresponding symbols. Where and how
these sounds are made and their relation to correct
articulation and pronunciation of words. Mr. Smith.
FJot offered in 1939-19j^O.
9:30, M.j F.

2 hours

301-302. Advanced Interpretation. An appli
cation of the principles of Interpretation to the great
pieces of literature, both prose and poetry. The
study, building and presentation of a lecture recital.
Open to advanced students. Mr. Smith.
Hours to be arranged.

1 to A hours

303 or 304. Play Production. The work offered
here is for those interested in play coaching and act
ing. Practical experience will be given each student
in^coaching amateur plays. The best ones will be
presented publicly. Mr. Smith.
9:30,M.,W.

2 hours
305. The Art of Make-Up. Open to students
who have completed or are enrolled in play production.
This is purely a laboratory course in which the stu
dent will practice altering the face for the proper
delineation of character. Mr. Smith.
3:00, Th.

1 hour
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307-308. Varsity Debate Seminar. Open the
in^
teams representbate Confor<3^
Ohio Men’s Intercolleg*iate Demen Sid
semester to both

Delto^^eltZ'" KrS

">e Pi Kappa

1:00, T., Th.

308 or 309. Oratorv <3.pa,
^
terested in the Rusself or
students inMr. Smith.
"
State Oratorical Contests.
Houts to be CLTratiged,

391 or 392.
OGRAPHY.

Advanced

2 hours

I^ROBLEMS and Bibli-

Hours to be arranged.
^'*'edxt to he arranged

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
FACULTY
WALTER GILLAN CLIPPINGER, B.D., D.D., LL.D.
President

GLENN GRANT GRABILL, B.Mus., A.A.G.O.
Organ, Piano and Connierpoint
Director

LULA MAY BAKER, A.B., B.Mus.
Piano—History of Music

ARTHUR RAY SPESSARD, B.I.
Singing and Choral Work

FRANCES HARRIS, A.B., B.Mus.
Harmony, Piano and Ensemble

LUCIUS LEE SHACKSON, M.A.
Public School Music and Voice

MABEL DUNN HOPKINS
Violin and String Choir

HARRY HIRT
Wind Instruments and Band
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The School of Music is located in the Lambert Hall
of Fine Arts. Numerous practice rooms, equipped
with pianos, which are rented at a nominal rate, fur
nish a means for systematic practice. There is a
!!edtal hall which seats about three hundred persons.
general information

All students taking full work pay an incidental fee
of fifteen dollars. Music students taking" less than
half work are not required to pay this fee. Out-oftown pupils and pupils in the public school g-rades are
also exempt from the fee. The regular matriculation
fee of one dollar is, however, required of all pupils.
Tuition is payable in advance for each semester.
Reduction is not made for lessons missed, except on
account of long illness, and then the College shares
the loss with the pupil.
Lessons falling on holidays are not made up.
Students should enter at the opening of the year
for the Theoretical studies, as classes in beginning
Theory are not started during the second semester.
Pupils will be admitted at any time during the year
for private lessons, but not for less than the un
expired part of the semester, except by special per
mission from the director.
SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION
It is the aim in the course of study to give a sys
tematic training, which will prepare the candidate
for successful teaching, and at the same time give
him a thorough preparation for public performance.
The system of instruction is largely individual.
Here the mature judgment and different methods
mastered by each instructor are given full expression.
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Theoretical work such as Hamiony, Counterpoint,
History of Music, etc., is taught in classes.
LIBERAL ARTS CREDIT
Studies pursued in the School of Music may be
used as electives in the Liberal Arts Course. For
graduation from any department of the School of
Music, the student must hold a diploma from a firstclass high school, or its equivalent.
DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS
Courses are offered leading to the Degree of Bach
elor of Music Education, the Diploma of the School
of Music, the Degree of Bachelor of Music. The
Liberal Arts Course with Music as a major leads to
the Bachelor of Arts Degree.
MAJOR AND MINOR IN MUSIC
The system of semester credit hours and quality
points for the School of Music is the same as that of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
A major in music shall consist of twenty-four
hours including eight hours of Theoretical Music and
sixteen hours of Applied Music.
Not more than thirty-two nor less than twentyfour semester hours shall be permitted in music for
a major. Any music over the minimum of twentyfour hours shall be divided equally between Applied
and Theoretical Music.
Four hours of Piano are required of all students
who major in Voice or Violin. For outline of course
with major in music see page 136.
A minor shall consist of fifteen hours including five
hours of Theoretical Music and ten hours of Applied
Music.
All music credited as Major or Minor toward the
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A.B. degree shall be of the Freshman grade or above,
as outlined elsewhere in the catalog.
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT
Beginners in music have always been taken as students in the School of Music. This department is
designed to prepare pupils from the very ^st grades
up to the regular graduating courses of the School.
Pupils who have been prepared m this department
are not required to pass an examination to enter as
freshmen in any course of the school, but are ad
vanced as the teacher sees fit. Special rates are
made for pupils who enter this department from the
Public Schools. For rate, which includes the matricu
lation fee, see page 140.
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Students not wishing to enter any of the courses
leading to a diploma are entered as Special Students
and are not required to follow the prescribed courses,
but are given systematic work in whatever musical
study they take up.
THEORY, HARMONY AND COUNTERPOINT
Otterbein offers an unusually well arranged and
thorough course in Theory. From the very begin
ning in Ear Training, Sight Singing and the Elements
of Harmony up to the highest fonns of Harmony,
Counterpoint, Musical Form and Composition, the
student is taught those principles which make for
the development of his perception of true musical
realization.
History of Music is a requirement in each course
of study.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MUSICAL HISTORY AND APPRECIATION
101-102. History and Appreciation I. Survey
of music literature. Introduction to composers,
forms and styles through listening, reading and dis
cussion. Emphasis on listening. Recommended for
liberal arts students. Mr. Shackson.
8:30y W., F.

4 hours

104. Church Music. The function of music in
worship; hymnology; congregational singing; organi
zation and administration of a music program from
the primary department of a church school through
the senior choir. This course is designed for all who
expect to be associated with church work. Mr.
Shackson.
Jiours to be arranged.

2 hours

201-202. History and Appreciation II. Pri
marily a history of music course designed to give the
pupil a vital conception of the development of music
from ancient to modern times, with some analysis of
the best examples of each period. Lives and ideals
of composers are studied with the idea of obtaining
a keen, sympathetic understanding of their works.
Miss Baker.
2:00, M,, W., F.

6 hours

121-122. Voice Class. For beginners. Funda
mentals of production, diction and interpretation of
easy song materials. Individual problems analyzed
and corrected. Mr. Shackson.
Hours to be arranged.

2 hours

THEORETICAL MUSIC
111-112.

Harmony I.

Scales; intervals; pri-
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mary and secondary triads in all positions; dominant
seventh chord; modulation. All cadences at piano.
Miss Harris.
1:00, T,, Th.

hours

211-212. Harmony II. Continuation of 111-112.
Further study in modulation. Ninth, eleventh and
thirteenth chords; chromatic harmonies; non-har
monic tones; original work; harmonic analysis. Miss
Harris.
1:00, M.jW.
^ hours
224. Keyboard Harmony. Intensive drill in
chord progression in all keys; key-circle sequences;
harmonization of melodies; transposition; simple im
provisation. Open to all who have had at least one
year of piano, and have had one year of Harmony.
Miss Harris.
Hours to be arranged.

2 hours

113-114. Solfeggio I. Sightsinging, ear-train
ing, rhythmic problems, intervals. Practice in nota
tion of original and dictated melodies. Mr. Shackson.
8:30, T,,Th.

2 hours

213-214. Solfeggio II. Continuation of 113-114
with more difficult material including aural harmonic
analysis and four-part dictation. Part singing of
high school choral material. Mr. Shackson.
9:30,T.,Th.

2hours

203. Conducting. Practice in baton technique.
Observation and study of rehearsal techniques. In
terpretation, balance, diction, seating, school orches
tras, church choirs, etc. Mr. Shackson.
2:00,T„Th.

2hours

301-302. Counterpoint I. The science of com
bining melodies together with their various anima-
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tions or species in two-part writing. First year’s
work culminates with an original two-part invention,
using the material acquired during the year as the
basis. Mr. Grabill.
1:00, T., Th.

^ hours

351-352. Counterpoint II. Analysis. Requiring
original inventions in three and four part writing.
This course demands the ability to analyze contra
puntal compositions. Mr. Grabill.
1:00, M., W.

4 hours

312.
Instrumentation I.
Practice in arrang
ing music for string orchestra and smaller combi
nations. Mr. Shackson.
3:00,

W.

X hour

361.Instrumentation II. Arranging music
for wind instruments in combination and for full
orchestra. One original march for band. Study of
ranges and transposition. Mr. Shackson.
3:00,T.

1 hour

327. Music Education I. The child voice. Phil
osophy of music education. Materials and methods
for the elementary grades. Mr. Shackson.
10:30, M.y T.y Th.yF.

Jf hours

371-372. Music Education II. The adolescent
voice. Problems, materials and methods in junior
and senior high school music. Mr. Shackson..
1:00,

T.yTh.

4 hours

380. Music Education III. Instrumental prob
lems. Organization of school bands, orchestras and
instrumental classes; advanced conducting, materials
and methods. Mr. Shackson.
3:00, T,y Th,

2 hours
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APPLIED MUSIC
The entire organization of these courses in applied
music is arranged on the basis of two individual
thirty minute lessons each week, together with two
hours of daily practice, to merit two hours credit for
the semester. One thirty minute with one hour daily
practice merits one hour credit. Students majoring
in Voice or Violin should elect at least four hours'
credit in Piano.
In the suggested lists which follow, the actual ma
terial may or may not be used; the choice of studies
and materials is left entirely to the discretion of the
instructor, who must be responsible for the proper
type to be used for each individual.
The diploma of the School of Music is awarded to
those who have completed the equivalent of a four
year outline in an applied music major, together with
the following theoretical courses: History and Ap
preciation, 101-102, 201-202; Harmony, 111-112, 211212; Counterpoint, 301-302; Solfeggio, 113-114. A
recital may be required for this diploma at the dis
cretion of the head of the department.
For the degree of Bachelor of Music, with Applied
Music as the major, the applicant must complete all
the work required for the diploma, together with an
additional year’s work in his major, plus Counter
point II, 351-352. Academic studies to the extent of
forty-eight hours must be pursued in addition to the
music courses. A recital in his major subject is re
quired for the Bachelor of Music degree.
For entrance to the Diploma or Bachelor of Music
courses the applicant shall pass a preliminary exami
nation given by his teacher, to prove his ability to
enter freshman rank in these courses. Failing this
test he shall be required to do sub-freshman work
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until ready for freshman standing. Advanced stand
ing in any subject may be given at the discretion of
the instructor after a thorough examination.
Academic Requirements for the Degree
Bachelor of Music

of

Bible_________________________________ 6 hours
English ------------------------------------------------ 12 hours
Psychology ----6 hours
Physical Education------------------------------- 4 hours
28 hours
College Electives------------------------------------ 20 hours
Total --------------------------------------------- 48 hours
PIANO
Suggested outline covering five years.
Professor Grabill, Miss Baker

and

Miss Harris

Freshman

Technique. Czerny, Op. 299. Bach, 2 Part Inventions. Heller,
Op. 47 and 46. Easy Mozart Sonatas. Selections
of like grade memorized.
Sophomore

Technique. Czerny, Op. 834. Bach, 3 Part Inventions. Mo
zart Sonatas. Mendelssohn Songs Without Words.
Beethoven Sonatas (Easy). Selections memorized.
Junior

Technique. Cramer-Buelow. Moscheles, Op. 70. Bach Well
Tempered Clavichord, 1.
Beethoven Sonatas.
Selections memorized.
Senior

Technique. Czerny, Op. 740. Clementi Gradus. Bach Well
Beethoven Sonatas
Tempered Clavichord 2.
(Difficult).
Chopin Compositions.
Selections
memorized.
Fifth Year

Etudes from Henselt, Chopin, Liszt and Modernists. Solo
works of Schumann, Brahms, Grieg, Chopin, et
cetera. This year’s equivalent required for De
gree of Bachelor of Music. Recital.
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ORGAN
Suggested outline covering four years.
Professor Grabill
Freshman

_

Prerequisite—Completion of
oi Dudley
Beginning Technique-Pedal and Manua . Budley
Buck’s Pedal Phrasing Exercises. Small Preludes
and Fugues of Bach.
Sophomore

Bach’s first Master Period works.
and Fugues and Sonatas. Hymn playing. Easy
Selections.
Junior

Bach’s Mature Works. Guilmant’s Sonatas. Score Reading.
Transposition.
Church Playing investigated.
Modern Works.
Senior

Repertoire work in larger compositions. French, English and
American schools of organ composition. ArranginsT piano composition for organ. Recital.
VOICE
Suggested outline covering five years.
Professor Spessard

and

Mr. Shackson

Freshman

Voice placing and pure tone production through correct use
of the breath. The Italian vowels and technical exercises by
dictation. Selected song studies. Easy songs by English and
American composers. Diction and interpretation.
Sophomore

Development of tone, voice extension, breath control. Scales
and arpeggio. Selected song studies. American, English and
Italian songs. German lieder. Diction and interpretation.
Junior

Study in tone color. Particular attention to rhythm and
phrasing. More difficult exercises in vocal technic and song
studies. Modern and classic songs including oratorios and
church solos. Diction and interpretation.
Senior

Advanced study in tone development, voice placing and
breathing. Continuation of technical and interpretation de-
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velopment. Repertoire. Recital at the discretion of the head
of the vocal department.
Fifth Year

Study is largely repertoire and interpretation. Arias and
Cavatinas from French, German and Italian Operas and
Oratories. More difficult songs from the classic composers,
Brahms, Schubert, Beethoven, etc. Ability to sing in at least
two foreign languages. College electives should include Public
Speaking and Modern Languages. Recital.

VIOLIN
Suggested outline covering five years
Mrs. Hopkins
Freshman

Technic, studies from Kayser, op. 20, Book II; Hohman, op.
25, Book III; Sevcik, op. 7; Sitt, op. 32, Book III; Dont, op.
38. Easy selections.
Sophomore

Left hand technic through three octaves in scales, arpeggios,
double stops, Sevcik, op. 1, Part I; Hohman, op. 51, Book III;
Kayser, op. 20, Book III; Dont, op. 37; Hermann double
stopping. Book I; Sevcik, op. 8; Kreutzer Etudes, first half;
solos and duets of corresponding difficulty.
Junior

Sevcik Violin Technic, op. 1, Part III; Kreutzer Etudes;
Fiorillo 36 Etudes; Maras, op. 36, Books II and III; Dancla,
• op. 73; Rode 24, caprices, sonatas, compositions of like grade.
Senior

Sevcik Violin Technic, op. 1, Part IV, with review of Parts
I, II, and III; Rovelli, 12 caprices; Gaviniies, 24 studies;
Dont, op. 35; Beethoven sonatas, repertoire.
Fifth Year

Wieniawski, op. 10 and 18; Vieutemps, op. 16; Paganini, 24
caprices; Bach, 6 sonatas for violin alone, concertos, reper
toire. Recital.
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OUTLINE OF COURSE IN LIBERAL ARTS WITH A
MAJOR IN MUSIC
First Semester

Freshman Year
Hours Second Semester

Hours

English________________
----- 3
French, German or
Spanish _____________ 4
Science—Choice
Biology or Chemistry_4
Physical Education____ 1

English________________
French, German or

Orientation ____________
Music __________________

Hygiene _______________
Music ________________~

First Semester

Spanish ______________
Science—Choice

3
4

Biology orChemistry__ 4
Physical Education_____ 1

1
4

1

^

Sophomore Year
Hours
Second Semester

Hours
Religion _______________ 3

3
3
4

History—Choice_______ 3
History—Choice _
—
Literature—Choice ------- 4
Uletalure=Cho\ce
\ Physical Education------- 1
• Htocatvoft
4 Music ------------------- 4

Music

lOTWa

matics
Public Speaking —______

Electives

-------

Music -----------------

First Semester
Electives -------

Music -----------

----

2
4

Hours

S.LatinorMathe-

^

PhTosophro/fucation.
Public Speaking
Electives ---------------- "

2

4

4

Music ----------------

Senior Year
Hours Second Semester
___12

3

Hours

Electives ---------- "HIZZII

Music

4

„^,s.c —.OKXJf

This course prepares
the elementary and secon a
entrance qualifications
.

General
^^.^^y^tion from a
j
musical back-

Stodmt. may follow th.
below or may specialize in the inst

g Md°^
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substituting certain courses upon the advice of the
Director of the Conservatory.
Completion of either course entitles the student to
the Degree of Bachelor of Music Education and the
State Provisional Certificate. Liberal Arts students
may elect a minor in Music Education with the con
sent of both departments. A minor shall consist of
twenty-four hours as recommended and outlined by
the State Department of Education.

GENERAL COURSE IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Freshman Year

First Semester

Hours

Second Semester

Applied Music--------------- 3
Solfeggio 113---------------1
Harmony 111--------------- 2
English Composition----3
Natural Science----------- 3
Orientation ------------------ 1
Physical Education------1
String Class 125----------- 1
Total________________ 15

Hours

Applied Music_________
Solfeggio 114__________
Harmony 112_________
English Composition___
Natural Science _______
Hygiene _____________
Physical Education
String Class 126_______

3
1
2
3
3
1

1
1

Total _______________ 15

Sophomore Year

First Semester

Second Semester

Hours

Applied Music_________
Conducting 203 ________
History and App. I, 101—
Solfeggio 213__________
Harmony 211_________
Speech -----------------------General Psychology------Physical Education____

3
2
2
1
2
2
3
1

Total_________________16

Hours

Applied Music_________
Keyboard Harmony 224_2
History and App. I, 102_2
Solfeggio 214___________
Harmony 212 __________
Speech _______________
Bible_________________
Physical Education____

3
1
2
2
3
1

Total________________ 16
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Hours

First Semester

Hours

Applied Music--------H^j^ation and

k-story and APP; H.

Elementary Music
____
Ed'^clJfotalfe^ogy -

^
I

16

Total

P_ar- _ _ ^

and T^niquel
Instrumentation 312 _

Elective in Education----

|

3

___

Total---------------------------

Senior Year

First Semester
Applied Music —

&sr»s

Hour^
----

g

,

Woodwind Class 189--------

^

Student teaching --Instrumentation obi _

^
^

Bible------------------------------

3

Elective

Total

Second Semester
Hours
Applied Music --------------- 2
Counterpoint 352
2

Secondary Music Methods
qrro

________________________

2

Brass Class 190------------ 1
Qtudent Teaching ------------ 2
Instrumental Problems
380 ---------------------------2
Electives ----------------------5

------------------------------ ----- -

16

Total

16

• should
1. lA be arranged
the approval of the
Applied music
arrangea with
w
music staff.

SCHEDULE AND COURSE NUMBERS
Piano—Grabill ------- Zos'tOO

Piano—Harris
rriomr*
Organ—Grabill-------___
717-718
Voice—Spessard

Voice—-Shackson------ 721-722
Violin—Hopkins------ 725-726
Cello—Spessard ------ 737-738
Wind Instruments
i-Hirt____________789-790

narmony „
__Harris
-224—Hours to be arranged
Keyboard Harmony Harris __ _____ 301-302—1:00 T., Th.
Counterpoint I—Grab 11
_____ 351-352—1:00 M., W.
Counterpoint n—GjaMl --------_113-114—8:30 T., Th.
Solfeggio I—Shackson------------9-SOT Th
Solfeggio II—Shackson ------------------------ -913 214
214 y.3U 1., in.
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Conducting—Shackson ----------------------------203—2:00 T., Th.
Music Ed. I—Shackson_________ 327—10:30 M., T., Th., F.
Music Ed. II—Shackson
_________ 371-372—1:00 T., Th.
Church Music—Shackson----------- 104—Hours to be arranged
Music Ed. Ill—Shackson ________________ 380—3:00 T., Th.
Instrumentation I—Shackson----------------------- 312—3:00W.
Instrumentation II—Shackson ----------------------- 361—3:00 T.
Glee Club—Spessard-----------119-120—Hours to be arranged
Voice Class—Shackson--------- 121-122—Hours to be arranged
String Class—Hopkins--------- 125-126—Hours to be arranged
Wind Instruments—Hirt-------------------------189-190—2:00T.
Band—Spessard ___________ 191-192—Hours to be arranged

MINIMUM FEE FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
COURSE
A minimum fee of $137.50 a semester will cover all
instructional costs in this course. This fee does not
include matriculation, laboratory fees, or piano ren
tals, but does include all required academic subjects.
Fee for additional hours will be charged if a student
registers for more than nine hours of academic sub
jects.
FEES FOR A MAJOR IN MUSIC
Students working for the A.B. degree with a major
in music will pay the regular fees for each course
taken in music. Fees for academic courses taken will
be at the rate of $6.25 an hour.
EXPENSES
If the pupil studies music alone, the following table
will give an approximate idea of the necessary ex
penses for a year of thirty-six weeks.
Registration and Incidental---------------------^ 15.00 $ 15.00
Tuition—Piano (Vocal, Violin or Organ),
Harmony and History of Music---------- 90.00 to 225.00
Board and room (light and heat furnished). 244.75 to 272.50
Piano or Organ Rent------------------------------- 15.00 to 40.00
Total _____________________________ $364.75 to $552.50
The foregoing include only necessary college expenses. No
estimate is made for books and incidentals.
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private lessons per

Semester
$60.00
35.00

Piano

From the Director, two
From the Director one-half hour p
From Assistants, two half-hours
From Assistants, one-halt hou
p™o.

------------------ 45 Oq

3O.OO

p

V.,0. «

7”

+T.i^nlation fee included
From Assistants—n/r
Matriculation^_____________
Two half-hours per week____
18.00
One half-hour per week-------------Piano-Grade School Students

A
Matriculation
fee included $22.00
From Assistants—
Matncu^_________________
Two half-hours per week---------- -_________________ ^2.00
One half-hour per week---------------

Pipe Organ________________
One half-hour per week------------

Voice
From Head of Vocal Department, two half hours per^^^^^^^^
FrorHVd-orVo7arDep-^^^^^^

3,,^

?^£lfsSf

"30:^0

Violin (Hopkins)
,
1
___________________ $60.00
One hour per week----------------One half-hour----------------------------------------------------------

Wind Instruments—(Hirt)
One hour per week------------------------------------------------------- r'ha
One half-hour per week-------------------------------

Class Lessons Per Semester
Harmony (two hours per week) —--------------------Counterpoint (two hours per week)------------------History and Appreciation of Music 1
(two hours per week)--------------------------------History and Appreciation of Music 11
(three hours per week) —---------------------------Solfeggio (two hours per week)------- ---------------Wind, Violin, Banjo-Mandolin, Voice, Piano
(one hour per week) (class of eight)---------^-Women’s or Men’s Glee Club (one hour per week)
Band (one hour per week)--------------------------------

$16.00
. 16.00
. 16.00
. 24.00
.

6.00

.

6.00

.
-

3.00
3.00
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Music Education

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

203 (2 hours)________________________________ $16.00
327 (4 hours)_________________________________ 28.00
371-372 (2 hours) _____________________________ 16.00
312 (1 hour)__________________________________ 11.00
361 (1 hour)__________________________________ 11.00
380 (2 hours) ________________________________ 16.00
104 (2 hours)_________________________________ 16.00
Rent

of

Organ Per Semester

One hour per day--------------------------------------------------- $20.00
Rent

of

Practice Piano Per Semester

One hour per day--------------------------------------------------- $ 5.00
Each additional hour--------------------------------------------- 5.00
Those taking less than one semester’s work will be charged
five per cent more than regular rates per single lesson.
For further information, address

Glenn Grant Grabill, Director,

register of students
honor students

„ o lief- of seniors
who1938.
earnedThose
scho, r
at Jriatl
in June,
lastic honors
S
^
average of
receiving ^9
course; those receiving cum
LuS'mal a point average of at least 3.3 for the
entire course.

cum

Laude

.Miamisburg
.Westerville
Lisbon, Wls.
'

Cum Laude

_RociAiU Furnace,^ Pa.

All=:up. Dorothy Florence

APP^^onald

------------------------ Dayton

______________________________ Dayton
Jordan, Glenna Belle—
_______________________Dayton
MUler,
Helen May--—-—
_________ Somerset, Fa.
Moulder, Wilma Lyd^a---------__________________

Hamilton, Franc^

Shuck, Emerson Clayton-----

• o ii'cf nf students who have earned
honorV^thl year 1937-38 by making a point
average of 3.'3 or more.
Seniors

Allsup, Dorothy Florence---------"JJJJjRocSm'Furna^e^^^
App, Donald Bernard__
Greenville
Aydelotte, Sarah..__________
Westerville
Dick, Helen Mane--------------Miamisburg
Flanagan, John Vernon__________
Canton
Gehman, True Virginia
_____
Dayton

Hamilton, Frances , Elizabeth------------------_
Hohn, Robert William-------------------Newark
Jakes, Frank Henry, Jr------------------ ____ ____________ Dak ton
Jordan, Glenna Belle--------------------Rittman
McGee John Franklin-----------------------------------------------^vtnS
Miller, Helen May__------------------------------------ qn;;;pr^pt Pa
Mosholder, Wilma Lydia
-------------------------- ^ wJ^tprvdfp
Orlidge, (Mrs.) Levenia Haire----------------------------- Westerville
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Shuck, Emerson Clayton----------------------------------------Findlay
Shuck, (Mrs.) Sarah Beidleman_________ New Lisbon, Wis.
Williams, Gertrude Mae______________________ Bigler, Pa.
Wilson, John Robert___________________________ Bowerston
Juniors

Burdge, Grace Ruth______________________________ Canton
Day, Esther Jeannette___________________________ Paulding
Denbrook, Thelma_________________________________ Dalton
Duhl, Arthur Leroy__________________________ Westerville
Ehrlich, Ruth__________________________________ (Cleveland
Hughes, Betty Lorraine------------------------------ Ambridge, Pa.
Johnson, Margaret May-------------------------- Jamestown, N. Y.
Love, Donna_______________________________________ Lima
Rosensteel, Meredith Ellen--------------------------Ambridge, Pa.
Voorhees, Anna Dell---------------------------------------- —Hebron
Sophomores

Albright, Helen Cleo___________________ West Newton, Pa.
Arnold, Walter Williamson---------------------------------- Pomeroy
Bercaw, Anne Elizabeth----------------------------------------- Canton
Carlson, Agnes Marian Florence-------------- Jamestown, N. Y.
Grabill, Gladys Celia_________________________ Westerville
Miller, Ruth Irene________________________________ Dayton
Patterson, Don Charles________________________Springfield
Sowers, Jean------------------------------------------------------- Bellville
Ward, (Mrs.) Autumn Morton------------------------ Rixford, Pa.
Freshman

Addleman, Roberta Eldine------------------------------------- Dayton
Fenton, Doris Priscilla_________________ Frewsburg, N. Y.
Howe, Charles Elbridge----------------------------------- Westerville
Spessard, Dwight Rinehart------------------------------ Westerville
Van Sickle, Frank Munson-------------------------------Cardington
Wagner, Richard Homer----------------------------- Johnstown, Pa.
DEGREES CONFERRED IN 1938
Bachelor

of

Arts

App, Donald Bernard_______________ Rockhill Furnace, Pa.
Arnold, Vincent Lenard------------------------------------- Barberton
Aydelotte, Sarah______________________________ Greenville
Beck, Dorothy_______________________________ Greensburg,Pa.
Black, Eula Inez_____________________________ Westerville
Brooks, George Randall---------------------------------- Rio Grande
Caliban, William Lawrence-------------------------------- Swissvale,Pa.
Catalona, William_________________________________ Akron
Dick, Helen Marie____________________________ Westerville
Elliott, Foster Hamon----------------Westerville
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Felty, Homer Edward
^
Fogelgren, Helen Dolores
Gehman, True Virginia____Mansfield
Katherine
Canton
Leonard Raymond
^^L^^^sport, Pa.
Hamilton Frances Elizabeth
Philipsburg, Pa.
A??'?*'*®® Weaver
------------------------------r.------Dayton
He^^H • ’
Edith___
Worthington
Hendrix, John H_______ ^
Newark
Hobn®%’„E“i.^^®,?ri..Edwin:__::::::----------------- ---ciarksvine
ToT? ’ K^obert William__
_______Iim--------Fairhope, Pa.
Jakes, Frank Henry Jr~
-------------------------------------------------Dayton
Glenna Belle
McSre!^^Johf"|£i«hV_r—
Mdler Helen Mav^* ----------------------- Windber, Pa.
Mosholder, Wilma' Lydia---------------------Rittman
Orhdge, (Mrs.) Levenia'w'-------------5--------Dayton
Elizabeth
^aire----------- ------------Sompset, Pa.

Smith jimis ra=f^ Beidlem^n'-------------- 1:------ .^®®'£>^vilie

stoflfer.

-------- l-:::_:::::New L^bon!^^^;

gompson, C«nce ferr—'T'^mwwwYAW', mm{

------------ Jacks^

■’toman, \\osa:ma
Wilkin, Eileen------------------------------------------------------^Westerville
Williams, Gertrude Mae__________ ^
Bieler Pa
WiLson, John Robert
'
ra.
tVolfe, Clayton F^deriJk--------------------------iif---ricK-------------------------- Philadelphia
SciEttCE
MccS.Y^^fVi Dirnerr±;;---:-V~:v.V-:--^^"^^^pty, Mo.

Stock-, Emerson ClavtonZI.....__-TZ:":---------------Da^on
Ai,

TA

OP Mxistc EmicarroN

Allsup, Dorothy Florence
tn
Roop, Leah Elizabeth
Dayton
Swezey, Rosa Varie
Marion
Young, Kenneth -------------------------------------------------------- Canton
Newark
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Music

(Voice)
Allsup, Dorothy Florence_________________________ Dayton
Hohn, Robert William______________
Dayton
Swezey, Rosa Varie---------------------------------------------- Canton
HONORARY DEGREES
Doctor of Divinity

The Reverend Raymond Nordeck Shaffer, A.B., D.D., Super
intendent of the West Virginia Conference, Church of the
United Brethren in Christ, Buckhannon, West Virginia.
The Reverend Ulsie Perkins Hovermale, B.IX* D.D., Secre
tary of the Home Missions of the United Brethren in
Christ, Martinsburg, West Virginia.
Doctor of Laws

Mr. Roy Ernest Offenhauer, M.A., Ped. D., President of the
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio.
COLLEGE YEAR, 1938-1939
Seniors

Ayers, (Mrs.) Lois Breeden-------------------------- Roanoke, Va.
Babler, Berle Bender----------------------------------------- Barberton
Ballenger, Dwight Charles------------------------------- Westerville
Bogner, John Michael---------------------------------------------Akron
Brady, Frederick Eugene---------------------------------Miamisburg
Bremer, Louis Henry---------------------------------------Portsmouth
Briggs, Merritt William-------------------------- Jamestown, N. Y.
Burdge, Grace Ruth---------------------------------------------Canton
Burton, Catherine Louise---------------------------------------- Canton
Cade, Mary Beth------------------------------------------- Miamisburg
Carter, Alice Irene---------------------------------------- Yoimgstown
Carter, James Calvin-------------------------------------- Westerville
Chapman, Lloyd W------------------------------------- -.Westerville
Cook, Thomas Edwin----------------------------------------------- Basil
Cook, William Barton-------------------------------------- Westerville
Cooley, Paul Dean-------------------------------------------- Wakeman
Day, Esther Jeannette----------------------------------------Paulding
Denbrook, Thelma------------------------------------------------- Dalton
Ditzler, Charles Raymond---------------------------- Johnstown, Pa.
Duhl, Arthur Leroy___________________________ Westerville
Ehrlich, Ruth__________________________________ Cleveland
Emery, Suzanne Frances--------------------------------- Altoona, Pa.
Ernsberger, Ralph Waldo-------------------------------- Westerville
Finley, Lois Emmalyn------------------------------------Millersburg
Forkner, Stanley Herbert------------------------------------- -Dayton
Fox, Marjorie Jean______________________Connellsville, Fa.
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Green,

T?iith Virginia--------------------------------------------- Columbus
Elizabeth----------------------------------- Ashland, Ky.

Griffith, r

Grise»

Sefong-------------------------- Minn.
Eleanor------------------------- North Braddock, Pa.

Hohn, Kod
Eugene----------------------------------------------------- Dover
HolzW T J^yd Oliver------------------------------------- Bradford, Pa.
flouser,
Lforraine----------------------------------Ambridge, Pa
Hughes, ^^rgaret May---------------------------Jamestownf N. Y*
Johnson,
Mae-------------------- Clarence Center, N. Y*
Hr£ffi
Eloribel Frances-----------------------------Anderson, Indl
Lamb

, ^j^ord

Earl----------------------------------------------------Y^esto'rviiifl

Landon, jj jey Burton------------------------------ Johnstown, P^
^a?e Ethan Benjamin------------------------------- Union City; Pa
i^wS: Lloyd Astoy--------------------------------------------Mc/rthw
iifd!’ s™ r ciaS---------------------

Marlow,

Molesworth. '^Vivian

Rosensteel,

Berenice------------------------------

_______________

----------------------------Ambridge, Pa.

llnSberS’'Vnnt

Sdoc^^Ta"

Iteiner, Dorothy

^^-Wiiiard

________________________________________ Hebron
t po Valentine------------------------------------ -Dayton
Wellbaum. Leo
_________________________ - Sardinia
Winkle, P^T/out---------------------------------------------pj-ederick________________________ Brookville
Dayton

Voorhee^

Ziegler,

JUNIORS

Abell, Dorothea Martha------------------------------------------------ -—Canton
Adams, Harry Louis------------------------------------------------------ VV^sterville
Akom, Kenneth Eugene----------------------------------- _
Ohio City

Albright, Helen Cleo-------------------------------West Newton, Pa.
Anderson, Mary Louise--------------------------- Jamestown, N. Y.
Arkill, Marjorie Lois—------------------------------- —-—Franklin
Aver, Joseph Charles-—---—rYiT------------- ^Branford, Conn.
Bartholomew, Marjorie Elizabeth--------------- Branford, Conn.
Beck, Ronald Durell----------------------------------------- Westerville
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Brown, Elsie Virginia--------------------------------------Centerville
Campbell, Randall Oran--------------------------------Altoona, Pa.
Cheek, Paul Eugene-----------------------------------------Westerville
Clark, Myron \vilbur-------------------------------------------Wellston
Connor, Clarence Howard----------------- Rockhill Furnace, Pa.
Cook, Dorothy Jean__________________________Westerville
Courtright, Alanson Monroe----------------------------- Westerville
Courtright, Bertha June----------------------- ---------- Westerville
Courtright, Walter Donald----------------------------------- Newark
Cousins, Gweneth Irene-----------------------------------Avon L^e
Crosby, James George-------------------------------- Bear Lake, Pa.
Dailey, Mary Agnes-------------------------------------------- Oak Hill
Deever, Kathryn Jenny-------------------------------------- —P^yl-on
Doran, Theda Esther-------------------------------------- Black Lick
Duckwall, Francis Marion----------------------------------- Arcanum
Engle, Alberta Ruth__________________________ Westerville
Grabill, Gladys Celia-------------------------------------- Westerville
Grimm, Richard Charles-------------------------- Connellsville, Pa.
Hammond, Granville Sharp--------------------New Philadelphia
Hanawalt, Donald Roy------------------------------------- Westerville
Henry, William Melinger---------------------------------Westerville
Hinton, Charles Wayne___________________________ Canton
Howe, Jean Isabel___________________________ Westerville
Kirk, Paul Ellsworth---------------------------------------------Warren
Kostoff, Robert_________________________________ Columbus
Kraner, Mary Ellen_________________________ Pickerington
McCrary, Jessie Belle-------------------------------------- Westerville
McFeeley, Robert Glen----------------------------------Windber, Pa.
Messmer, Charles Clifford------------------------------ Newport, Ky.
Miller, Charles Lorenzo-------------------------- Hooversville, Pa.
Miller, Ruth Irene----------------------------------------- - Dayton
Morton, Manley Orrin------------------------Rixford, Pa.
Newton, Edward Baker----------------------- Charleston, W. Va.
O’Brien, Kathleen------------------------------------------------- Dayton
Patterson, Don Charles----------------------------------- Springfield
Pringle, Adolphus William, Jr--------------------- Johnstown, Pa.
Richmond, Martha Jean---------------------------------------- ^Dayton
Scarberry, Everett----------------------------------------------- Jackson
Smart, John Musselman Karefa-—Sierre Leone, West Africa
Smith, James Howard-------------------------- ---------------Smith, Sara Elizabeth--------------------------Clarksburg, W Va.
Sowers, Jean----------------------------------------------------- - Bellville
Stephens, John Elliot---------------------------------------. Columbus
Stokes, Mary Elizabeth----------------------------------- Westerville
Ulrey, Bertha Elizabeth---------------------------------------Marengo
Vance, George Lowell---------------------------------------- Greenville
Wagner, Ferdinand________________________ Somerset, Pa.
Ward, (Mrs.) Autumn Morton----------------------- Rixford, Pa.
Ward, Catherine Elizabeth------------------------------------- Dayton
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Ward, Robert William.
Warnick, Thelma Belle.
Wells, Mary Lucille__
Welsh, Richard Allen__
Yoder, Vivian Esther..
Young, Herbert Brent.

.Salamanca, N. Y.
----Keyser, W. Va.
----------- Westerville
---------------- Ashville
------------- Zanesville
Charleston, W. Va.

Sophomores
Arnold, Walter Williamson________
Arkill, Dorothy_____________
Ashcraft, Charles Dwight____ ...1"
Ater, Milford Emmett_____
Augspurger, Harold Frederick^___ ‘
Bale, Lillian Marie_________
Beasley, Cecil Paul_____ __
Beiner, Ralph Charles__ _______
Bercaw, Anne Elizabeth.I__ 1. _ 'I
Blackwood, Doris Irene_______
Brown, Bettyjane______________
Caliban, Mellinger LeonardJl_.1.7j:
Larlock, Lewis Meadows___ ___
Clark, Delman Bower
Clifford, Ruth Elizabeth.
Llippmger, John Arthur___ '
Cole, Clarence Russell____ ~"
Conard, Margaret Jean______ ”____
Cornelius, Raymond Louis
Cover, William Olney_____
Curts, Sara Josephine__________
Daugherty, Robert N_____________ ~
Denlinger, Herbert Harrison____
Detrick, Albert Warren________1__'
Dillon, Louise Marie_____
Dixon, Mary Lydia______
J
Elliott, Howard William__ ’.1__
Evans, Mary Margaret__________
Fontanelle, Paul Lee___ '_________ '
Frazier, Robert Waters__
I"
Carver, Mary Viola______________ ~
Glaze, Irene Marcella_____________
Gleim, Edna Louise_______________
Glover, Benjamin Curtis, Jr_______
Good, Clyde Earl__________________
Gould, Burton Eugene___________
Gnmes, Mack Allen_____________
Grimes, Wanda Marie____________
Guillermin, John Louis....... ................
Gwinner, Paul Mervin____________
Haverstock, Betty Louise__________
Herron, Ralph Eugene____________

---------------Pomeroy
------------Franklin
----------------Dayton
------------ Chillicothe
-----------Middletown
___________ Galena
___Nashville, Tenn.
_________Massillon
----------------- Canton
_________ Freeport
___________Dayton
____ Swissvale, Pa.
________ Greenville
____________ Piqua
______Altoona, Pa.
________ ..Dayton
_________ Crestline
_______ Westerville
___ Johnstown, Pa.
_________Caledonia
-.Kansas City, Mo.
___________Findlay
___________ Dayton
_______ Westerville
____ New Lebanon
______ Londonderry
______ Westerville
__________ Newark
___________ Galena
_______ Westerville
_________Strasburg
_______ Westerville
_________ Cleveland
_______ Westerville
_________ Columbus
------------Westerville
------------------- Piqua
_Canal Winchester
—Lockport, N. Y.
____________ Galion
_____Detroit, Mich.
..New Philadelphia

Register

of

Students

James, William Albert------------Jefferis, Paul Henson--------------Jeremiah, Virginia May----------Johns, William Francis------------Kohlhepp, Rita Grace--------------Lane, Margaret May---------------Lawyer, Ethel Lenore--------------Lutz, Clayton Fred-----------------McCloy, Dorothy Jean--------------McGee, Helen Rosemary_______
Mann, Neil Thompson------------Mayne, Jean Lambert_________
Meckstroth, Leslie Edwin--------Miller, Mary Isabel----------------Mollett, Kathleen-------------------Morgan, Philip Lu----------------Myers, Mary Louise________ _
Needham, George Lewis----------Neff, Theodore_______________
Nicolle, Fred John-----------------Orlidge, Wallace Fidel________
Orndorff, Richard Bookman___
Osterwise, Oliver Oscar, Jr___
Plymale, Mary Louise------------Pratt, James Alden---------------Prince, Ruth Elizabeth----------Reese, Charles Harmon----------Ratliffe, Lorraine LaVone-----Rife, Gerald Abram--------------Schear, Elmer Augustus---------Scott, Ralph Eldon---------------Shumaker, James Fulton--------Smith, Victor Maurice----------Spessard, Dwight Rinehart----Stevens, Robert Lynn-----------Stone, Harry Dale----------------Stone, John Donald--------------Stover, D. W----------------------Ting, Deems Ye-Sun------------Tinnerman, William NewtonUnderwood, Glen William.----Unterburger, George William.
Van Sickle, Frank Munson----Wagner, Richard Homer-------Wagner, Robert Earl-----------Waites, Robert Ellsworth----Walke, Donald Lawrence------Ward, Gerald Bernard---------Weaston, Robert Quinn--------
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________ Columbus
_________ Pomeroy
___________Dayton
___ Pittsburgh, Pa.
_______ Westerville
____________Condit
______ Youngstown
_______ Westerville
_______ Westerville
__________ Rittman
________Westerville
________Westerville
____ New Knoxville
________ Westerville
__ Van Nuys, Calif.
________ Westerville
________ Westerville
.North Braddock, Pa.
__________Cleveland
_____ Somerset, Pa.
_____Johnstown, Pa.
________ Westerville
___Connellsville, Pa.
____________Newark
________ Westerville
____________ Nauvoo
___________ Sunbury
________ Middletown
_________ Bloomville
___ New Philadelphia
___________Delaware
______Allentown, Pa.
____________ Sullivan
_________ Westerville
_____________ Toledo
___ Fort Wayne, Ind.
___ New Philadelphia
___________ Rockford
____ Shanghai, China
_____________ Dayton
_________ Miamisburg
_____________ Dayton
__________ Cardington
______ Johnstown, Pa.
______________ Akron
__________ Middletown
__________ Middletown
______________ Condit
__________ Westerville

I
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lliams, Donald Lyle______________
•odworth, Betty Ruth____________
Freshmen
ipaugh, Allegra Andrew--------------man, Howard William--------------tidt, Franklin Edgar, Jr--------------nold, Lois Elaine_______________
ker, Martha Jean________________
rtholomew, Clifford Cornish--------ler, Helene Emily________________
idle, Charles Sylvester---------------in, Janice Louise_________________
;k, Donna Beulah-----------------------:kel, Lozella M---------------------------------mett, Alden Edward-------------------ke, Eileen Alice_________________
>^er, Wilma Jean__________________
ihm, Mary Jane---------------------------ckner, Sara Mae_________________
dwell, Charles Clayton--------------)wn, Robert Hecker--------------------ibaker, Ra3mond Keith--------------rk, William Henry_______________
;terbaugh, Carl Robert-----------------"is, Paul Myron__________________
imberlain, Geraldine L--------------2ek, Helen Marie_________________
dsman, James Robert------------------ry, Raymond Darwin-----------------diron, Mark Franklin____________
eman, Jane Vivian_______________
)k, Ruth Clara___________________
'bett, James John________________
"nell, Robert Stump_____________
cry, George William--------------------y, Edsel Burns___________________
in, Robert Allen_________________
ids, Gary, Jr____________________
icker, Darrell Irving, Jr_________
lert, Florence Amelia_____________
trick, Wendell Woodrow_________
hner, Lowell Junior_____________
"ster, Marian Elizabeth__________
izier, Emmett Wiliason__________
inch, Grace Evelyn______________
lagher, Jane Ellen______________
rdner, Thomas Albert____________
idden, Jean Elizabeth____________
ien, Kenneth Maxwell____________

--------- Saint Marys
-Jamestown, N. Y.
---------------- Dayton
---------- Westerville
----------------- Gallon
------------ Barberton
------------ Barberton
—Branford, Conn.
-Southampton, Pa.
--------------- Newark
----------Westerville
----------Westerville
--------- -—Waldo
----------Westerville
~Mt. Gilead
-------Altoona, Pa.
----^f-Hatboro, Pa.
-—Johnstown, Pa
--------- Westerville

IVIiddletown
--------- ^^^^llicothe
----------VVesterville
--------- ---Sunbury
----------Westerville
-----------------Homer
----------^---Newark
----------Westerville
------------------------ Akron
------------------ Ashtabula
--------------------Magnolia
---------------- Westerville
---------------- Middletown
--------------------- Sunbury
---------------- Westerville
-----------------Cardin gton
-----------------------Dayton
----------------Miamisburg
-------------------------- Gore
--------------------------Utica
------ New Philadelphia
------------------Stoutsville
---------------South Solon
------------------------ Akron
------ Sprin^eld
—Mount Gilead
-------- Columbus

Register

of

Green, Richard Neil-------------Greene, Bette Bernice-----------Greene, Ray Charles------------Hall, Roberta Jean---------------Halverson, Lester K------------Hatton, Wanda Alice-----------Healy, Mary Louise-------------Heffner, Robert Elvin----------Hessin, Thomas Dale-----------Hickman, Judith Eleanor-----Hilliard, Elizabeth Mathias—
lies, Emerson Clifford---------Innerst, Almena-----------------Inscho, Neal Preston----------Jackson, Charles Winget-----Johncour, Dorothy Elizabeth—
Karg, Henry Herbert---------Kelley, Donna Lou-----------Kissling, Mary Alice----------Kline, Mary Jane---------------Landis, Raymond Abe--------LaVine, Rita Jeannette-------Learish, Mary Elizabeth-----Light, Phyllis Ann-------------Lightle, Marguerite Jeanette
Lilly, Vesta Elizabeth--------Livingston, Clarence Edgar.
Long, William Fred, Jr-----McDivitt, Katharine Irene—
McKeal, Grace Marcella-----MacNair, Jeanette Ann-----Martin, Anamae--------------Martin, John Russell--------Martin, Luella Cecelia-------Mecusker, Edna GeorgianaMiller, John Paul------------Miller, Wanda Louise-------Mitchell, Betty Louise------Moore, Clarine Virginia----Morgan, William------------Murphy, Robert Mervin---Nichols, Dale Richard------Noll, William Drummond—
Norris, Robert Eugene----Nowlin, Steele Samuel----O’Hara, William Allen----Otsuki, Ruth------------------Phillian, Harold Ivan------Powell, Harry Charles------
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_____ Westerville
_______Mansfield
____ New Albany
__Weston, W. Va,
___Somerset, Pa*
___Detroit, Mich.
_______ Delaware
_________ Dayton
_________Newark
___ Calif on, N. J.
______Westerville
__________ Logan
______ Westerville
_________ Newark
____Mount Gilead
___Johnstown, Pa.
______ Westerville
________ Columbus
______ Westerville
___ Edgewood, Pa.
______ Westerville
__Rochester, N. Y.
___Johnstown, Fa.
__________ Dayton
____ ______ Dayton
______ Rixford, Pa.
__________ Dayton
___________ Gallon
_________Windham
__________ Wooster
______Hatboro, Pa.
_________Lancaster
_Franklin Furnace
_______ Westerville
.Bemus Point, N. Y.
_________ Strasburg
_______ Middletown
___________ Newark
__________Delaware
________ Westerville
________ Westerville
______ Mount Gilead
____________ Dayton
________ Westerville
____________ Parma
____________ London
______ Arvada, Colo.
__________Ostrander
___ Wilkinsburg, Pa.
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Raica, Robert Amiel_________________ ----------------Strasburg
Reynolds, Roger Wayne______________ Pelham Manor, N. Y.
Ritter, Victor George________________ ------------------- Newark
Roley, William Henry_________________ -----------------------Basil
Roose, Robert Stair__________________ ----------Pitcairn, Pa.
Rosensteel, Betty Virginia____________ ---------Ambridge, Pa.
Rule, Bert Richard------------------------------ ----------- Lexington
Rush, Elizabeth Potter----------------------------------- Scottdale,
Pa.
Scanland, Janet Louise----------------------Scott, Ray Edison------------------------------------------------ Columbus
Secrest, Arthur Clark, Jr-------------------- ------ ---------- Delaware
Sekerak, Betty Jane-------------------------- -------------- Westerville
Senseman, Viola Skees--------------------------------------- -Cleveland
----- Englewood
Sharpless, Clara Armenta_____________
Shartle, Paul--------------------------------------------------Middletown
Shauck, Eldon-----------------------------------—Newark
Short, Marjorie Jane--------------------------Columbus
Shuck, Ruthanna--------------------------------Slaughter, Reynold--------------------------------------s^th
Solon
Smeiker, Mary Elizabeth-------------------Westerville
Smith, Mary Ruth------------------------------Westerville
Sporck, Ruth Helen------------------- --------- --------------Yukon,
Pa.
Stahl, Lew George-----------------------------Stone, James A-----------------------------------Strine, Frederick Arnold---------------------- --New'PMaddpta
Swern, Carl Marion---------------------------Swisher, Paul Wilton--------------------------- —^T'-Mount’^GUead
Sydoriak, Peter Michael---------------------- -Thomaston, Conn
Trump, Betty Jo--------------------------------- ------------ MiamisbureTurner, Georgia Ruth--------------------------—-Geneva
Van Gundy, Francis Darwin---------------Groveport
Vickers, Betty Jean-----------------------------—Dayton
Walker, John Douglas-------------------------Cardington
Weekley, Margaret Belle—---------------“xtr—Vr,------Canton
Weimer, Sarah Elizabeth-----------------------New
Florence, Pa
Wilhelm, Ross Johnston------------------------ ------Arlington, N. J.
Williams, Samuel Ellis------------------------------------ Bigler, Pa.
Wilkin, Walker Eugene________________--------------Westerville
Williams, Hope Joan__________________ ------------Eldred, Pa.
Williams, Martha Eloise--------------------- ----------------Cleveland
Wilson, Harold Edwin------------------------ ------------ ^--—Dayton
Woolery, Janet Isabelle----------^-------------------------- Miamisburg
Zimmerman, Wilbur Wesley------------------------- —Westerville
Special Students

Brady, Tom Erasmus-------------------------------------- Miamisburg
Gantz, James Milton___________________________ Westerville
Grabill, Mary Alberta--------------------------------------- Westerville
Leist, Earl William____________________________ Circleville
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Orlidge, Arthur Leslie-------------------------------------Westerville
Mattox, Vivian Frances----------------------------------- Westerville
Plott, Eleanor Jean----------------------------------------- Westerville
Stevens, (Mrs.) Lillian Brunk-------------------------- Westerville
Extension Students

Adler, Jack----------------------------------------------------- Springfield
Allison, Truman-------------------------------------------------Columbus
Babler, Berle Bender----------------------------------------Barberton
Baugher, Donald________________________________ Burbank
Forster, Marian Elizabeth------------------------ New Philadelphia
Herron, Ralph Eugene-----------------------------New Philadelphia
Holzworth, Harold Eugene-------------------------------------- Dover
Jakes, Frank Henry, Jr----------------------------------------- Newark
Leslie, Ethan Benjamin-----------------------------Union City, Pa.
Lutz, Clayton Fred----------------------------------------- Westerville
Mayne, Jean Lambert-------------------------------------Westerville
Morrison, Robert Noble----------------------------------- Westerville
Scott, (Mrs.) Hallie_________________________ Westerville
Shope, Nathaniel Hawthorne-------------------- Huntingdon, Pa.
Smith, John Alan_____________________________ Westerville
Stone, Harry Dale______________________Fort Wayne, Ind.
Tinnerman, William Newton_______________________ Dayton
Vance, George Lowell__________________ _______Greenville
Winkle, John Francis___________________________ Sardinia
Correspondence Students

Ayer, Joseph Charles____________________ Branford, Conn.
Ayers, (Mrs.) Lois Breeden-------------------- Roanoke, Virginia
Ballenger, Dwight Charles-------------------------------- Westerville
Chapman, Lloyd W-----------------------------------------Westerville
Connor, Clarence Howard----------------- Rockhill Furnace, Pa.
Dick, Helen Marie-------------------------------------------Westerville
Emery, Suzanne Frances-------------------------------------- Altoona,Pa.
Forkner, Stanley Herbert-------------------------------------- Dayton
Goss, Roy A---------------------------------------------Dayton
Houser, Lloyd Oliver___________________________ Bradford,Pa.
Kane, Hugh, Jr------------------------------------------------Avon Lake
Lambert, Floribel Frances--------------------------------- Anderson,Ind.
Lord, Clark Seymoor-------------------------------------- Middletown
Molesworth, Vivian Berenice----------------------------- Westerville
Scarberry, Everett----------------------------------------------- Jackson
Shook, Kenneth Koch____________________________ Ashville
Simoni, Mary Isabelle____________________ Newcomerstown
Snavely, Raymond Leroy----------------------------------- Massillon
Stone, John Donald_____________________ New Philadelphia
Toman, Rosanna Marie----------------------------------------- Dayton

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
SENIORS
Ayers, (Mrs.) Lois Breeden------------------------- Roanoke, Va.
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Carter, Alice Irene____ .______________
Carter, James Calvin________________
Day, Esther Jeannette_______________
Finley, Lois Emmal^________________
Hohn, Robert William_______________
Molesworth, Vivian Berenice__________
Varian, Jesse June___________________
UNCLASSIFIED
Abell, Dorothea Martha______________
Adams, Harry Louis------------------------Adler, Jack_________________________
Akom, Kenneth Eugene______________
Allen, Robert_______________________
Alspaugh, Allegra Andrew----------------Anderson, Mary Louise______________
Ater, Milford Emmett----------------------Baker, Blanche_____________________
Bean, Janice Louise-------------------------Beckel, Lozella M----------------------------Blackwood, Doris Irene-------------------Blake, Eileen Alice--------------------------Brubaker, Raymond Keith---------------Burdge, Grace Ruth------------------------Burton, Catherine Louise------------------Caliban, Mellinger Leonard---------------Carlock, Lewis Meadows-----------------Carrick, (Mrs.) Sarah Mae_________
Cellar, Roger______________________
Cheek, Helen Marie________________
Cheek, Paul Eugene_________________
Cherrington, Gordon Luther_________
Cherrington, Margaret______________
Clark, Carol Carlotta_______________
Clippinger. John Arthur____________
Cook, Rutn Clara___________________
Cook, Thomas Edwin_______________
Cook, William Barton______________
Cornelius, Raymond Louis___________
Courtright, Alanson Monroe_________
Courtright, Walter Donald__________
Crosby, James George_______________
Curts, Sara Josephine_______________
Dailey, Mary Agnes________________
Demorest, William__________________
Dillon, Louise Marie________________
Dixon, Mary Lydia_________________
Duckwall, Francis Marion___________
Duhl, Arthur Leroy_________________
Edler, (Mrs.) Gwendolyn___________

-Youngstown
—Westerville
---- -Paulding
-Millersburg
-------Dayton
—Westerville
-East Canton
-------------- Canton
--------- Westerville
----------Springfield
-------City
------- W orthington
------Dayton
Jamestown, N. Y.
----------Chillicothe
--------- Westerville
--------- Westerville
---------------- Waldo
----- ------- Freeport
------Mount Gilead
-----------Van Wert
---------------- Canton
.----- Canton

----- Swissvale, Pa.

---------- -Greenville
---------- Westerville
-------- Worthington

----------Westerville
---------Westerville
---------Westerville

-------- Westerville
-------- Westerville
-------------- Dayton
----------Ashtabula
----------------- Basil
-------- Westerville
__Johnstown, Pa.
-------- Westerville
--------------Newark
—Bear Lake, Pa.
Kansas City, Mo.
________ Oak Hill
--------- Westerville
----- New Lebanon
-------Londonderry
------------ Arcanum
--------- Westerville
--------- Westerville

Register

of

Students

Edler, Marilyn------------------------Edler, Richard------------------------Edler, Robert-------------------------Edler, Sarah---------------------------Ehrhart, Charlotte June----------Ehrlich, Ruth--------------------------Embleton, Marion Gene------------Emrick, W endell W oodrow-------Engle, Alberta Ruth---------------Engle, Robert J---------------------Evans, Mary Margaret------------Fichner, Lowell, Jr-----------------Fontanelle, Paul Lee---------------Frazier, Robert Waters----------Frye, Sanders Admiral------------Garver, Mary Viola---------------Gladden, Jean Elizabeth----------Gleim, Edna Louise---------------Glover, Benjamin Curtis, Jr—
Good, Clyde Earl------------------Grabill, Gladys Celia------------Grabill, James Roscoe_______
Green, Ruth Virginia________
Grimm, Richard Charles_____
Guillermin, John Louis----------Hall, Roberta Jean---------------Halverson, Lester K-------------Hammond, Granville Sharp—
Harris, Carrie Eleanor---------Hart, Marion Beatrice-----------Haverstock, Betty Louise------Healy, Mary Louise------------Heffner, Robert Elvin-----------Herron, Ralph Eugene--------Hickman, Judith Eleanor-----Hilliard, Elizabeth Mathias..
Hilliard, Emma Jane-----------Plolliday, Florence Marie----Holmes, Eleanor Louise-----Holzworth, Harold Eugene—
Houser, Lloyd Oliver----------Howe, Jean Isabel.------------Innerst, Alice Lucille---------Innerst, Ivan---------------------Jackson, Charles Wingett—
Johncour, Dorothy Elizabeth.
Johnson, Margaret May-----Kirk, Paul Ellsworth-------Kissling, Robert E------------Kline, Mary Jane--------------
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______ Westerville
______ Westerville
______ Westerville
______ Westerville
______ Westerville
________ Cleveland
________ Columbus
_____________ Gore
_______ Westerville
_______ Westerville
__________ Newark
___ _________ Utica
___________ Galena
_______ Westerville
________Westerville
_________ Strasburg
______Mount Gilead
_________ Cleveland
________ Westerville
__________Columbus
________ Westerville
________ Westerville
__________ Columbus
___Connellsville, Pa.
____ Lockport, N. Y.
____ Weston, W. Va.
______ Somerset, Pa.
___New Philadelphia
-North Braddock, Pa.
_________ Westerville
______ Detroit, Mich.
___________ Delaware
_____________ Dayton
___ New Philadelphia
_______ Calif on, N. J.
__________Westerville
__________ Westerville
___________ Lancaster
__________ Westerville
_______________ Dover
________ Bradford, Pa.
__________ Westerville
__________ Westerville
___________Westerville
________ Mount Gilead
_______ Johnstown, Pa.
_____Jamestown, N. Y.
______________ Warren
___________ Westerville
________Edgewood, Pa.
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Lambert, Floribel Frances______
Landon, Gifford Earl___________
Learish, Mary Elizabeth_________
Leslie, Ethan Benjamin_________
Light, Nancy Jane_____________
Light, Phyllis Ann_____________
Lightle, Marguerite Jeanette___
Lilly, Vesta Elizabeth---------------Livingston, Clarence Edgar-------McDivitt, Katharine Irene----------Marlow, Lloyd Dennis----------------Martin, Luella Cecelia----------------Mecusker, Edna Georgiana---------Menke, Barbara Lou----------------Menke, Mary Sue----------------------Miller, John Paul----------------------Mills, Alice Elizabeth---------------Moomaw, Josephine Lucille-------Morgan, Philip Lu-------------------Morrison, Robert Noble-------------Morton, Manley Orrin---------------Needham, George Lewis------------Neff, Theodore--------------------------Newton, Edward Baker-------------Nichols, Dale Richard---------------Nicolle, Fred John--------------------Norris, Robert Eugene-------------Opperman, William Howard------Orlidge, Arthur Eugene-------------Orlidge, Wallace Fidel---------------Pomeroy, Esther-----------------------Prince, Ruth Elizabeth--------------Pringle, Adolphus William, Jr—
Ranck, Wendell-------------------------Rankey, Mary Elizabeth-------------Ratliffe, Lorraine LaVone----------Richmond, Martha Jean------------Rife, Gerald Abram------------------Roose, Robert Stair------------------Rush, Elizabeth Potter-------------Schear, Elmer Augustus-----------Shartle, Paul___________________
Short, Marjorie Jane----------------Smelker, Mary Elizabeth----------Smith, Mary Ruth_____________
Steiner, Dorothy Elizabeth-------Stevens, (Mrs.) Lillian Brunk----Stone, John Donald_____________
Trump, Betty Jo_______________
Underwood, Bob________________

------------- Anderson, Ind.
-------------------Westerville
------------- Johnstown, Pa.
------------ Union City, Pa.
------------------------ Dayton
------------------------ Dayton
------------------------ Dayton
-----------------Rixford, Pa.
------------------------ Dayton
--------------------- Windham
------------- Sutton, W. Va.
------------------- Westerville
-------Bemus Point, N. Y.
-------------------Westerville
-------------------Westerville
---------------------Strasburg
-------------------Westerville
------------------- Sugarcreek
-------------------Westerville
-----------------.Westerville
-----------------Rixford, Pa
---- North Braddock, Pa*
--------------------- Cleveland
------ Charleston, W. Va
-------------- Mount Gilead
-------------- Somerset, Pa.
-------------------Westerville
-- ------------------- Findlay
-------------------Westerville
_________Johnstown, Pa.
____________ Westerville
________________Nauvoo
________ Johnstown, Pa.
____________ Westerville
____________ Westerville
____________ Middletown
________________ Dayton
_____________ Bloomville
___________Pitcairn, Pa.
__________Scottdale, Pa.
______ New Philadelphia
____________ Middletown
______________ Columbus
____________ Westerville
____________ Westerville
________________ Willard
____________ Westerville
______ New Philadelphia
____________ Miamisburg
___________ New Albany
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Vance, Robert Floyd________________________ Westerville
Van Sickle, Frank Munson____________________ Cardington
Volp, Alma____________________________________Columbus
Voorhees, Anna Dell_____________________________ Hebron
Wagner, Ferdinand__________________________ Somerset, Pa.
Wagner, Richard Homer-------------------------------Johnstown, Pa.
Ward, (Mrs.) Autumn Morton-------------------------Rixford, Pa.
Ward, Catherine Elizabeth----------------------------------- Dayton
Ward, Robert William___________________ Salamanca, N. Y.
Welsh, Richard Allen---------------------------------------- __Ashville
Williams, Donald Lyle----------------------------------- Saint Marys
Williams, Hope Joan_________________________Eldred, Pa.
Williams, Samuel Ellis----------------------------------- Bigler, Pa.
Yoder, Vivian Esther---------------------------------------- Zanesville
Ziegler, Paul Fout_______________________________ Dayton
SUMMARY OF STUDENTS
College:
Seniors_________________________________________ 65
Juniors________________________________________ 64
Sophomores ___________________________________ 93
Freshmen ______________________________________ 138
Total _________
Special------------------------Music--------------------------Extension-------------------Correspondence ________
Grand Total----Names Repeated
Net Total-------MEN AND WOMEN
College Classes:
Men ____________________________
Women__________________________

360
8

161
19
20

568
152
416

205
155

Total --------Adjunct Departments:
Men___________
Women ________

360

Total
Net Total:
Men___
Women _

208

Total

416

112

96

235
181
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CONFERENCES
United Brethren
Students
Total
Allegheny _____
_ 27
37
East Ohio
_
- _ 25
56
Erie
14
18
Miami
___
35
61
Michigan
1
2
Sandusky
30
Southeast Ohio
_ 101
183
Tennessee
1
West Virginia
.
4
6
Outside of Cooperating Territory _ _
22
3
Total

.

227

416

DENOMINATIONS
United Brethren_____________________________________ 227
Methodist _________________________________________ 64
Presbyterian __________________________ :____________ 39
Baptist____________________________________________ 15
Reformed _________________________________________ 11
Lutheran __________________________________________
9
Congregational ____________________________________
9
Catholic ___________________________________________
8
Christian __________________________________________
7
Evangelical________________________________________
6
Christian Science __________________________________
4
Episcopal__________________________________________
3
United Presbyterian________________________________
1
Quaker____________________________________________
1
Community________________________________________
1
No Preference_____________________________________
H
Total _______________________________________ 410

Register

Ohio_________
Pennsylvania _
New York___
West Virginia
Connecticut__
Michigan____
Indiana______
Kentucky____
New Jersey__
Tennessee__
Minnesota__
California__
Colorado ___
Missouri ___
Virginia-----West Africa .
China --------Total

of

Students
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STATES
____________________________ 330
____________________________ 50
____________________________ 10

_________________________

____________________________
_______________________________________________________________

_________________________
___________________________________________________________
"_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________
_____________________________
____________________________
_____________________________

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

6

4
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
416

OHIO BY COUNTIES
Allen ________________
1 Mahoning------------------2
Ashland______________
1 Marion ---------------------2
2
Ashtabula ------------------ 2 Meigs ----------------------1
Auglaize_____________
2 Mercer ______________
3
Brown----------------------1 Miami_______________
Butler _______________
9 Montgomery _________ 42
9
Clark------------------------3 Morrow______________
1
Crawford ------------------4 Muskingum ---------------1
Cuyahoga ____________
6 Paulding_____________
4
Darke _______________
2 Pickaway --------------------1
Delaware ------------------- 10 Portage-----------------------3
Fairfield -------------------0 Richland----------------------2
Franklin______________ 130 Ross --------------------------3
Guernsey ------------------1 Scioto _________________
1
Hancock -------------------3 Seneca ________________
Harrison ------------------3 Stark-------------------------- 10
8
Holmes ---------------------1 Summit________________
1
Hocking -------------------2 Trumbull ____________
Huron ----------------------1 Tuscarawas ----------------- 12
2
Jackson______________
3 Van Wert ___________
1
Lawrence ------------------1 Vinton----------------------2
Licking---------------------- 15 Warren______________
4
Lorain_______________
1 Wayne----------------------Lucas________________
2
Total_______________ 330
Madison -------------------3

INDEX
Administration, Officers of-------------------Aid to Students----------------------------------Art__________________________________
Astronomy___________________________
Athletics_____________________________
Bacteriology__________________________
Bible ________________________________
Bills, Payment of-------------------------------Biology---------------------------------------------Board and Rooms_____________________
Botany --------------------------------------------Buildings and Grounds-----------------------Business Administration-------------^--------Business Administration, Preparation for
Calendar, College-------------------------------Clubs, Campus________________________
Christian Associations------------------------Chemistry-----------------------------------------Civil Service, Preparation for--------------Classics -------------------------------------------Conservatory of Music-----------------------Courses of Study—
College of Arts and Sciences----------Music, School of-------------------------Curricular Requirements---------------------Debate---------------------------------------------Degrees and Diplomas-------------------------Degrees Conferred -----------------------------Dentistry, Preparation for-------------------Dramatics----------------------------------------Economics___________________________
Education -------- --------------------- ;----------English Composition and Rhetoric-------English Literature —-------------------------Engineering, Preparation for--------------Entrance, Requirements for----------------Executive Committee-------------------------Expenses-----------------------------------------Faculty, College -------------------------------Faculty Committees —-----------------------Faculty, School of Music-------------------Fees -----------------------------------------------161

------------------

PAGE
9

---------------- 34
---------------- 84
---------------- 63
________ 24,108
__________ 65
____________115
---------------- 33
__________ 63
__________ 22
___________ 63
---------------- 19
__________ 72
__________
60
___________
5
_________26, 27
___________ 25
___________ 67
___________ 55
___________ 70
____________ 125
___________ 42
-------------------125
----------------- 42
.26, 121, 122, 124
__45, 47, 49, 127
-------------------143
----------------- 52
------------- 26, 122
----------------- 72
----------------- 75
----------------- 79
----------------- 81
----------------- 58
----------------- 42
----------------8
-------------------- 30

__________

10

----------------- 14
------------------- 125
------------------ 30
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Fine Arts
French___
Freshman P'eriod
General Information"
«^suiations
German ---------------------------Grading System
Health_Z_ZZ
Home Economics "Z
Honor Students
Latin________
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PRELIMINARY
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
(Use Great Care in Filling Out This Application)
I hereby apply for admission to Otterbein College. I agree
to conform to the rules and regulations of the College and
submit the following information, for the accuracy of which
I vouch:
Name-------------------------------- -------------------------- Age

First

Second

Last

Home Address, Street and No---------------------------------p, O____ ;______________________________ State______
Name of Parent or Guardian-------------------------------Name of Pastor__________________ Denomination—
Address of Pastor-------------------------------------------------Name of high school or other preparatory school from which
candidate expects to come---------------------------------------------Address of School------------------------------------------------------------Name of Principal------------------------------------------------------------Time of graduation: Month---------- Day------------ Year-----------Does your scholarship rank you in the highest, middle or
lowest third of your class?--------------------------------------------Subject in which you desire to major---------------------------------Vocation you intend to follow------------------------------------------When do you intend to enter ?------------------------------------------A room retention fee of $5.00 is required of all women. A
similar fee is required of all men assigned to King Hall.
Such fees should be enclosed with this application.
Date-------------------------------------------------------------This application should be mailed to:
F. J. VANCE, Registrar^

Westerville, Ohio
An unmounted photograph must be submitted with this ap
plication.

